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Abstract

Despite more than a century of research, catalysis remains a productive field of
continuous discoveries and improvements. Many aspirations drive the progress,
such as lower cost, faster conversion and greener chemistry, but they all work to
achieve the same essential understanding. To this end, there is a continuous need
for improved analytical methods of catalysts and catalytic mechanisms.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is widely used as an analyti-
cal tool for revealing chemical structures and mechanisms. While suffering from
an inherently low sensitivity, the method has found its way into everyday use due
to its specificity and non-destructive nature. The sensitivity of NMR can be tem-
porarily enhanced by the process of hyperpolarization. This thesis investigates
the application of the hyperpolarization technique of dissolution Dynamic Nuclear
Polarization (dDNP) NMR spectroscopy to catalytic systems. The technique pro-
vides upwards of 10 000 times signal enhancement, but has only been applied to
few catalytic transformation.

This thesis delves into the application of dDNP, in the investigation of the acid-
catalysed formation of solketal from glycerol and acetone, the hydrogenation of a
number of olefins and the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation metathesis catalyst.

Based on the work in the thesis, a set of guiding principles and considerations are
presented. These are meant to serve as suggestions and instructions for any future
studies of a comparable nature.

The formation of solketal provides a valuable example of the process of setting
up a dDNP experiment, as it seemed like a suitable target reaction for the method.
However, the dDNP experiments ultimately provided limited results.

The hydrogenation of several alkene and alkyne esters was investigated. The cata-
lysts used were two variations on the cationic rhodium-based Shrock-Osborn (SO)
catalyst, as well as the neutral iridium-based Crabtree’s catalyst and the neutral
rhodium-based Wilkinson’s catalyst. The stability of hydride-rhodium complexes
were investigated. An NMR in-situ set-up, allowing the hydrogenation of the sub-
strate during 13C NMR acquisition, was designed. The SO catalysts proved suit-
able for the dDNP conditions and became the primary targets of investigations.
A method was demonstrated for following the activation of the catalysts, and used
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to examine the SO catalysts. Several transient peaks were observed during hy-
drogenation. They were assumed to be from intermediates in the hydrogenation
of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD). The reaction was further investi-
gated using pulsed H2 flow, elucidating the nature of the intermediate peaks. One
peak accumulated at the stop of H2 flow, suggesting it might be from the catalyst-
coordinated substrate, as this step precedes the oxidative addition of H2 in the
catalytic cycle. Selective inversion experiments demonstrated that the origin of the
intermediate was the assumed substrate, further confirming our speculation.
The setup allowed for real-time measurements of the different selectivites of two
different SO catalysts in the hydrogenation of an internal alkyne towards the cor-
responding cis or trans alkenes.
We demonstrated the ability of the system to analyse the kinetics of several com-
peting reactions in real-time.

The potential consequences of polarizing the catalyst ligands rather than the sub-
strates were explored through the investigation of the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd genera-
tion (HGII) catalyst, which is a ruthenium-based catalyst for metathesis of double
bonds. To facilitate this, the solubility of HGII in various glassing solvents and
mixtures was examined. The polarizability of the catalyst was demonstrated, and
subsequent experiments allowed elucidation and comparison of the structures of
the catalyst and the catalyst inhibited with a primary amine. Following this, the
interaction of the catalyst with two small nucleophile inhibitors (cyclohexylamine
and 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane) and two conventional substrates (1-hexene
and diethyl diallylmalenoate) was investigated.
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Resumé

På trods af årtiers forskning, er katalysatorer fortsat et produktivt felt med fortsatte
fremskridt og gennembrud. Adskillige motivationer driver denne fremgang, såsom
lavere omkostninger, hurtigere produktion og grønnere, mere bæredygtig kemi,
men alle søger at opnå den samme grundlæggende forståelse. Der eksisterer derfor
et fortsat behov for forbedre analytiske metoder af katalytiske systemer.
Nuklear Magnetisk Resonans (NMR) spektroskopi bliver ofte brugt som anal-
ysemetode til at undersøge kemiske strukturer og mekanismer. Trods metodens
lave sensitivitet, benyttes NMR udbredt i det daglige forskningsarbejde, grundet
metodens specificitet og non-destruktive natur. Sensitiviteten af NMR kan midler-
tidigt forstærkes ved at anvende hyperpolarisering. Denne afhandling udforsker
applikationen af hyperpolariserings-teknikken ved at benytte dissolution Dynamic
Nuclear Polarization (dDNP) NMR-spektroskopi til at undersøge katalytiske pro-
cesser. dDNP forbedrer NMRs svage sensitivitet ved at øge signalet med op imod
10 000 gange, men er hidtil kun blevet anvendt til at undersøge ganske få kat-
alytiske reaktioner.
Denne afhandling undersøger applikationen af dDNP, ved at se nærmere på den
syre-katalyserede reaktion af acetone og glycerol til at forme solketal, hydrogner-
ingen af en række af alkener og metatese reaktioner ved Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd
generations katalysator.
Baseret på erfaringerne i dette projekt, opsættes en række vejledende principper
og overvejelser, som skal tjene som indsigtsgivende forslag og instruktioner til
fremtidige lignende studier.
Formationen af solketal fremstår som et værdifuldt eksempel på opsætningen af
et dDNP eksperiment, og virkede som en passende primær reaktion. De endelige
dDNP eksperimenter gav dog kun begrænsede resultater.
Hydrogeneringen af diverse alken- og alkyn estre blev undersøgt. Der blev brugt
to vartioner af den kationiske rhodium-baserede Shrock-Osborn (SO) katalysator,
den neutrale iridium-baserede Crabtree’s katalysator og den neutrale rhodium-
baserede Wilkinson’s katalysator. Stabiliteten af hydrid-rhodium komplekser blev
undersøgt. En NMR in-situ opsætning, som tillod hydrogenering af substratet sam-
tidigt med spektrospi, blev designet. SO katalysatoren viste sig at være velpasset
til dDNP forholdene og blev det primære fokus for forskningen.
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En metode til at følge aktiveringen af katalysatorer blev demonstreret og brugt til at
undersøge SO katalysatorerne. Adskillige midlertidige peaks blev observeret un-
der hydrogeneringen. Disse antoges at repræsenterer intermediater i hydrogener-
ingen af dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylat (DMAD). Reaktionen blev yderligere un-
dersøgt ved hjælp af pulserende H2 flow, for at belyse karakteren af de inter-
mediære peaks. Et peak akkumulerede ved aflukket H2 flow, hvilket antyder at
den stammer fra det katalysator-koordinerede substrat, da dette skridt kommer før
den oxidative addition af H2 i katalyseprocessen. Eksperimenter med selektiv in-
version demonstrerede at intermediatet stammede fra det antagede substrat, hvilket
underbyggede mistanken.
Opsætningen tillod samtidige målinger af de forskellige selektiviteter af de to SO
katalysatorer i hydrogeneringen af en intern alkyn til det korresponderende cis eller
trans alkener.
Vi demonstrerede systemets evne til at analysere kinetikken af adskillige konkur-
rerende reaktioner i realtid.
De potentielle konsekvenser ved at polarisere liganderne på katalysatoren i stedet
for substraterne blev udforsket ved undersøgelsen af Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd gener-
ation (HGII) katalysator, hvilket er en ruthenium baseret katalysator til metatese-
reaktioner af dobbelt bindinger. For at faciliterer dette, blev opløseligheden af
HGII undersøgt i forskellige glassende solventer og solventblandinger. Polar-
isabiliteten af katalysatoren blev demonstreret, og efterfølgende eksperimenter
demonstrerede strukturen af katalysatoren og katalysatoren efter den var blevet
hæmmet af en primær amin. Efter dette undersøgtes interaktionen af katalysatoren
med to små inhibitorer (cyclohexylamine og 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantan) og
to konventionelle substrater. (1-hexen and diethyl diallylmalenoat).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Catalysis is ubiquitous in modern chemistry. It is estimated that more than 90 % of
all products were at some point part of a catalysed process. [1] Despite a long his-
tory of research, the connection between catalytic structure, reactivity and mecha-
nism still remain of notable interest. [2–4] This particular insight feasibly provides
the foundation for synthesising future catalysts that are more active, stable and se-
lective. [5] To this end, there is a persistent search for new and improved methods
of analysis.
In this project we seek to apply the emerging technique of Dissolution Dynamic
Nuclear Polarization (dDNP) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
to the analysis of catalytic transformations.
NMR spectroscopy is one of the primary analytical techniques used for the elu-
cidation of chemical structure. [6–8] Radio frequency (RF) pulses are applied to
molecules containing non-zero spin nuclei suspended in a strong magnetic field.
The resulting spectrum reveals the surrounding chemical environment and inter-
nuclear couplings.
NMR is often used for the investigation of new compounds and mechanisms, as
little prior knowledge of the molecule is needed to allow full structural identifi-
cation. The wide applicability and ease of use has made NMR spectroscopy an
ubiquitous tool for analytical chemistry.
The non-destructive nature of the method makes it an excellent choice for in-situ
studies. [9] NMR does, however, suffer from an inherent lack of sensitivity, limiting
the potential mechanistic insight obtainable, and necessitating a large number of
scans for each experiment. This can be abated by averaging over time. However,
this has inherently negative consequences for mechanistic or kinetic investigations.
A way to counteract the low sensitivity of NMR is dDNP, which is a method of
hyperpolarization (HP). This thesis describes the application of dDNP to chemical
reactions, significantly enhancing the sensitvity of NMR by increasing the polar-
ization of the sample. [10,11] dDNP is an incredibly powerful tool, enhancing the
signal-to-noise ratio by more than 10 000 compared to thermal NMR. [12]
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

To put this in perspective: When chemical analysis is not going well, it can feel
like you’re searching for a needle in a haystack. A factor of 10 000 would make
said needle as long as the Eiffel tower is tall, making it harder to find the haystack
than the needle.1 That is the power and purpose of the method: To increase sig-
nal strength sufficiently that a single NMR scan results in a spectrum with tall
peaks and low noise levels. This allows the observation of chemical reactions in
real-time, and the detection of signals from reaction intermediates present in ex-
ceedingly low concentrations.

dDNP was used to investigate a number of different chemical reactions: hydro-
genation of olefins, olefin metathesis and the acid-catalysed solketal formation.
The potential of dDNP is remarkable, but before we get to the application some
time must first be spent on the background of analytical chemistry and NMR, as
this is necessary for the understanding of dDNP.

The dissertation is divided into 9 chapters. Following the introduction, an out-
line of the scientific background of the project is presented in Chapter 2. The
methodology of the technique and relevant considerations are presented in Chap-
ter 3. Chapter 4 outlines procedures that were universal to subsequent investiga-
tions, such as sample preparation and catalyst synthesis. Chapter 5 deals with the
acid-catalyzed formation of solketal from glycerol and acetone. In Chapter 6, the
hydrogenation of several olefins catalyzed by variations of the Shrock-Osborn cat-
alyst, Crabtree’s catalyst and Wilkinsons catalysts were investigated. The work
done during the external stay at TAMU is described in Chapter 7, investigating
olefin metathesis reactions catalyzed by the 2nd generation Hoveyda-Grubbs cat-
alyst and the inhibition of the catalyst. The dissertation is summarized in Chapter
8, including conclusions and future prospects.
Final remarks are presented in Chapter 9.
A peer-reviewed article describing the main part of the work on hydrogenation
reactions and a manuscript describing part of the work on the olefin metathesis
reaction in progress are included Appendix B and C.

1This is assuming you’re unlucky and your needle is only 30 mm long, which is on the shorter
side.
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Chapter 2

Background

Hyperpolarization (HP) is a technique used to enhance conventional nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. [11] Several methods seek to do this, some of
which are outlined in Section 2.2. This project achieves HP through Dissolution
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization NMR (dDNP). [13] This method allows significantly
enhanced NMR spectra by improving on the sample prior to NMR spectroscopy,
while incurring few changes to the spectroscopy itself. [12] dDNP is as such essen-
tially NMR with an extra step, and an understanding of both steps is paramount to
the utilization of the method.
First the method is discussed, followed by a short literature review of applications
of the method for investigation of chemical reactions.

2.1 Specialized nuclear magnetic resonance

NMR is a prevalent spectroscopic technique, familiar to anyone who works with
chemical synthesis or organic chemistry. The wide applicability of the method
and its ease of use has made it a mainstay of research and an essential part of the
identification of organic compounds. The method takes advantage of the fact that
certain atomic nuclei exhibit nuclear spin. The most commonly investigated nuclei
are 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F and 31P, all with nuclear spin I = 1

2 . [14]

If a sample molecule is subjected to an external magnetic field, these nuclei will
seek to align themselves with the field. This is referred to as the α spin state.
These aligned nuclei can then absorb electromagnetic radiation from radio fre-
quency (RF) pulses, bringing them from the low energy α state to the high energy
β state. [6] The nuclei will return to the α state through longitudinal or spin-lattice
relaxation with the exponential time constant T1. [8] Several effects contribute to
the relaxation of the nuclei, including the magnetic environment, bonding to nu-
clei with non-zero nuclear spins, the solvent and the molecular tumbling rate. [15] A
long T1 value means the nuclei returns slowly to the α state. In conventional NMR,
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

it is preferable to have all nuclei return to their initial alignment between each scan,
making short T1 nuclei such as protons good spectroscopic targets. The opposite
is true for dDNP, where a long T1 causes the enhanced signal to last longer. This is
explained in detail in Section 2.2.4.
The energy is absorbed at the resonance frequency, and depends heavily on the
nature and electronic environment of the nuclei. [16,17] The electron density sur-
rounding 13C in CH4 oppose the external magnetic field, effectively shielding the
nuclei. As the shielded nuclei is less affected by the magnetic field, less energy
is required to reach the β state. Conversely, electron withdrawing groups such as
chlorine will effectively deshield the nuclei, increasing the necessary energy.
Perhaps the biggest disadvantage of NMR is the inherently low sensitivity of the
method, necessitating the averaging of a large number of scans. This becomes
especially prominent for 13C NMR, where the low g-factor, the low natural abun-
dance of the spin active isotope (1.1 %) and long T1 values resul in hour-long
experiments requiring hundreds or thousands of scans. [8]

The main problem of NMR sensitivity is the spin distribution. The strength of
the NMR signal is proportional to the population difference between the low and
high energy states, with a larger population in the low energy state resulting in a
more intense signal. The equilibrium is determined by the Boltzmann distribution,
shown in 2.1. [6]

Nβ

Nα

= e
−∆E

kT = e
−h̄γB0

kT (2.1)

Where Nα and Nβ represent the number of nuclei in the α and β energy states, ∆E
is the energy difference between the two states, h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant
h

2π
, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, k is the Boltzmann constant

(
1.381 ·10−23 J

K

)
and

T is the absolute temperature. At room temperature the population difference is
exceedingly small. An example for 13C carbon atoms in a 9.4 Tesla magnet at
room temperature is shown in Equation (2.2).

Nβ

Nα

= e

−1.0546·10−34 J
s 10.705·106 Hz

T 9.4T

1.381·10−23 J
K 293.15K = 0.999997379 (2.2)

The low population difference is unfortunately an inherently difficult problem to
solve. Observing Equation 2.1, only the magnetic field and the temperature can
be adjusted to achieve a higher population difference. Lowering the temperature
stops chemical reactions and is not very efficient. A spectrometer with a new and
stronger magnet allows the production of spectra with higher resolution, providing
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2.2. METHODS OF HYPERPOLARIZATION

more interesting results in future experiments. There is however a limit to current
technology of around 18 T, and powerful spectrometers do not come cheap. An
alternative way to improve the resolution is by enhancing the conventional NMR
experiments through hyperpolarization:

2.2 Methods of hyperpolarization

Hyperpolarization works by altering the Boltzmann distribution of spins from the
thermal to a non-equilibrium state. Several methods seek to achieve this, includ-
ing DNP, Parahydrogen induced polarization (PHIP) and Signal amplification by
reversible exchange (SABRE). [10,11] This project exclusively achives polarization
through DNP, subsequently utilized in dDNP experiments. It is however still worth
touching on the differences between dDNP and the other methods here, to under-
stand the advantages of each.

PHIP

Hydrogen gas exists in two isomeric forms: Orthohydrogen (oH2) containing
two protons with parallel aligned spins and parahydrogen (pH2) with antiparallel
aligned spins. pH2 only constitutes approximately 25 % of molecular hydrogen at
room temperature. [18] Molecular H2 can be enriched at low temperature to contain
a larger fraction of pH2, facilitating the method of PHIP: When a pH2 molecule is
added to an asymmetric, unsaturated substrate, the nuclear spin state is retained,
resulting in a hyperpolarized state, making subsequent NMR experiments yield
significantly increased signal. [19]

This is a comparatively cheap and very fast method of achieving polarization, but
it does have a number of disadvantages. The most obvious limitation of PHIP is
that the polarization can only be transferred to an unsaturated substrate capable
of adding H2. This vastly restricts the nature of the substrates suitable for PHIP,
necessitating the presence of one or more double or triple bonds. As the hyper-
polarized state is achieved during the addition of pH2, limited information about
the substrate prior to addition is obtained. The information available is further im-
paired in that polarization is only transferred at the addition of pH2, meaning that
parts of the molecule distant from the unsaturated moiety will not receive increased
signal. [20]

SABRE

The source of transferred polarization in SABRE is parahydrogen as in PHIP. In-
stead of direct addition to the substrate, the parahydrogen molecule and the sub-
strate molecule both bind reversibly to a metal center, allowing the polarization to
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be transferred from the hydrogen to the substrate. Like PHIP, this method of polar-
ization is very fast. [21,22] The advantage of this method over conventional PHIP is
that the substrate does not have to react with the H2, allowing the hyperpolarization
of molecules prior to reaction and allowing a wider range of substrates. The spe-
cific requirements of substrate-metal coordination however limit the solvent and
substrates suitable for the method, but this can be partially alleviated through the
use of relay molecules that transfer the polarization from the metal to the sub-
strate. [23] The process is essentially catalytic, with the metal center repeatedly
facilitating the polarization transfer. The required presence of a catalytic metal
center limits the applicability of the method when investigating catalytic chem-
istry or in-vivo systems, necessitating the additional step of separating the transfer
metal from the substrate prior to the measurement. [24] Heterogeneous SABRE sys-
tems have been demonstrated, but achieve comparatively low (100-fold) levels of
polarization. [25]

dDNP

The choice of HP for this project is dDNP. The signal increase far surpasses PHIP
and SABRE, yielding signal enhancements of more than 10 000. [12] The method
does, however, suffer from a much longer polarization time, and is significantly
more expensive than its counterparts. The choice of substrate does not suffer from
the specific requirements of pH2 addition or metal-center coordination. As this
project works toward a wider applicability of HP as a valuable method for inves-
tigating chemial reactions, this is an incredibly desirable trait. This does however
not alleviate the consideration on T1 described in Section 2.2.4, but this is universal
for any HP NMR experiment. [11]

Acquiring NMR spectra through dDNP is a four step process: the initial polariza-
tion, dissolution and transfer of the sample, followed by NMR spectroscopy. The
following sections deal with each step in detail.

2.2.1 dDNP: Polarization

dDNP foregoes the pH2 of PHIP and SABRE, instead transferring polarization
to the target molecule from specific free-radical molecules referred to as polariz-
ing agents (PA). Some of the more common PAs are shown in Figure 2.1. For
each experiment, care must be taken as to choose a PA with the appropriate sol-
ubility, stability and compatability. With the metabolic and biomedical focus of
most dDNP research, PAs are generally water soluble, contrary to what is of-
ten required for most other brands of chemistry. For most of the work in this
project, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) and 1,3-bisdiphenylene-3-
phenylallyl radical (BDPA) serve as PAs for 1H NMR and 13C NMR experiments
respectively. [26–28]
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Some experiments on the applicability of TEMPO as a PA for 13C NMR were
performed in this project, but this is not a common usage.
In investigating catalytic systems, the potential interactions of the free radical
molecules with both the catalyst and the substrate after dissolution must be consid-
ered. This problem is somewhat counteracted by the low initial concentration of
PA, which is commonly added at 15 mM to the sample, and subsequently diluted
during the dissolution process. DNP can by further enhanced by the addition of
of gadolinum (Gd3+) complexes in small quantites (1-2 mM), increasing the re-
laxation rate of the free radical electrons during polarization, ultimately yielding
an increase in polarization. In this project 2,2’,2”-(10-carboxymethyl-1,4,7,10-
tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)tris(3-benzyloxypropanoate)gadolinium(III)
(Gadobop) is used, as it is soluble in organic solvents. [29,30]

Polarizing Agents

Figure 2.1: Three commonly used PAs: 1,3-bisdiphenylene-3-phenylallyl (BDPA),
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) and trityl OX063 radicals. BDPA
is commercially available in a 1:1 benzene mixture, while OX063 is commercially
available as a sodium salt. [26–28]

Polarization transfer is achieved at low temperatures in specially build polarizer
magnets, with the Oxford HyperSense systems utilized in this project polarizing
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at a field strength of 3.35 T and a temperature of 1.4 K. Free electrons have high
gyromagnetic ratios, and at these conditions the electrons of the PAs therefore
have almost full polarization, with Nβ/Nα = 0.04005. [31] For comparison, 13C
have a slightly improved, but still unimpressive population difference under these
conditions, with Nβ/Nα = 0.99980.
DNP is achieved through The Solid Effect: By irradiating the sample with mi-
crowave radiation at a frequency close to the electron Larmor frequency, it is pos-
sible to irradiate the nucleus-electron transition, transferring the high polarization
of the electron to the target molecules. The electron spin of the PA relaxes rapidly
to the alpha state, allowing the repeat of the process. Combined with the polar-
ization diffusing along nuclei by the exchange of adjacent spins, the build-up of
polarization in the target molecules is achieved. [13]

These two phenomena: The solid effect and spectral diffusion are not the only
mechanisms relevant to DNP, but they describe the basics of the method well. They
are visualised in Figure 2.2. The two other prominent effects, thermal mixing and
cross polarizaton, are mechanistically different, but yield the same end result as
the solid effect, with polarization being transferred from the PA to the target. [32,33]

The predominance of each effect is determined by B0 and T , but also by the rate
of electron-spin diffusion and electron-relaxation rates, which are properties of the
chosen PA. [13]

Polarization through DNP requires the target molecules to be suspended in a glassy
matrix at polarization temperatures. Certain substrates achieve this inherently,
while others require additional sample preparation. The consequences of this are
explored further in Section 3.1.2.
The build-up of polarization of the sample in the HyperSense can be measured
over time, making it easy to determine when the sample is sufficiently polarized
and it is appropriate to continue the experiment. An example of this is shown in
Figure 2.3.

2.2.2 dDNP: Dissolution

Once the highest possible polarisation has been reached, it becomes necessary to
retrieve the sample from the polarizer and convert it from the solid to the liquid
state. This is achieved in the eponymous dissolution step. Prior to the dissolu-
tion step, an appropriate solvent is added to an external, closed chamber connected
to the HyperSense. The solvent is heated, and upon reaching a designated inter-
nal pressure, the chamber is opened automatically and the hot solvent is injected
through the sample chamber, into a vessel on the outside of the polarizer, allowing
the sample to be collected for subsequent NMR experiments. The pressure must
be sufficiently high to dissolve and transport the sample out of the polarizer, and
thus depends on the solvent used for dissolution and the miscibility of the solvent
and the sample. A pressure of 8-12 bar was found to be suitable for the organic
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The Solid Effect

Figure 2.2: A visualisation of the transfer of polarization from the free radical to
the glassy matrix. The Solid Effect is expressed from state (A) to (B), where one
external free radical spin exchanges its spin state with a nuclei in the glassy matrix.
From (B) to (C), spectral diffusion is demonstrated, whereby the polarization can
spread through the glassy sample. From (C) to (D) the comparatively fast relax-
ation of the free radical electron is demonstrated, allowing the process to start over.
This illustration is adapted from the work of Tom Wenkebach. [13]
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Polarization build-up

Figure 2.3: A representative example of a build-up curve. The polarization in the
sample is measured every 5 minutes, maximum achievable polarization is obtained
after about 35-40 minutes.

solvents used in this project. A lower limit of 4 mL of solvent is necessary to
dissolve and transport the sample. [12]

There are some limits on which solvents can be used, partially depending on the
ventilation available and material used for external tubing and vessels. The de-
sired dissolution solvent for most inorganic and catalytic investigations will be the
solvent used for the reaction outside of the dDNP environment. This can prove
problematic for certain solvents such as chloroform, which would most likely dis-
solve some of the plastics used in the collecting of the sample after dissolution. In
these situations it becomes necessary to find appropriate analogues to replace the
solvent, such as dichloromethane (DCM).

2.2.3 dDNP: Transfer

Once the sample has been collected with the dissolution solvent, it must be trans-
ferred to the NMR spectrometer to begin measurements. Due to the natural decay
of the HP signal as the nuclei return to the β spin state over time, it is paramount
that the transfer is initiated immediately and executed swiftly. As the resulting
mixture has a significantly larger volume than the NMR tube, it is necessary to ex-
tract an appropriate aliquot for the experiment. The exact amounts vary depending
on the volume of the dissolution solvent, the size of the NMR tube and whether
the NMR contains any substrate or catalyst. The amount added should be such that
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the NMR tube ends up containing the appropriate amount of solvent for the spec-
troscopy. The most simple way of transferring the sample is by manually adding
the aliquot to the NMR tube. The sample mixture is extracted from the external
vessel using a syringe and added to the NMR tube, which is shaken if necessary
before being loaded into to the spectrometer.
A way to speed up the manual transfer is to fit a thin plastic tube with a syringe
push-on connection to the NMR tube, attached so that the opening of the inserted
tube is right above the active volume, when the NMR tube is in the polarizer.
Instead of having to add the NMR tube to the spectrometer during the sample
transfer, the sample can be injected directly into the NMR tube using the syringe.
This process is slightly faster, but requires that a larger aliquot of dissolved sample
is extracted. It may also impair the experiment significantly if the NMR tube has
been preloaded with a substrate or catalyst, as good mixing can be more difficult
do attain when adding the sample through the thin tubing. As the NMR tube is
already in the polarizer when the sample is added, the extent of the mixing is also
not directly observed until after the experiment is done. It can be advantageous to
perform exploratory injections outside the spectrometer using coloured solvents,
to investigate whether the mixing is efficient.
Whichever method is used, the NMR measurements are initiated as soon as the
sample has been added to the polarizer. The manual transfer can be done quite
fast with a little bit of practice, and took about 5 seconds when done in the work
described here. The time of each individual transfer was not measured.
An alternative to the manual transfer is the mechanical transfer of the sample into
the NMR tube. To achieve this a Fast Transfer System (FTS) was used, constructed
by Sean Bowen for Christian Hiltys group at TAMU. [34]

Utilizing pressurized gas, the FTS injects the sample directly from into the NMR
tube after dissolution. A sensor registers the passage of the liquid, and after a set
time the flow is redirected to a waste container instead. By repeat experiments and
adjustment of this injection time, the experiment can be set up as to add the correct
volume of sample to the NMR tube for each experiment. This system carries a
number of advantages compared to the manual transfer.
The transfer time is significantly faster than anything possible with the manual
transfer, with the time from dissolution to acquisition being about 1 second. The
repeatability is improved, since the automatic prodecure results in the same amount
of sample in each experiment.
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2.2.4 dDNP: NMR

The polarization achieved reverts back to the Boltzmann distribution exponentially,
at a rate inversely proportional to the T1 of the nuclei after dissolution. The inverse
proportionality affects what makes a good dDNP substrate. Even with a good
dDNP substrate containing s carbonyl group with a long T1, the polarization will
revert to the thermal equilibrium in no more than a few minutes. This is touched
upon further in Section 3.1.1, and is the reason why the speed of the transfer is of
such importance.
In Figure 2.4, a series of NMR spectra are shown, obtained 2 seconds apart. These
spectra are processed using Mestrenova 11.0 (MNova) software from Mestrelab
Research S.L. In this experiment, no chemical reaction is happening, and no sub-
strate is consumed. The peak at 158.0 ppm is from a carbonyl group in dimethyl
acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD). The signal decays slowly over time, despite no
reaction occurring. This is in part due to the aforementioned resettling towards the
thermal equilibrium, but also as a result of the measurement itself.

dDNP signal decaying over time
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Figure 2.4: Data obtained from a dDNP experiment. The X axis shows the chem-
ical shift of the NMR spectrum, the Y axis shows the number of each spectrum.
Each spectrum is obtained 2 seconds apart, the total reaction time being around 2
minutes. The peak at 158.0 ppm is from the 13C in a carbonyl group in DMAD.
No chemical reaction is occuring, and the signal decay is only a result of the polar-
ization resettling towards the thermal equilibrium, and the RF pulses consuming
some of the polarization when producing each spectrum.

The interaction of the pulsing of NMR spectroscopy HP is such that the act of
measuring a spectrum consumes part of the polarization. In a conventional NMR
experiment, the applied RF pulse flips nuclei from the α to the β state, creating
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a non-equilibrium system. In between each obtained spectrum, the system is nor-
mally allowed to relax, re-establishing the equilibrium. In a HP sample, the system
is already in a non-equilibrium state, with a surplus of α state nuclei. As such, the
nuclei flips caused by the RF pulse from α to β cannot be regained by waiting
between scans. This means that the acquiring of NMR spectra shifts the polarized
sample closer to the non-polarized, thermal equilibrium. A small part of the polar-
ization is ’consumed’ by each pulse. The is proportional to the cosine of the angle
of the pulse: A 5 degree pulse will consume a small part of the polarization, while
a 90 degree pulse will consume all of the polarization. 90 degree pulses can be
used in this way to acquire very high spectrum intensity. In addition to the signal
consumed by pulsing, α state nuclei will revert to the β state on their own through
spin-spin interactions, until the thermal equilibrium described by the Boltzmann
distribution (Equation 2.1) is restored. Because of these two factors, the signal lost
due to pulsing and the natural signal decay, the HP signal will gradually recede
over time, even if no reaction is occurring.
The multiple factors contributing to the decay of the signal must be modelled to
elucidate accurate kinetic and mechanical information from the system. The sim-
plest of these steps is the flip angle correction, applied to the observed decay (Tobs)
of the peak to find the T1 of the nucleus. Since the signal is consumed by the
RF pulses, the decay will appear faster than expected. The result of the pulsing
can be treated as a continuous function: Equation 2.3 corrects the observed decay,
accounting for the pulsing to find the actual T1.

1
T1

=
1

TObs
+

ln(cos(α))

∆t
(2.3)

Here TObs is the observed or measured decay as affected by the RF pulsing, α is the
pulse angle in radians and ∆t is the time between scans. The flip angle correction
depends only on the setup of the experiment, simplifying the analysis. In Figure
2.5, the integrals of each carbonyl peak shown in Figure 2.4 are plotted against
time. The change to the integrals over time is fitted to an exponential function as
shown in Equation (2.4).

I(t) = I0e−t/TObs (2.4)

Here I0 is the initial intensity at t = 0. The fit is shown as a solid red line in Figure
2.5. The resulting TObs = 15.46 s can be used to find the T1 using Equation (2.3).
With a flip angle of 20 ◦ and ∆t of 2 s the flip angle correction shows the T1 to be
29.78 s. This large increase clearly demonstrates the importance of the correction.
The exponential function is plotted with T1 = 29.78 s instead of TObs, shown as a
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Analysis of decaying dDNP signal
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Figure 2.5: Data obtained from a dDNP experiment. The spectral series on the left
is the same as in Figure 2.4. Integrals are measured over the tinted area. The right
side shows the integrals of the DMAD carbonyl peak plotted vs. time, with the
red circles showing the measured data points. The red line is a fit of Equation 2.4.
TObs is found to be 15.46 s in this series. The T1 can subsequently be found using
Equation 2.3, yielding T1 = 29.78 s. T1 is marked on with a vertical solid line.
The blue solid line is the equivalent exponential function with T1 = 29.78 s replac-
ing TObs.

solid blue line in Figure 2.5, displaying what the decay theoretically would have
looked like without the loss of signal due to pulsing.
The exponential function plotted using the adjusted T1 is still one step removed
from what is chemically happening in the NMR tube. In this example no reaction
is occuring; since the concentration of DMAD doesn’t actually change over time,
we would expect the plotted intensities to form a straight line. In experiments were
reactant is consumed and product formed, similar considerations will yield much
more interesting information, and we shall revisit them there.

2.3 Advances in dDNP methodology

Since the inception in 2003, dDNP has been used for an extensive number of bio-
chemical and medical studies. As with any emerging method, the early work
sought out possible avenues of investigation while establishing the basics of the
method. For dDNP this results in a number of investigations into suitable target
substrates [35–37] , optimal enhancement conditions [28,29,38] and the potential of the
method [39–41].
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Over time, this effort has blossomed into a substantial field of research. Several
metabolites turned out to be very suitable dDNP substrates, such as urea, acetate
and pyruvate. dDNP enhancement has allowed the real-time, in-vivo measurement
of biochemical mechanisms [42,43], cell dynamics [44,45] and the detection of reliable
biomarkers for a number of critical medical conditions. These include cancer [46],
acute kidney injury [47] and early diabetic nephropathy [48].
The selective signal enhancement further allowed the detection of metabolic changes
in vivo, prompting significant increased signal in tomography [49] and real-time
cardiac assessment with MRI [50]. Diffusion has been studied using hyperpolarized
water and MR Angiography [51].
With several of these preclinical studies using small to large scale animal models,
the field has been working towards the widespread clinical use of the method for
some time [52], and recently had the first human trials using hyperpolarized 1-13C
pyruvate for cardiac MRI [53].
While some overlap exists between prior research and this thesis, such as metabolic
studies of catalytic enzymes [54,55], when it comes to investigations of chemical
reactions and catalytic mechanisms, we are still in somewhat unexplored territory.
The group of Professor Christian Hilty at the Texas A & M University (TAMU)
has succesfully implemented dDNP as a methodology for catalytic chemistry, and
as such their work served as an inspiration for the direction of this project. This
later developed into direct collaboration and an external stay at their group.
Professor Hilty’s group has done extensive work utilizing dDNP to investigate
polymerization reactions, spanning both catalyzed and non-catalyzed reactions. [56–58]

Some of the early dDNP work done at TAMU was the investigation of the Diels
Alder reaction as shown in Figure 2.6. This work demonstrated the monitoring of
the chemical reaction in real-time by 1H NMR dDNP. [59]

Diels Alder reaction investigated by Zeng et al.

Figure 2.6: The Diels Alder reaction of 1,4-diphenylbutadiene with 4-phenyl-
1,2,4-triazole-3,5-dione. [59]

The use of the FTS allowed the acquisition of accurate and reproducible results.
The unique dDNP method of selective inversion for determining the origin of a
NMR peak was first presented here.
The work of Lee et al. and Chen et al. studied polymerization reactions using 13C
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NMR dDNP. [56,57] The anionic polymerization of styrene is shown in Figure 2.7.

Anionic polymerization of styrene investigated by Lee et al.

Figure 2.7: The propagation of the anionic polymerization of styrene. The initia-
tion step is not shown. [57]

With the HP substrate being continuously integrated at the site of monomer ad-
dition, the active site of the polymer chain is enhanced selectively, making this a
particular suitable reaction for dDNP. Both kinetic and mechanistic information is
gathered in real-time. The selective inversion experiments, adapted from the earlier
work of Zeng et al., was used to elucidate the structure of the anionic species. [59]

The investigation of the polymerization of 1-hexene catalyzed by metallocenes
compares two functionally different catalysts, [(cyclopentadienyl)2ZrMe][B(C6F5)4]
and [rac – (C2H4(1-indenyl)2)ZrMe][B(C6F5)4]. The reaction of the former is shown
in Figure 2.8. The investigation of the relationship between the compositions,
shape and mechanism of catalysts represents a common focus of modern research
into catalysts.

Ziegler-Natta polymerization of 1-hexene investigated by Chen et al.

Figure 2.8: The metallocene-catalyzed polymerization of 1-hexene by
[(cyclopentadienyl)2ZrMe][B(C6F5)4] (shown). [60]

One of the most prominent methods adopted from the work done was the selective
inversion. This method has been used extensively through their work, expand-
ing the real-time analysis of dDNP with the specific knowledge of the origins of
otherwise unknown peaks. This method is explained in depth in Section 4.4.3 on
page 37.
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The use of diverse organic solvents for dissolution is of interest to the project.
In the Diels-Alder and polymerization reactions acetonitrile, dioxane and toluene
were used as dissolution solvents. Considerations on the dissolution solvents are
presented in Section 3.3 on page 23.

Worth noting is that the mechanism of polymerization catalysis presented here
is fundamentally different than conventional inorganic catalysis, in that the poly-
mer remains attached to the catalyst, which then facilitates the addition of new
monomer.
In the succesful investigation of the catalytic polymerization reaction, the NMR
spectra were acquired over relatively short periods of time of 12 and 13 seconds
respectively. At HYPERMAG we have used a different setup. This influenced the
choice of target substrates, which is explored in depth in Section 3.1.1 on page 21.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Considerations

A number of considerations must be made before planning a successful dDNP
experiments. These general considerations are presented in this chapter, along
with other general facets of the method.

3.1.1 Suitable target substrates: T1

The ability of the substrate to retain the polarization over time is highly important.
A substrate can work, as long as the polarization is retained for long enough to
produce a couple of sharp NMR spectra. This can be helpful, as there might not
always be an option to change or vary the setup of a studied reaction.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, the accumulated polarization in the HP sample
reverts back to the thermal Boltzmann distribution exponentially, at a rate inversely
proportional to the T1 of the nuclei, after the dissolution step.
In praxis, this means that the short T1 of 13C in a CH3 group (usually < 10 s) will
result in very fast relaxation, and a lot of signal will be lost before the measure-
ment begins. The long T1 of 13C in C –– O group (up to 60 s) will allow for long
experiments with a good temporal resolution.
The exponential function plotted in Figure 2.5 on page 16 shows that slightly more
than 60 % of polarization will be lost in 1 T1 due to the reversion to the thermal
equilibrium. T1 is marked on the figure. In 2 T1, less than 15 % of the initial
polarization will remain. These numbers remain true for any T1 of any nuclei,
meaning that the T1 provides a hard limit on the possible length of the experiment.
A suitable long T1 is thus a hallmark of a good dDNP substrate.
Conversely, a too short T1 will severely hinder a dDNP experiment. To find an
exact definition of too short is not easy, as it depends significantly on the speed of
the transfer. For T1 = 5 s a 5 s manual transfer is unacceptable, whereas it can be
acceptable for a 1 s automatic transfer. While not set in stone, the rule of thumb
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is that a T1 > 10 s for a well-executed manual transfer and > 5 s for an automatic
transfer. It is, however, important to note that these are lower limits, and a longer
T1 will always be preferable.

3.1.2 Glass formation

The HP of the sample through DNP is dependent on the target molecules and free
radicals being suspended in a glassy matrix. Some target molecules may sponta-
neously form glasses at cryogenic temperatures, simplifying the sample prepara-
tion. If this is not the case and a crystalline structure is formed instead, a glassing
agent can be added to the sample during preparation. The choice of glassing agent
will be partially dependent on the target molecule. A common choice is a suit-
able, non reactive ester, such as ethyl benzoate. It is important to note whether the
chosen glassing agent has peaks overlapping with the target molecule in the NMR
spectrum. The target molecule can alternatively be suspended in an appropriate
solvent or solvent mixture. Extensive work has been done on solvents and solvent
mixtures forming glassy matrices for low temperature spectroscopy, and the work
done in this project draws on that inspiration where relevant. [61,62] In particular,
during the initial work on achieving a suitable concentration of HGII described in
Chapter 7, a large number of solvents and mixtures were investigated.
While chloroform and various chloroform mixtures make for great glassy matrices,
certain parts of the plastic tubing described in Section 2.2.2 are soluble in chloro-
form, and it is therefore not recommended as a dissolution solvent. Where relevant
it becomes necessary to use an appropriate substitute, such as dichloromethane
(DCM) or dichloroethane (DCE).
The volume of the solvent used for the dissolution of the sample is significantly
larger than the sample itself (usually 4 mL of solvent to 40 µL of sample), reduc-
ing any mechanistic effects the solvent of the sample might have on the subsequent
NMR experiments. The preparation and polarization are therefore the primary fo-
cus when choosing the sample solvent, as the volume of the dissolution solvent is
likely to dominate any solvent effects. As the solvent of the sample is polarized to-
gether with the target molecule, any solvent peaks will be equally enhanced. Care
must therefore be taken as to not have overlap between signals from the solvent
and target molecules in the NMR spectra.

3.1.3 Labelling substrates

Only 1.1 % of natural carbon is the magnetically active 13C isotope. [63] An almost
100-fold enhancement can be achieved by using 13C-labelled substrates. These are
molecules synthesised to contain > 99 % 13C at one or more carbon positions in
the structure, resulting in enhancement of the signals from specific groups or nuclei
of interest. It is worth noting that this process is expensive and time-consuming
and not available on natural products. It is important to consider both the potential
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enhancement of combining labelled substrates and dDNP, and the applicability to
the natural abundance substrates. It is noted whenever labelled substrates are used
in this report, otherwise the substrates may be assumed to be of natural abundance.

3.2 Reaction speed and stability

Thought must be given as to whether the specific reaction conditions are suitable
and comparable to dDNP experiments. During the dissolution process the temper-
ature changes from 1.5 K to >330 K in a matter of seconds. While most substrates
should survive this without difficulty, it is still worth considering for more volatile
or sensitive compounds. The dDNP setup does not allow for a wide range of tem-
perature control. This significantly complicates the study of chemical reactions
that require high temperatures to proceed.
Very fast reaction can also be difficult to follow, if they happen too fast for the
transfer process. With substrate signals rarely lasting more than a few minutes,
slow-initating chemical reaction can also prove challenging for dDNP. While the
manual transfer does not allow for the accurate measurement of mixing time, the
FTS does. As shown in Section 4.4.2, if the spectroscopy is initatied too fast after
the transfer, the settling of the liquid and mixing will be incomplete. A hetero-
geneous sample, either due to bubbles or unfinished mixing, will result in a poor
spectrum. As such, any reactions happening on that time-scale will be potentially
problematic targets of investigation.

3.3 Dissolution solvent

A wide range of organic solvents are available to use as dissolution solvent during
dDNP experiments. Preferably, the dissolution solvent is equivalent to the solvent
normally used for the target investigation, allowing a direct comparability of the
two experiments. If this is not possible, it is recommendable to find a suitable close
analogue. For this project DCM was utilized as a chloroform alternative.
The solvent must have some some volatility for the method to work, as the disso-
lution step is dependent on the pressure caused by the heating of the solvent. For
acetone and DCM, the dissolution process was triggered at 12 bar internal pressure
in the vessel. For toluene the process was triggered at 8 bar.

The dissolution solvents serve as convenient references for the 13C NMR spectra,
by the known chemical shifts (CS) of the nuclei:

Acetone: Carbonyl carbon 205.5 ppm
Dichloromethane: n/a 53.5 ppm
Toluene: Tertiary carbon 137.8 ppm
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3.4 Methods and substrates used in this project

The two major chemical reactions explored in this project, hydrogenation and
olefin metathesis, both involve reacting double bonds, and there is thus some over-
lap in appropriate substrates.

3.4.1 Hydrogenation substrates

Since double bonds can have fairly long T1s, a series of hydrogenation substrates
containing double bonds were initially proposed, hyperpolarised and had their T1s
measured. These are shown in Figure 3.1. Several samples containing mixtures of
some of these substrates were used for determining T1, demonstrating the ease with
which samples containing multiple substrates with similar functional groups can
be distinguished. These spectra are shown in Figure 3.2. The flip angle corrected
T1 values are shown in Table 3.1.

Simple hydrogenation substrates

Figure 3.1: A collection of alkene substrates of various suitability for dDNP ex-
periments. Main considerations are T1, reactivity and solubility. The measured T1
values are shown in Table 3.1. The T1 values were measured by preparing sample
mixtures of several substrates. The identity of each peak was confirmed in separate
thermal NMR experiments.
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A complication arises here in the apparent inverse relationship between T1 and the
reactivity of the substrate. 1-methyl cyclohexene is expected to be the least reactive
substrate, but the quaternary carbon has the highest T1. On the contrary, 1-octene
is easy to hydrogenate on account of being a terminal alkene, but has very low T1s.
These consideration on reactivity apply to olefin metathesis substrates as well, al-
beit slightly different substrates would have been initially proposed. An alternative
to the direct detection of the reaction of the double bond was proposed: By mon-
itoring the signal of an adjacent nuclei with a longer T1, it is possible to have a
substrate with both a good reaction rate and a long-lasting signal. In this way it
can serve as a better indicator of the rate of hydrogenation and mechanism than
direct detection of carbon in the double bond itself. To this end a number of esters
with alkene groups were used as target substrates for hydrogenation experiments.
These are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The ester substrates used for hydrogenation experiments.

These alkyne and alkene esters were chosen to provide different rates of hydro-
genation for comparison. n-butyl acrylate (nBA) and methyl but-3-enoate (M3B)
are both terminal alkenes, but only for nBA is the double bond conjugated with
the carbonyl group, giving a slightly different sterical properties and, potentially,
reactivity. DMM is an internal and secondary alkene. It conveniently has two car-
bonyl groups, doubling the intensity of the signal in the NMR spectrum. Dimethyl
acetylenedicarboxylate is the alkyne equivalent to DMM. Their T1 values are shown
in Table 3.2. DMAD is the alkyne analogue of DMM. Alkynes are common sub-
strates in kinetic hydrogenation studies, due to their high rate of reaction. This is
of significant benefit under the time-restrained conditions of dDNP. The 2-step hy-
drogenation of the alkyne through alkene to alkane reaction further challenges the
real-time analysis capabilities of dDNP. As the alkene is continuously converted,
it is decidedly more complex to acquire information on the state of this product.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

Table 3.2: T1 for the carbon in carbonyl groups of various esters.

DMAD DMM nBA M3B TMC

CS (ppm) 152.0 165.5 166.0 171.4 166.6
T1 (s) 36.0 60.0 52.1 44.2 33.6

Beyond mechanistic and kinetic consideration, this type of study could be well
suited for the tuning of partial hydrogenation processes. [64]

3.4.2 Olefin metathesis substrates

Olefin Metathesis (OM) experiments were performed exclusively during the ex-
ternal stay at TAMU, where the transfer of the sample occurs via the FTS. The
focus of the experiments utilizing the FTS in Chapter 7 is on the polarisation of
the catalyst rather than the reactants. The situation is therefore the aforementioned
kind where the changes to the sample are intrinsically limited, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.1 on page 21.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Procedures

First, the synthesis procedures for the Shrock-Osborn catalyst variations used for
the hydrogenation experiments is given.

Then follows a description of the dDNP experiments, which are are multistep pro-
cedures. The preparation of the polarizable sample, the setup of the hyperpolarizer,
the transfer, the contents and pretreatment of the NMR tube and the NMR exper-
iment itself. Each have variables and variations. To avoid unnecessary repeti-
tion, generalized experimental procedures are presented here, with the subsequent
specifics accompanying each experiment in following sections.

4.1 Catalyst synthesis

The synthesis of two variations of the catalyst are presented here:

[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4.

NBD is norbornadiene, DPPB is 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane and TPP is
triphenylphosphine. [Rh2(NBD)2Cl2] is synthesised first, serving as a precursor
to both catalyst variations by using different coordinating phosphine groups. The
synthesis of the catalyst and precursor was inspired by the work of Abel, Schrock
and Osborn. [65,66]
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Synthesis of [Rh2(NBD)2Cl2]

2RhCl3 + 2NBD−−−−−−−−→
60◦C, 12hours

[Rh2(NBD)2Cl2] + Cl2

1.05 g of RhCl3 ·H2O was dissolved in 5.00 mL ethanol. The dissolved catalyst
was then transferred to a 25 mL round bottom flask fitted with a magnet. 4 mL
of NBD was added to the solution while stirring. The flask is quickly closed with
a stopper and sealed. The mixture is heated and kept at 60 ◦C for 12 hours with
stirring. The flask was then cooled to room temperature over about 2 hours. The
mixture was filtered using a 10 - 16 µm glass filter. The precipitate was washed re-
peatedly, first with 5 x 2 mL water and then 5 x 2 mL acetone. The precipitate was
left on the filter with vacuum for 30 minutes. The final result is a red, crystalline
product. Yield: 2.20 g (95 %). This product was immediately used for further
synthesis.

Synthesis of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

[Rh2(NBD)2Cl2] + 2DPPB NaClO4−−−−−→
30minutes

2[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

1.40 g of NaClO4 was dissolved in 15 mL of acetone in a 50 mL round bottom flask
fitted with a magnet. 2.31 g of [Rh2(NBD)2Cl2] was added to the solution. 4.32
g of DPPB was slowly added to the mixture with stirring. The round bottom flask
was closed with a stopper and sealed. Stirring was continued for 30 minutes. The
suspension was vacuum filtered on paper filter and the precipitate was washed with
2 x 5 mL CH2Cl2. The filtrate was transferred to round bottom flask and reduced
to about 12 mL on a rotary evaporator. Ethanol was added in equal volume (12
mL). Diethyl ether was slowly added in excess, resulting in the rapid formation
of a yellow precipitate. Using a 16 - 40 µm glass filter, the mixture was slowly
filtered and washed with 4 x 5 mL diethyl ether. The yellow powder was left to air
dry with vacuum for 40 minutes. Yield: 3.11 g (96 % yield.)
The resulting catalyst was found to have >99 % purity using 31P, with CS and
coupling constant both correspond to literature values. The spectrum is shown in
Appendix A.
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Synthesis of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4

[Rh2(NBD)2Cl2] + 4TPP NaClO4−−−−−→
60minutes

2[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4

[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was synthesized in a manner equivalent to
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4, utilizing 2 equivalents of TPP instead of 1 equiva-
lent of DPPB and a slightly longer stirring time. The resulting catalyst is an
orange-yellow powder. Yield: 3.82 g (93 % yield.) The purity of the catalyst was
investigated using 31P and found to be 81 %. Other peaks in the spectrum most
likely correspond to other P-Rh species and some free TPP. All peaks not from the
target catalyst corresponds to less than 2 % of the yield each. The 31P spectrum is
shown in Appendix A.

4.2 Sample Preparation for HP

To prepare a sample for HP, an appropriate amount of BDPA radical is first added
to an empty eppendorf tube. A volume of substrate is added to yield a specific con-
centration between 15 and 30 mM of BDPA. The substrate can be neat, a mixture,
contain some amount of glassing agent or be a solid dissolved in an appropriately
glassing solvent. For 3.7 mg of BDPA and a desired concentration of 30 mM,
this would correspond to 250 µL of substrate. Subsequently a small amount of
Gadobop dissolved in DMSO may be added to the sample. The gadolinium com-
plex Gadobop was added from a standard solution containing 100 µmol per g of
DMSO, and is added to the sample as to afford a final concentration of Gadobop of
2.5 mM. For the aforementioned sample, this would be 6.2 mg of solution. After
the sample has been prepared 40 µL is transferred to a hyperpolarizer sample cup
and moved to the hyperpolarization lab.
Even though BDPA is not stable in solution over extended periods of time, a single
sample prepared in this way was often used for an entire day with good results.
Storing the prepared sample overnight did not yield good polarization, most likely
due to the decomposition of the BDPA radical in solution.

4.2.1 HGII catalyst samples

To prepare the catalyst HGII for hyperpolarization, a 15 mM BDPA solution of
19:1 DCE:C6F6 was first produced. 16.3 mg HG2 is weighed in a separate ep-
pendorf tube and dissolved using 40 µL of the DCE solution. The sample is gen-
tly sonicated for 5 seconds, fully dissolving the catalyst. The resulting 650 mM
catalyst solution is moved to the hyperpolarization lab, where it is subsequently
transferred to a sample cup.
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Storing the prepared sample or the BDPA solution overnight did not yield good
results, even at very low temperatures (- 20 ◦ C). Both the BDPA and HGII are
likely to have decomposed in solution.

4.3 Instrumentation

Despite the laboratories at HYPERMAG and TAMU using similar Oxford Hyper-
Sense polarizers, the procedures for polarization were not identical. In both lab-
oratories, the sample cup is first loaded into the hyperpolarizer using a specially
designed loading stick.

HYPERMAG procedure

At HYPERMAG, the 13C samples are polarized at an optimized microwave fre-
quency of 93.952 GHz and a power of 100 mW for 1 hour. The polarizer is
equipped with a coil around the sample chamber, allowing the observation of the
level of polarization in the sample. This is usually done with a 5 minutes interval,
and makes it easy to follow the polarization process and realise when maximum
polarization has been reached.
This is normally achieved in less than 1 hour. Once the polarization no longer
increases significantly between data points, the sample is polarized for an extra 15
minutes before dissolution and NMR. In this period the catalyst is prepared, the
NMR spectrometer probe is tested and the acquisitions parameters of the NMR
experiment are set up. Samples experiencing abnormally slow or uneven build
ups were generally discarded, and those that were run anyway never yielded good
results. A sample of a build up curve was given earlier, in Figure 2.3.
For natural abundance samples, the coil in the polarizer is less accurate in the
tracking of the polarization. To alleviate this, a small amount of a non-reactive
molecule, 13C labelled at a long T1 carbon, can be added to the sample before po-
larization. An example of this could be HP01, cyclopropane-1,1-diyldimethanol,
labelled at the quaternary carbon.

TAMU procedure

In professor Hiltys group at TAMU, 13C polarization was achieved at a microwave
frequency of 93.965 GHz and a power of 60 mW. As no observation coil was
fitted, it was not possible to track the polarization build-up for each experiment.
Accordingly, it was necessary to allow ample polarization time for each sample.
For 13C this was chosen to to be 4 hours.
1H polarization was achieved at a microwave frequency of 94.005 GHz and a
power of 100 mW for 30 minutes.
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4.4. DISSOLUTION AND NMR SETUP

4.4 dissolution and NMR setup

After the sample has been polarized it goes through the dissolution step. This step
is fully automated: A sufficient volume of solvent, at least 4 mL, is added to an ex-
ternal vessel on the polarizer. The vessel is closed and heated. At a predetermined
internal pressure the vessel opens into the polarizer chamber, passing over and dis-
solving the frozen sample. The pressure carries the solvent out of the polarizer,
allowing the transfer to the NMR spectrometer.
For dissolutions with acetone and dichloromethane at Hypermag, 12 and 10 bar
were used respectively. For dissolutions with toluene at TAMU, 8 bar was used.
After the dissolution step, the transfer of the sample into the NMR spectrometer
can be carried out in two ways: manual or automatic.

4.4.1 Manual dissolution procedure

The outlet of the polarizer is attached to a closed cylinder connected vertically to a
two-way syringe valve with a stopcock. Prior to each experiment, a 3 mL syringe
is connected to the valve and the valve is in the open position. The NMR tube is
prepared as necessary, with an appropriate adapter for the syringe if necessary.
As the dDNP sample is ejected into the cylinder, an appropriate amount is ex-
tracted using the syringe, as rapidly as possible. The valve is closed, the syringe
is transferred to the adapter connected to the NMR tube in the spectrometer, the
sample is forcefully injected into the NMR tube and the acquisition is started.
The volume of the long plastic tube used to transfer the sample into the NMR tube
is known to be 800 µL, and the amount necessary for a succesful injection can
thus be calculated. For a 10 mm tube containing 750 µL of catalyst in solution,
this would be 4000− 750+ 800 = 4050 µL. It is preferable to inject slightly too
much sample rather than slightly too little.
The NMR tube can alternatively be kept outside the polarizer during transfer, ne-
cessitating a slightly shorter plastic tube and allowing the shaking of the sample
before the NMR tube is inserted into the spectrometer. The advantage of this is the
potentially better mixing, while the disadvantage is the signal lost while the NMR
tube is inserted.
While transfer time was ultimately quite short and comparable between experi-
ments (about 5 seconds in most examples), this still adds some uncertainty to the
experiments performed.
For hydrogenation experiments where it is desired that the H2 flow begins at the
same time as the injection, it can be helpful to be two people performing the injec-
tion, to ensure the rapid transfer of the polarized sample and to make it easier to
start the acquisition, inject the sample and start the H2 flow at the same time. The
NMR spectrometer was eventually fitted with a convenient button, allowing the
initiation of the acquisition without moving from the spectrometer to the console,
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but whether this was utilized was not noted for individual experiments.

4.4.2 Automated dissolution by FTS

The advantages of the rapid and automatic transfer of the dissolved DNP sample
are the faster transfer times, resulting in increased signal strength, and increased
repeatability of the experiments. Due to the pressures involved in the transfer and
the fragile nature of the NMR tubes, ample care must be taken during the setup and
use of the system. The careful depressurisation and pressurisation of the system is
required before each experiment, as the NMR tube can not be safely removed and
cleaned while under pressure.

The outlet of the hyperpolarizer is attached to the FTS loop through a plastic
tube. [34] The loop uses an optical sensor and a predefined injection time to inject
the sample for a specific duration, resulting in a reproducible amount of sample
being injected into the NMR spectrometer.

The connection to the NMR tube is a double-layered plastic tube, with one thin
tube being contained within the other. The inner and outer space of the tube allow
the difference between the forward and backward pressure to drive the sample from
the loop into the NMR tube.

The NMR tube is prepared prior to the experiment, including the addition of any
catalyst, substrate or inhibitor. The double-layered plastic tube is inserted into the
NMR tube and the connection is sealed tightly using fitted plastic screw-on caps.
The NMR tube, now connected to the FTS, is placed safely in a see-though plastic
container. The NMR tube and the FTS is gradually pressurized. Once the NMR
tube is pressurized, it is carefully lowered into the spectrometer. The experiment
is now ready to proceed similar to conventional dDNP. After the dissolution the
process is reversed: The NMR tube is lifted out, placed in a closed container,
depressurised and detached from the FTS.

Adjusting stabilization time

The FTS console allows a small delay from the injection of the polarized sample
to the initation of the NMR acquisition. Small variations in this stabilisation time
can have a significant effect on the resulting spectra. Initial experiments had a
shorter stabilisation time, often resulting in significant line broadening and a signs
of inhomogenity. One of the more obvious cases of this is displayed in figure 4.1.
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An example of poor mixing

Figure 4.1: dDNP experiment on the polarization of Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd gen-
eration catalyst. Each spectrum was recorded with a 90 ◦ flip angle and 655 ms
per transient. Under these conditions the improved quality of the second spectrum
over the first are a clear sign of poor initial mixing, which in this case led us to
adjust the stabilization time of the experiment.

Here, 1.9 mg HGII was dissolved in a 1:1 (volumetric) DCM and MeTHF mixture
with 15 mM TEMPO. The 60 mM catalyst sample was hyperpolarized for 30 min
at 94.005 GHz and 100 mW, and dissolved using 4 mL toluene at 8 bars of pres-
sure. The injection time was 400 ms and the stabilisation time was 600 ms. The
spectra were all measured with a 90 ◦ flip angle, making the quality of the second
spectrum highly suspicious. It would be expected that the majority of the signal
would be consumed in the first measurement. The most likely explanation for the
spectra is that the first spectrum is measured before the injection is complete, with
the transferred sample not being allowed to properly settle. This was one of the
more egregious examples, leading to the reconsideration of the initial experimen-
tal setup. This problem would only have been exacerbated in later experiments,
where the NMR tube contains a separate sample or substrate, making the adequate
mixing paramount for the validity of the experiment. This was not the case here,
where the injection occurred into an empty NMR tube.
Many factors determine the necessary stabilization time, including the pressure
difference, the stabilization time and the solvents of the dissolved sample, the dis-
solution solvent and anything contained in the NMR tube. It was decided that an
increased stabilization time was the most efficacious way to ensure the quality of
the data over a range of different experiments. As a longer stabilization time nat-
urally results in some signal loss due to the T1 decay, these modifications should
be considered carefully. Members of Professor Hilty’s group did not recommend
allowing more than 1 s of stabilization time, due to the significant signal loss, and
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no less than 400 ms, as this results in poor mixing. Increasing the stabilisation time
from 600 to 650 ms resulted in a significant improvement and it was not adjusted
further.

Mixing and injection time

To investigate the injection of the dissolved sample, test injections were performed
using coloured solvent.
This was done both initially to improve on the experiment setup, but also between
the later experiments to make sure that changes in concentration and solvent had
not had an adverse effect on the mixing.
These investigations were setup by adding 40 µL heavily coloured toluene to the
dDNP sample cup. The colouring utilised was an off-the-shelf blue food colouring.
The sample cup was then lowered into the hyperpolarizer as normal. The NMR
tube was connected to the FTS and pressurised as normal, but kept outside in a
closed, see-through container. As the dissolution and fast transfer occured, the
NMR tube was observed. As the injection happened, the extent of the mixing was
examined. If the NMR tube was instantly uniformly coloured, with no formation
of separate phases or precipitation it was considered a good mixing process.
After the injection and mixing, the NMR tube can be examined to ensure that
a sufficient volume of sample is added by the FTS. Samples that did not stretch
above the coil volume were occasionally observed with a 400 ms injection time,
which was subsequently raised to 450 ms.

NMR tube contents

If a chemical interaction or reaction is investigated, part of the reaction, such as
the catalyst, substrate or inhibitor is placed in the NMR tube prior to the injection
of the hyperpolarized sample. The potential problem of the reaction proceeding
significantly prior to the injection and acquisition is thus avoided, but not all parts
are hyperpolarized. For investigating T1 values of a substrates, experiments are
often performed with a small amount of pure solvent in the NMR tube, in place of
the reactive catalyst or substrate, in order to keep the experiment parameters anal-
ogous. This becomes especially important when utilizing the FTS, as the presence
of a small volume of solvent or substrate in the NMR tube can have a significant
impact on the mixing, stabilization time and total volume after the transfer.
For the FTS, the sample in the NMR tube must be prepared in advance, as the
NMR tube needs to be set up and pressurized. For 10 mm NMR tubes, the amount
of sample added was normally 750 µL. For 5 mm tubes, the amount of sample
added was 50 µL.
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NMR instrumentation
1H and 13C NMR spectra of hyperpolarized samples were acquired on a 400 MHz
spectrometer located adjacent to the hyperpolarizer. Experiments performed at the
HYPERMAG laboratories were recorded on a Varian INOVA 400, while experi-
ments performed during the external stay at Christian Hilty’s group in Texas were
performed on a Bruker UltraShield 400 Plus. Thermal NMR experiments were
performed at HYPERMAG using the Varian INOVA 400, at DTU chemistry us-
ing a Bruker UltraShield 400 Plus and at the NMR Center DTU using a Bruker
AVANCE 800 MHz system. The spectrometers were all equipped with 5 mm
broadband probes. For the hydrogenation experiments performed at HYPERMAG
the probe was swapped for a 10 mm broadband probe.

4.4.3 Inversion experiments

Selective inversion, as described in Section 2.3 on page 16, is a method unique
to dDNP. This method works by inverting a single peak from a substrate in the
NMR spectrum. This inversion is retained in any products or intermediates gener-
ated from that substrate, allowing their precise identification. The main alteration
necessary to the setup when performing a dDNP inversion experiment, is a single
selective 180 ◦ pulse at the beginning of the experiment. The remainder of the
setup and sample preparation can remain unchanged, allowing for easier compara-
bility and analysis.
This ideal, direct comparison was unfortunately not achievable for the inversion
experiments performed in this project during hydrogenation. This was concluded
to be a result of the convection in the NMR tube during H2 flow. The reasoning is
fairly straightforward: Only the volume in the probe coil is exposed to the 180 ◦

inversion pulse. This volume is usually around one third of the total sample volume
in the NMR tube. If the convection caused by H2 bubbling rapidly mixes the
sample during the experiment, only a third of the total observed volume will be
inverted. The result will essentially be a normal, positive peak merely reduced to
two thirds of its normal height. This realization prompted experiments without
gas flow, but this too proved ineffectual, as even the natural convection interfered
with the inversion experiment. This made it clear that it was necessary to reduce
the sample volume to be wholly contained within the probe coil. To this end a
Shigemi tube was chosen.
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The shigemi tube is commonly used for
experiments where only small amounts
of sample are available. The sample
volume is entirely contained within the
probe coil, making it a suitable method
of avoiding convection during our in-
version experiment. As it was not fea-
sible to fit the small, enclosed cham-
ber of the shigemi tube with a frit, the
catalyst was pretreated with H2 to al-
low for the reaction to occur without
further H2 bubbling. The catalyst was
pretreated with H2 bubbling for 6 min-
utes. The catalyst solution was added
to the shigemi tube just before disso-
lution, the dissolved DNP sample was
collected with a syringe and added di-
rectly to the Shigemi tube. The tube
is then shaken rapidly for 3 seconds,
closed with the stopper and inserted
into the spectrometer. The inverson ex-
periment is started manually as soon as
the NMR tube touches the bottom of
the spectrometer.
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Chapter 5

Solketal

Scheme 5.1

The acid-catalysed condensation of acetone and glycerol to form solketal was an
early target reaction in this project. The formation of solketal is of potential interest
to green chemistry, as it is a relatively simple reaction and provides a number of
specific uses for glycerol, a biproduct in the production of biodiesel. [67] Solketal
is a protected form of glycerol with a number of uses in synthesis, as a surfactant,
flavouring agent and as a fuel additive. [68–71] It is formed in the acid-catalysed
reaction of glycerol and acetone, see Scheme 5.1. [72] The alternative product acetal
does not have the same uses as solketal, and is thus an undesirable outcome. The
selectivity of the reaction is therefore of interest when investigating the reaction.
The initial goal was to observe the reaction in real time using dDNP, facilitating an
increased understanding of the mechanism and selectivity.
Recent work by Giu et al. has demonstrated the applicability of ionic liquids,
once acid-functionalised, as effective catalysts and reaction media, spurring the
interest in this reaction. [73] As the reaction initially appeared well suited for dDNP,
it was decided to investigate it further. Methanesulfonic acid (MSA: CH3SO3H) is
employed here as the acid catalyst, being a common choice for the reaction, since
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it is soluble in organic solvents and has a low volatility. [31]

While the investigation of the solketal formation reaction with dDNP was ulti-
mately not successful, it still provides a valuable example of the considerations
and preparations preceding a dDNP experiment. These thoughts and experiments
are presented here.

Experiments performed at dDNP compatible conditions

The first considerations were to the reaction conditions. The reaction proceeds
relatively fast and at room temperature. [72,73] A thermal NMR experiment was set
up to investigate the reaction in detail:

Solketal reaction emulating dDNP conditions

+ −−−→
MSA

0.66 mg of MSA is weighed and transferred to a round-bottom flask using 500 µL
of acetone. A stir bar is added to the flask and it is placed on a magnetic stirrer.
500 µL of 1:1 glycerol:acetone is added to the flask, resulting in a concentration
of MSA of 0.2 mol % (related to glycerol) and a glycerol:acetone ratio of 1:3. The
mixture is stirred at high speed for 10 seconds, 600 µL of sample is extracted using
a pipette and added to a 5 mm NMR tube. The NMR tube is sealed with a cap
and immediately transferred to a 400 MHz Bruker spectrometer, and acquisition
is initiated. The spectrometer was shimmed on a 1:3 glycerol:deuterated acetone
mixture prior to the experiment. A 16 scan 1HNMR spectrum is acquired every 2
minutes for 1 hour.

The resulting data is shown in Figure 5.1. The initial impression was that the
reaction proceeded sufficiently fast under dDNP like conditions that it would make
for a good target of investigation. 17 % of glycerol is converted in the first hour,
which is a bit on the slow side. The addition of more catalyst would reasonably
speed the process up if the reaction ultimately proceeded too slowly.
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Figure 5.1: Thermal 1H NMR experiment following the solketal reaction over
time. Reaction conditions are noted above. The upper image show the integrated
intensities of the peaks corresponding to the methyl groups for acetone and solketal
changing over time. The lower image shows the full set of spectra. A spectrum was
acquired every 2 minutes for 1 hour. 17 % of the acetone is converted to solketal
in this period. The peaks at 3.25 ppm correspond to glycerol. The two peaks in the
4 - 4.4 range correspond to the hydroxyl peaks, explaining their shift in chemical
shift over time in the acidic environment.
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Table 5.1: T1 for various esters.

Glycerol in DMSO Glycerol in Acetone Acetone

Carbon central secondary central secondary carbonyl methyl
CS (ppm) 72.2 63.9 73.0 64.1 209.2 33.3
T1 (s) 5.6 4.6 4.1 2.8 34.1 6.7

Considerations on T1

The second consideration was the ability of the substrates to retain polarization. T1
for both potential substrates was investigated. The correct T1 values are determined
using Equations 2.4 and 2.3s. The resulting values are shown in Table 5.1. These
are not initially promising: only the carbonyl of acetone has a long T1. The mech-
anism is displayed in Scheme 5.2. [74] Here the conversion of the carbonyl to the
carbon connected to two methyl groups in solketal has a carbocation intermediate.
The relaxation rate of this charged species is unknown, but literature suggests that
is should be in the single-second range. [75]

Assuming the lifetime of the intermediate is short, the relevant nuclei should retain
polarization long enough for detection.

Considerations on solvents

A problematic aspect of performing dDNP on the solketal formation reaction was
the lack of solvent. The reaction is conventionally run neat, with a ratio between
3:1 and 1:1 of acetone to glycerol. The initial idea was to use acetone as the dis-
solution solvent while polarizing the glycerol. This would provide a significantly
eschewed ratio of 100:1 acetone to glycerol (4 mL dissolution solvent to 40 µL
sample), but avoid the addition of further solvents.
Attempts at this proved unsuccessful, and dDNP experiments contained no peaks
from either glycerol or solketal. Preliminary experiments had revealed that the
mixing of glycerol in acetone to be a somewhat slow process, requiring intense
stirring. The literature reports a solubility of glycerol in acetone of 66.7 g/L. [76]

While the solubility might ultimately be sufficient, a slow mixing process might
make acetone a poor dissolution solvent for glycerol.
Beyond these considerations, it was recognized that the large surplus of acetone
might drive the reaction to completion too fast for the time window of dDNP.
The combination of the low T1 and the potential problems of solubility and speed
encouraged us to polarize both substrates while using an alternative dissolution
solvent. Therefore it was necessary to investigate which solvents would be suitable
for the reaction.
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Solketal catalytic cycle

Scheme 5.2
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CHAPTER 5. SOLKETAL

Investigating various solvents for solketal dDNP

+ −−−→
MSA

20 mL of a 3:1 volumetric mixture of acetone to glycerol was prepared in a round
bottom glass flask fitted with a stirrer. The flask was fitted with a stopper and the
mixture was stirred vigorously for 30 minutes.
The following step was performed 4 times with different solvents: D2O,
DMSO – d6, CDCl3 and toluene-d8.
0.7 mg MSA was transferred to a round bottom flask fitted with a magnet. 2 mL of
solvent was added. MSA was dissolved with slow stirring, and 1 mL of acetone-
glycerol mixture was added with a Finn pipette. The mixture was allowed to stir
for 20 minutes. 600 µL was extracted using a pipette, transferred to an NMR tube
and immediately transported to a spectrometer for analysis. Each spectrum was
acquired between 3 and 5 minutes after the sample was extracted.

The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5.2. As the reaction is not quenched,
it should continue in the NMR tube until measured. The interest here is the vi-
ability of each solvent and not an exact comparison, and any difference in the
time before measurement is unimportant. DMSO – d6 and toluene – d8 proved
to be the most promising solvents, showing almost complete reaction under these
conditions. DMSO – d8 was chosen as the dissolution solvent, on account of it
being polar like glycerol and acetone, and generally dissolving a wide range of
substrates.

dDNP experiments

Based upon the initial experiences and experiments, dDNP experiments were sub-
sequently performed. Acetone itself does not form a glass, but glycerol conve-
niently acts as a glassing agent during polarization.
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Comparing various solvents for the solketal reaction

Figure 5.2: Thermal 13C NMR spectra from 4 experiments on the MSA catalysed
formation of solketal from acetone and glycerol, differing only in the choice of
solvent. Solvents are presented as noted on the left hand side. All nuclei were
detectable. D2O shows no formation of solketal. CDCl3 shows partial reaction.
DMSO – d6 and toluene – d8 both show almost complete reaction.
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dDNP solketal experiments

+ −−−→
MSA

3 mL acetone and 1 mL glycerol was mixed in an eppendorf tube, heated to 40
centigrade and sonicated for 5 minutes. 1.4 mg of BDPA and 1.5 mg of gadobop
solution was weighed in an eppendorf tube, and 80 µL of acetone-glycerol
mixture was added. The eppendorf tube was shaken and sonicated for 30 seconds.
40 µL was extracted and added to a dDNP sample cup. 1 µL of HP01 was added
as a droplet on the inside of the sample cup, separated from the rest of the sample.
The sample cup was inserted into the hyperpolarizer and polarized for 1.5 hours.
3.6 mg of MSA was dissolved in 50 mL of DMSO and added to the NMR tube.
4 mL of DMSO was added to the dissolution vessel. The vessel was pressurised
and dissolution was initiated at 12 bars of pressure. After dissolution, 550 µL of
the dissolved sample mixture was rapidly extracted with a syringe and added to
the NMR tube. The NMR tube was immediately inserted into the spectrometer
and spectral acquisition is initiated. The resulting final concentrations are approx-
imately 18.6 mM glycerol, 80.2 mM and 37.2 µM MSA.

The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5.3. While no reaction was observed
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Figure 5.3: Stacked 13C NMR spectra of hyperpolarized glycerol and acetone. The
peaks at 209.2 ppm and 33.3 ppm correspond to acetone. The growing peak at 43.0
ppm corresponds to the DMSO solvent. The large peak at 26.5 ppm is from HP01.
Neither glycerol nor solketal peaks are detectable. The colour gradient helps to
discern the peaks over time but carry no other significance.
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in the stacked spectrum, it was initially unclear why. New peaks can be observed
early in the spectral series, near 66 and 102 ppm. The dDNP spectra was subse-
quently analyzed by the application of a stronger than normal apodization along T1
of 5 Hz, zooming in on only the early few spectra in a contour plot. Small peaks
that can be assigned to solketal was thus spotted. These are shown in Figure 5.4.

Contour plot of solketal reaction

Figure 5.4: A contour plot of the initial 10 13C NMR spectra, from Figure 5.3.
5 times the normal apodization has been applied along T1 of 1 Hz. The peaks at
110.8 ppm and 66.0 ppm indicate the formation of solketal.

The intensity of these two peaks in the contour plot were too low to perform any
kinetic analysis, and not easily discernible in a normal, stacked plot. The first
spectrum has the highest intensity, which suggests that the formation of solketal
has already occured by the beginning of the acquisition. This is an important lesson
in the potential impact of the dDNP setup on the reaction: Our early experiment
showed 17 % conversion in 1 hour in a neat setup, and as such we did not expect
this reaction in solvent to occur this fast. Several spectra were summed and shown
in Figure 5.5.
The two solketal peaks are more easily discerned this way. Their relative intensi-
ties are somewhat puzzling, with the carbon at 110.8 ppm having approximately
2/3 of the intensity of the carbon at 66.0 ppm. One of these originates from the
acetone, one from the glycerol. As they react 1 to 1 and both have been polarized,
the main difference in intensity should be a result of the difference in T1. Therefore
we would expect the high T1 of the carbonyl carbon of acetone to retain a signifi-
cantly higher intensity than the glycerol. With the T1 of the carbonyl carbon being
more than 5 times that of the central glycerol carbon, we would expect this effect
to be rather pronounced. Instead we observe the exact opposite. For comparison,
the intensities in the summed spectrum in Figure 5.5 of unreacted acetone and the
two solketal peaks is 73, 6.90 and 4.46 respectively. The most feasible explanation
is that polarization is lost during the reaction. If this is the case it is problematic:
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CHAPTER 5. SOLKETAL

Summation of 8 initial spectra of solketal dDNP

Figure 5.5: The summation of 13C NMR spectra 1 through 8 shown in Figure 5.3.
The solketal peaks at 110.8 and 66.0 ppm are now observable, as well as peaks
from acetone at 209.8 and 33.6 ppm. No peaks from glycerol are detectable.

while slowing down the reaction is feasible, there is no discernible way of avoiding
this source of polarization loss. This has a potentially significant impact on the ki-
netic modelling of dDNP systems; if significant polarization is lost in the reaction,
for example due to the intermediate having a very short T1, it might appears as if
the product is formed much slower than is actually the case. Ultimately, while the
solketal reaction might prove a fruitful subject for future studies, no further effort
was dedicated to it in this project, as other experiments were proving us with more
interesting results at the time.
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Chapter 6

Hydrogenation

Hydrogenation denotes the reaction with molecular H2. [77] In this project we deal
exclusively with the hydrogenation of unsaturated hydrocarbon in the form of
alkenes and alkynes.
Hydrogenation has industrial and academic interest. [78,79] However, hydrogenation
by homogeneous catalysis, as is investigated here, is mainly relevant for academic
research. Catalytic hydrogenation was discovered more than a century ago, and
has been heavily investigated since then. [80] While most investigations target the
hydrogen, we instead propose using the signal enhancement of dDNP to follow the
reaction directly by 13C NMR spectroscopy.
The advantage to targeting the carbon directly is the wider scope of the investiga-
tion; any reaction or intermediates occurring prior to the reaction with H2 can be
potentially be detected. A series of studies on the hydrogenation of olefins were
carried out using dDNP. The investigation spanned Wilkinson’s, Crabtree’s and 2
Shrock-Osborn catalyst variations. These are displayed in Figure 6.1. The choice
of substrates is explained in Section 3.3 on page 25.
The viability of preloading the catalyst with hydrogen was explored. A system
for bubbling hydrogen through the NMR tube during dDNP experiments was set
up. Catalyst pretreatment, selectivity and substrate competition studies were com-
pleted, and an intermediate was detected in the formation of DMM from DMAD.

Hydrogenation catalysts

The mechanism for the Shrock-Osborn type catalysts according to Jardine et al. is
shown in Scheme 6.1. [81] The mechanism is shown in the figure for one of the SO
catalysts, [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and DMAD, but is assumed to work similarly
for other substrates and SO type catalysts, including [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4. The
active catalyst is formed by the oxidative addition of H2 to the catalyst precursor
and subsequent hydrogenation of the nobornadiene ligand. The active catalyst is
the square planar Rh(I) complex coordinated to two solvent molecules, noted as
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CHAPTER 6. HYDROGENATION

Figure 6.1: The catalysts utilized for hydrogenation in this project: Two Shrock-
Osborn variations: [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]BF4 (a) and [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 (b)
Crabtree’s catalyst (c) and Wilkinson’s catalyst (d).
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(b1) in Scheme 6.1. The substrate coordinates with the alkyne/alkene axis perpen-
dicular to the square plane of the catalyst, displacing a solvent molecule, forming
intermediate (b2). The reaction proceeds by the oxidative addition of H2 to form
the octahedral Rh(III) intermediate (b3). The migratory insertion of hydride to the
substrate results in the asymmetrical coordination seen in intermediate (b4). The
migration of the second hydride results in the formation of the product, coordi-
nated in Rh(I) intermediate (b5). The dissociation of the product allows the cycle
to continue.

The mechanism for Wilkinson’s catalyst according to Halpern et al. is shown in
Scheme 6.2. [79] The mechanism is shown for an arbitrary terminal alkene, but not
limited to these.
The initiation step is the dissociation of a triphenylphosphine group from the cat-
alyst precursor, forming the active catalyst. The active catalyst is square planer
Rh(I) complex (d1). The red color of the dissolved catalyst precursor is retained
in intermediate (d1). The oxidative addition of H2 form the octahedral Rh(III) in-
termediate (d2), which is yellow. The coordination of the substrate in exchange
for the solvent molecule X forms intermediate (d3). The migratory insertion of the
first hydride form the intermediate (d4), followed by reductive elimination and the
dissociation of the substrate.
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Scheme 6.1: The activation and subsequent catalytic cycle of
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 (b) during the hydrogenation of DMAD. [81] X is a
solvent molecule. For clarity, phenyl groups and the charge of +1 on all species
have been omitted.
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Scheme 6.2: A simplified mechanism of hydrogenation by Wilkinson’s cata-
lyst. [79] X is a solvent molecule. The colour change from the catalyst precursor
to the active dihydride complex is noted.

6.1 Sources of hydrogen

To investigate hydrogenation reactions with dDNP, you need a source of hydrogen.
A pressurized system is not easily compatible with the process of manual transfer,
since this inherently requires the NMR tube to be open and available. As an auto-
matic transfer system was not available at the time, alternatives were required.
The most obvious of these is simply bubbling hydrogen through the NMR tube, but
this required a new set-up and equipment not immediately available. Preloading
the catalyst with hydrogen was therefore attempted. This method had a range of
potential advantages:
Bubbling through the NMR tube results in significant line broadening due to the
incurred inhomogeneity of the sample. This could be avoided by preloading hydro-
gen onto the catalyst and forming the active dihydride species prior to the injection
of the hyperpolarized sample. The increase in signal-to-noise ratio would help to
offset the reduced conversion resulting from a limited supply of hydrogen, and po-
tentially allow for the detection of more minor species in the spectrum. Further, the
detection only one catalytic turnover could, depending on the final enhancement
of the NMR signal, provide interesting kinetic insight.

Stability of dihydride-Rh complex

For Wilkinson’s catalyst, the changing colour of the catalyst dihydride complex
was used initially to asses the feasibility of preloading the catalyst. This was first
done by directly observing the colour change of the dissolved wilkinsons catalyst
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6.1. SOURCES OF HYDROGEN

during hydrogen bubbling, followed by measuring the lifetime of the various hy-
dride complexes using thermal NMR. The colour change is noted in Figure 6.2. It
was observed visually and mainly served as a helpful, preliminary indicator of the
optimal setup for the subsequent NMR experiments.

Observing colour changes of Wilkinson’s Catalyst

50 mg of the catalyst was dissolved in 3 mL acetone. The scarlet crystals
retains their colour upon being dissolved, resulting in a dark red solution. No
change in colour is observed while stirring in a sealed round-bottom flask for more
than an hour. The bottle was then fitted with a small plastic tube and hydrogen
was bubbled through the solution. In less than 30 seconds, the solution turns
from dark red to pale yellow. The flask is subsequently sealed and observed.
The yellow colour is retained for more than an hour, but the solution reverts to
dark red overnight (13 hours). Re-attaching the plastic tube and flushing with
hydrogen once more results in the solution turning pale yellow. Removing the
plastic tube and stirring with a stir bar, without sealing the flask, resulted in the
solution turning dark red again after a few minutes.

These observations indicate that the catalyst-hydride complexes remain stable for
extended periods of time, as long as the solution is sealed under hydrogen gas. A
thermal NMR experiment was set up, investigating the exact extent of the stability
of the dihydride complexes. The fact that this stability is measured in an NMR tube
is convenient, as this would aslo be the easiest way of transporting the preloaded
catalyst to the dDNP experiment.

Measuring dihydride complex stability

52 mg of catalyst was dissolved in 550 µL chloroform and transferred to a
NMR tube, which was then fitted with a thin plastic tube connected to a hydrogen
gas cylinder. Hydrogen was bubbled slowly through the sample to avoid extensive
evaporation of the solvent. After 20 seconds the solution had turned pale yellow.
After 20 more seconds the hydrogen flow was stopped, the plastic tube was
removed and the NMR tube was sealed. The NMR tube was placed directly
into the spectrometer and the acquisition was initiated. 16 1H NMR scans were
acquired and averaged every 5 minutes for 15 hours. The resulting series is shown
in Figure 6.2.

Using 1H NMR, the 1H Rh-H peaks in general lie in the -8 ppm to -20 ppm range,
based on PHIP studies which have elucidated the structure of several coexisting
Wilkinson-hydrogen complexes. [82]
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Hydride complex stability
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Figure 6.2: Time-resolved series of thermal 1H NMR spectra (lower image) of Rh-
H species of Wilkinson’s catalyst. The integrals of the peaks at -15.8, -16.6 and
-19.3 ppm are plotted versus time in the upper image. The entire experiment ran
for 15 hours. Note that this is not a dDNP experiment. Loss in signal intensity
over time is due to changes in concentration.
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The NMR reveal several hydride species in the relevant range as expected from the
literature. Detectable proton peaks in the relevant range are found at -11.0, -15.8,
-16.2, -16.6 and -19.3 ppm. Their relevant multiplicities and coupling constants
are listed in Table 6.1. [82]

In the thermal NMR spectrum one species giving a signal at -16.6 ppm appear
fairly stable over the entire period, albeit of a lower compared intensity that the
other species. One species giving a signal at -19.3 ppm is retained for about 60
minutes before it start to disappear. The most prominent species appear to rise in
concentration for about 2 hour, and then start to disappear.
While it is uncertain exactly which species the peaks can be assigned to, the best
asignments based on the litterature are given in Table 6.1. [82] Under all circum-
stances, some hydride complexes exist for extended periods of time. While this
looked promising, initial attempts at preloading the Wilkinsons catalyst and per-
forming dDNP experiments yielded no detectable hydrogenation.
Later experiments with Wilkinson’s catalyst and hydrogen bubbling revealed a
very low rate of conversion, so in retrospect it seems reasonable that preloading
the catalyst was not the best approach in this situation.
Preloading a Rh catalyst with hydrogen eventually became necessary for the inver-
sion experiments described in Section 4.4.3.
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Hydrogen bubbling

As an alternative to preloading the cat-
alyst, a portable gas cylinder of H2 was
purchased to allow active bubbling dur-
ing dDNP experiments. The increased
spectral width resulting from the in-
homogenity was ultimately outweighed
by the increased reaction rate. Several
designs were attempted, resulting in the
final design seen on the right, where a
number of considerations minimize the
negative consequences of the setup. In
order to stabilize the frit in the NMR
tube it was passed through the middle
of a 10 mm plastic lid. Small holes next
to the frit allowed for excess hydro-
gen to escape the system. The frit was
placed as to be below the active volume
of the coil, but not pressed against the
bottom of the NMR tube, as this created
unfortunate air pockets and turbulence
in the system.
Part of the glass tube unavoidably passes through the active volume. The other
end of the glass tube was attached to plastic tubing connected to a H2 gas cylinder.
To allow the sample to be transferred into the NMR tube after dissolution, a small
plastic tube with a syringe adapter was passed through the lid next to the frit. The
end of this tube was placed immediately above the active volume, as to ensure opti-
mal mixing during the injection of the sample, while avoiding potentially reducing
SNR. Both the tube supplying H2 gas to the NMR tube and the dDNP sample were
long enough that they could be easily handled, while reaching the outside of the
spectrometer. When the frit is not in use, but has been submerged in a solution of
catalyst or substrate, a small H2 pressure was applied: Not enough pressure to let
the gas flow through, but enough to prevent the solution from running backwards
through the frit. If the liquid was allowed to pass back through the frit into the glas
tube, it caused the time for the bubbling to start after H2 pressure was applied to be
much longer and vary significantly from experiment to experiment, both things it
is preferable to avoid. Experiments performed separately demonstrated that it took
2 to 3 seconds before H2 started bubbling through the frit when the pressure was
preempted in this way.
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A secondary effect of the bubbling is the need for the larger 10 mm NMR tubes.
While I did successfully fit a 5 mm NMR tube with a hydrogenation setup con-
sisting of a very thin glass tube ending in a suitable frit, the volume occupied by
the tube and the size of the bubbles resulted in very noisy spectra. The extra vol-
ume offered by the 10 mm probe allowed a much finer dispersion of the bubbles
and a smaller fraction of the volume to be occupied by the glass tube. This setup
ultimately provided superior results.

6.2 Preparing a catalyst solution

Due to the low stability of the catalyst in solution, Fresh catalyst solutions were
prepared before each hydrogenation experiment. The stability of the Shrock-
Osborn, Crabtree and Wilkinsons catalysts in solution vary significantly. Crabtree
in general has a significantly higher reaction rate compared to similar catalysts,
but is less stable. These catalysts often begin to decompose rapidly once no more
substrate is present.
While the most direct way of avoiding the decomposition of the catalyst is to dis-
solve it shortly before the relevant experiment, it can also be useful to add small
amount of another hydrogenation substrate to the catalyst preparation, as this pro-
tects against a number of catalytic decomposition mechanisms. The important
considerations are whether any of the peaks interfere with the analysis of the spec-
trum, and if the kinetics are affected by the other substrate. To this end cyclohexene
is a suitable candidate, since it does not coordinate strongly to the catalyst.
To prepare the catalyst, a sample is weighed and added to an eppendorf tube. A
volume of solvent is added to yield a specific concentration of fx 10 mM catalyst.
If necessary, a small amount of substrate is added to protect the catalyst during
pretreatment and activation. 750 µL is transferred from the eppendorf tube to the
NMR tube. The NMR tube is fitted with the hydrogen bubbling setup. The catalyst
can now be pretreated by bubbling with H2 to activate the catalyst, if this is desired.
Either way, a slight pressure of H2 is applied. The NMR tube is inserted into the
spectrometer and the dDNP experiment is performed. To keep the catalyst as fresh
as possible, it is often prepared during the polarization of the dDNP sample.

6.3 Catalyst activation

The instability of the hydrogenation catalyst makes the investigation of the pre-
treatment/activation process interesting. A number of studies were undertaken
where the catalyst was pretreated in the NMR tube during acquisition, after dis-
solution and injection. This has a number of consequences. The time it takes for
activating the catalyst means that a part of the polarization is lost before the re-
action. The product curve changes accordingly: When the catalyst is pretreated
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prior to the injection, the rate of product formation is highest in the beginning of
the spectrum, slowly falling off as the concentration of substrate is lowered and
the polarization decreases. When the catalyst pretreatment happens during dDNP,
the rate of formation starts off slower as the catalyst becomes activated over time,
reaching a maximum rate of conversion, followed by a stabilization and decrease
in the formation rate as the concentration of substrate is lowered.
When observing the spectra of the product, several factors contribute to the decay
of the hyperpolarized signal, but the only contribution to the increase in signal over
time is through chemical reaction. The rate of product formation is consequently
proportional to the fraction of activated catalyst.
This change in formation rate over time complicates conventional and simple mod-
elling, but provides insight into the activation of the catalyst.
To estimate the time it takes to activate the catalyst we find the point with the high-
est rate of formation. Assuming that this point corresponds to the full activation
is a slight simplification. It corresponds to the point where the increase in rate
of formation becomes exactly counteracted by the signal decay. It thus represents
a minimum time required for the catalyst to be activated, and potentially a close
approximation of the actual value, depending on the rate of the signal decay.
To assess the minimal time it takes to activate the catalyst we estimate the deriva-
tive of each point of the plotted intensities of the product peak, calculated for each
point with Equation 6.1.

In+1− In−1

2∆t
(6.1)

With In+1 and In−1 being the intensities of the following and prior spectrum re-
spectively, and ∆t being the time between each scan. The first and last point of the
series can simply be ignored, as they lie far outside of the relevant range.
The activations of two SO type catalysts were investigated: The first experiments
compared two hydrogenations using [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. While the sub-
strates nBA and DMAD are different, this should have no discernible impact on
the activation of the catalyst. We thus expect that the reaction profiles are different,
but that Equation 6.1 will provide similar results for them. The results are shown
in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
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Hydrogenation of nBA

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

1.2 mg BDPA and 0.94 mg of Gadobop solution was dissolved in 79.8 mg 99 %
13C nBA, labelled in the carbonyl position. A sample of 26.5 mg was extracted
and polarized for 1.5 hours.
Separately, 8.12 g of catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 was dissolved in 1500 µL
acetone and transferred to the NMR tube before dissolution.
Dissolution was achieved using 4 mL of acetone pressurized to 12 bar. 1500 µL
of dissolved substrate was added to the NMR tube.
Concentrations of BDPA and Gadobop in the sample during polarization were 14.5
and 1.0 mM respectively.
After dissolution and transfer the concentrations of nBA and the catalyst were
approximately 8.6 and 3.8 mM, respectively.

Hydrogenation of DMAD

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

1.1 mg BDPA and 2.8 mg of Gadobop solution is dissolved in 93.3 mg of
single-labelled 99 % 13C DMAD - labelled in the carbonyl position - in an
eppendorf tube. A sample of 40.7 µL is extracted and polarized for 2 hours.
Seperately, 8.45 g of catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 is dissolved in 750 µL ace-
tone and transferred to the NMR tube before dissolution.
Dissolution was achieved using 4 mL of acetone pressurized to 12 bar. 2250 µL
of dissolved substrate was transferred to the NMR tube.
Concentrations of BDPA and Gadobop in the sample during polarization were 14.7
and 6.0 µM respectively.
After dissolution and transfer the concentrations of DMAD and the catalyst were
approximately 17.6 and 2.5 mM, respectively.
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Activation study of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4: nBA
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Figure 6.3: Hydrogenation of 99 % 13C labelled nBA with the SO type catalyst
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. Shown here are the integrals of the carbonyl peak mea-
sured over time (upper) and the carbonyl region of the spectra (lower). Derivates
estimated for each data point using Equation 6.1 are marked with red crosses for
each data point. The derivatives have been scaled for easier reading. The highest
change in signal intensity occurs at 72 s.
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Activation study of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4: DMAD
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Figure 6.4: Hydrogenation of 99 % 13C single-labelled DMAD with the SO type
catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. Shown here are the integrals of the carbonyl
peak measured over time (upper) and the carbonyl region of the spectra (lower).
Derivates estimated for each data point using Equation 6.1 are marked with red
crosses for each data point. The derivatives have been scaled for easier reading.
The highest change in signal intensity occurs at 74 s.
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The activation time of the catalyst is seen to be independent of the following hydro-
genation for DMAD and nBA, with both being ˜73 s. For comparison, the hydro-
genation of DMAD using [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was investigated. The change
from the bidentate ligand to the two monodentate ligands is assuming to ease the
oxidative addition of H2, increasing the speed of activation. The results are shown
in Figure 6.5. Since the signal decay is the same in both experiments, we can find
their relative activation times. The highest change in signal intensity occurs at 12 s,
making the activation about 6 times as fast as [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. The TPP
variation of the catalyst was found to produce both DMM and the trans-isomer
dimethyl fumerate DMF, which became relevant in later experiments.

Hydrogenation of DMAD with [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

+ −−→

1.0 mg of BDPA and 1.2 mg standard Gadobop solution was dissolved in 87.1 mg
of 100 % 13C DMAD. A 41.3 mg sample was extracted and hyperpolarized for 2
hours and dissolved with 4 mL of acetone pressurized to 12 bar.
8.32 mg of catalyst [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was dissolved in 750 µL acetone and
transferred to the NMR tube, followed by H2 bubbling and acquisition.
Concentrations of BDPA and Gadobop in the sample during polarization were 15.8
and 6.5 mM respectively.
After dissolution and transfer the concentrations of DMAD and the catalyst were
approximately 17.4 and 2.9 mM, respectively.
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Activation study of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4: DMAD
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Figure 6.5: Hydrogenation of 99 % 13C single-labelled DMAD with the catalyst
[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4. Shown here are the integrals of the carbonyl peaks mea-
sured over time (upper) and the carbonyl region of the spectra (lower). The reac-
tion profiles of the two product were similar, and they are integrated together here.
Derivates estimated for each data point using equation 6.1 are marked with red
crosses for each data point. The derivatives have been scaled for easier reading.
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6.4. UNKNOWN INTERMEDIATES DURING HYDROGENATION

6.4 Unknown intermediates during hydrogenation

Further investigation of the earlier hydrogenation of DMAD with the SO catalyst
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 revealed a series of unknown peaks.
These are shown in Figure 6.6.
Here the full reaction from alkyne to alkane is detected in a single experiment.
3 unknown peaks are visible in the contour plot at 157.8, 162.6 and 172.5 ppm
respectively. It is suspected that these peaks may correspond to intermediates in
the reaction of DMAD to form DMM. This is based on the temporal dimension
of the peaks; All 3 peaks are only detectable in a very limited number of spec-
tra, corresponding quite exactly to the time frame where the rate of formation of
DMM is highest. While not evidence in itself, this heavily suggest that the detected
peaks are intermediates of this reaction. This interval, spectrum 27 through 43, is
summed to a single spectrum and shown in Figure 6.7. Observing the mechanism
outlined in Scheme 6.1 on page 51, several species could correspond the interme-
diary peaks detected during the hydrogenation. In an effort to determine the nature
of the species, experiments were performed with pulsed H2 flow. The essential
idea was to stop the flow of hydrogen during reaction, stopping the oxidative addi-
tion of H2 to the catalyst - the reaction of (b2) to form (b3), see Scheme 6.3. This
should result in the accumulation of (b2). The catalyst was further fully activated
with hydrogen prior to the experiment, to attain the highest possible concentration
of intermediate.

Rh
P

P X
O

O

O

O

Rh
P

P H
O

O

O

O
H

XH2

3

(b2) (b3) 

X
X

Scheme 6.3: Part of Scheme 6.1 on page 51, showing the step of the catalytic
cycle of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 that would be interrupted if the flow of H2 was
stopped. Red crosses mark the interrupted reaction. For clarity, phenyl groups and
the charge of +1 have been omitted.
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Hydrogenation of DMAD with [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4
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Figure 6.6: Hydrogenation of 99 % 13C single-labelled DMAD with the cata-
lyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. 3 carbonyl peaks are integrated over time: DMAD
(152.0 ppm, blue), DMM (165.5 ppm, green) and DMS (172.5 ppm, red). The
lower contour plot show the same data as the stacked spectra, but allows for the
detection of 3 unknown, temporary species giving peaks at 157.8, 162.6 and 176.6
ppm. Their low SNR does not allow for any meaningful integration. The contour
plot has an increased apodization along T1 of 5 Hz, compared with the 1 Hz for the
stacked spectra.
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Summed spectra of unknown peaks

Figure 6.7: Sum from spectrum 27 to 43, corresponding to 54 s to 86 s, in the
hydrogenation of DMAD. DMAD, DMM and DMS are all detectable, in addition
to 3 unknown peaks at 157.8, 162.6 and 176.6 ppm. The 3 unknown peaks are only
detectable in the summed interval, which corresponds to the part of the reaction
with the highest conversion of DMAD to DMM.

6.5 Investigating the effect of pulsed H2 flow

Experiments were set up where the flow of H2 was interrupted during the reaction:

Pulsed H2 flow: DMAD

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

1.3 mg of BDPA and 1.5 mg of Gadobop solution was dissolved in 86.7 mg 99
% 13C DMAD. A 40 µL sample was extracted and hyperpolarised for 2 hours.
8.54 mg of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 was dissolved in 750 µL acetone, transferred
to the NMR tube and pretreated with hydrogen for 90 seconds. The sample is
dissolved with 4 mL acetone heated to 12 bar and 2.25 mL of sample is added to
the NMR tube. H2 flow is initiated at the injection of the sample. A low-pulse
angle (5 degree) 13C acquisition is initiated to monitor the reaction. At the first
sign of conversion, when the first DMM peak can be observed on a the spectrum,
the H2 flow is stopped, the initial acquisition is stopped and a conventional (20
degree pulse angle) acquisition is initiated. This occurs after 19 seconds. After 30
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seconds the H2 flow is reinitiated for 20 seconds. Concentrations of BDPA and
Gadobop in the sample during polarization were 18.7 and 3.5 µM respectively.
After dissolution and transfer the concentrations of nBA and the catalyst were
approximately 17.5 and 3.5 mM, respectively.

The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 6.8. One of the species giving rise
to the unknown peaks appears to accummulate on the stop of the H2 flow, where
as the others disappear. This make it increasingly likely that this unknown peak is
(b2), as seen in Schemes 6.1 and 6.3.

Pulsed H2 flow
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Figure 6.8: The effect of pulsed H2 flow on the intensity of the unknown peaks de-
tected in the hydrogenation of DMAD. Spectrum 0 is the first spectrum measured
after the formation of DMM has been detected and the H2 flow has been stopped.
Top: The changes to intensity of time of one the unknown species giving a peak at
157.8 ppm. Bottom: Individual 13C NMR spectra.

6.6 Inversion experiments

Inversion experiments were performed in an effort to demonstrate unequivocally
that the peak at 157.8 ppm can be assigned as an intermediate in the conversion
from DMAD to DMM. The inversion serves to demonstrate that the source of the
peak at 157.8 ppm is DMAD, ruling out any sort of contaminant as an alternative
explanation. This is achieved through a method unique to dDNP: A selective 180 ◦

pulse inverts a specific peak in the spectrum at the beginning of the acquisition, and
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this inversion is retained through conversion to any other species. This method was
first described by Zeng et al. [59]

Certain considerations were necessary before a successful inversion experiment
was set up. These are described in Section 4.4.3 on page 37.

Selective inversion of DMAD

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

A solution equivalent to the one prepared for the hydrogenation of DMAD
on page 60 is prepared and polarized.
Separately, 1.1 g of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 is dissolved in 90 µL acetone,
pretreated for 90 seconds with H2 and transferred to a Shigemi tube imme-
diately before dissolution.
Dissolution was achieved using 4 mL of acetone pressurized to 12 bar.
190 µL of dissolved substrate was extracted and added to the Shigemi tube.
The shigemi tube was sealed, shaken lightly for 30 seconds and transferred
to the spectrometer. The acquisition is then initated.

The two first spectra of the selective inversion experiment prove to be very in-
teresting. These are shown in Figure 6.9, together with the first spectrum from
Figure 6.8. The first spectrum in the inversion experiment, showns as the second
spectrum in Figure 6.9, is acquired as the inversion pulse is applied. The 5 ppm
wide pulse is applied on the peak corresponding to DMAD only, which is then
inverted. The peak at 157.8 ppm and the DMM peaks are unaffected. The second
spectrum is acquired 2 seconds later, and here the peak at 157.8 ppm has been
inverted as well. This unequivocally demonstrates that the origin of the species
giving the peak at 157.8 ppm is DMAD, further corroborating the nature of the
peak and proposed mechanism presented in Scheme 6.1.
The peak at 157.8 not being inverted in the first spectrum shows that the inversion
pulse was selective for the carbonyl 13C NMR.

6.7 Investigation of selectivity

Stopping the H2 bubbling reduces the effective line broadening. This allowed
the observation of a small peak at 165.2 ppm which was previously obscured
by the strong peak at 165.6 ppm. It was suspected that this peak could be as-
signed to the trans isomer of DMM, dimethyl fumerate (DMF). NMR of sam-
ples of pure DMM and DMF in a 1:1 mixture confirmed this suspicion. This
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Figure 6.9: The first spectrum from the pulsed flow experiment shown in Fig-
ure 6.8 (top) and the first (middle) and second (bottom) spectrum for the selective
inversion experiment, at 0 and 2 seconds respectively. DMAD is marked with blue,
the peak at 157.8 ppm is marked with violet, DMM is marked with green.

prompted the interest in observing the selectivity of a catalyst in real time. Cat-
alyst [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was synthesized as described on page 31. Using
the same procedure described for the activation study of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4:
DMAD, the hydrogenation of DMAD with catalyst [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was
subsequently performed and displayed in Figure 6.10 and compared to the results
with catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 in Figure 6.11.
A single spectrum is extracted from Figure 6.10 when the intensity of the DMM
and DMF peaks are the highest. Figure 6.11 show the comparison to the equivalent
reaction catalysed by [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. The comparison show that the
catalysts have vastly different selectivities. A question of how to measure the
selectivity arises here, as it varies to some degree from spectrum to spectrum. It
was decided to treat the experiment as a series. Here it is important to note that the
distribution between DMM and DMF does not increase or decrease systematically
over time for any of the catalysts involved; except for some uncertainty the ratio
appears constant throughout the reaction. The ratio in each spectrum is used to
calculate the average selectivity:

Sa:b =
1
n

n

∑
i=0

Iai

Ibi
(6.2)

Where n is the number of spectra and Iai and Ibi are the intensities of the two
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Real-time observation of the selectivity of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4
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Figure 6.10: The selectivity can be observed in real time as both DMF (orange)
and DMM (green) is formed during the hydrogenation of DMAD. DMF and DMM
both react to form DMS, which is not observed during this experiment.
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Selectivity comparison of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and
[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4

Figure 6.11: A comparison of a single extracted spectrum from the data shown
in Figure 6.8 (upper spectrum) and a single spectrum from the hydrogenation
of DMAD with [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 shown in Figure 6.10 (lower spectrum).
DMAD is visible in both spectra and marked in blue. DMS is not visible in the
lower spectrum, as the reaction has not proceeded for very long. DMF and DMM
can be observed on both spectra at 165.2 and 165.6 respectively.
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substrates at spectrum i.
As shown in Figure 6.11, there is significant overlap in the DMM and DMF peak
when using catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. This makes simple integration of
each peak unfeasible. To this end the Global Spectral Deconvolution (GSD) of
MNova was deployed. This peak analysis algorithm deconstructs overlapping
peaks into Lorentzian functions, producing a new spectrum where each peak has
the same integral as before, but a shorter linewidth, allowing separate integration.
This was done for each spectrum.
In conclusion the selectivities are found to be:

[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4: SDMM:DMF = 112 (11) : 1
[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4: SDMM:DMF = 0.30(6) : 1

6.8 Modelling and kinetic information

While investigating the pretreatment and activation of the catalyst can hold sep-
arate interest, it adds an extra layer of complexity to the kinetic investigations.
Performing experiments where the catalyst was pretreated prior to dissolution re-
duced this complexity. The pretreatment experiments reveals the necessary dura-
tion of pretreatment, which is helpful, as many of these catalyst are significantly
less stable when not in the presence of a substrate, as is discussed in Section 6.2.
The rate of signal evolution for the substrate S and product P can be modelled as
affected by reaction, natural signal decay and signal loss due to pulsing. For a
simple substrate (S) −−→ product (P) reaction, the model is thus:

dS
dt

=−k ∗S(t)− 1
T1S
∗S(t)− p∗S(t) (6.3)

dP
dt

= k ∗S(t)− 1
T1P
∗P(t)− p∗P(t) (6.4)

S(t) denoting the integrated intensity of the substrate peak as a function of time
t, P(t) denoting the the integrated intensity of the product peak, T1S and T1P be-
ing their respective T1 values and p denoting the factor for the signal lost due to
pulsing. The intensity of the 13C carbonyl peaks are consequently fitted with the
following models:

S(t) = S0 ∗ e−t∗(k+ 1
T1S

) ∗ cos(α)n (6.5)
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P(t) =
k ∗S0

k+ 1
T1S
− 1

T1P

∗ [e−t∗ 1
T1P − e−t∗(k+ 1

T1S
)
]∗ cos(α)n (6.6)

Where α denotes the pulse angle and n is the pulse number.

6.9 Comparing Crabtree’s and Shrock-Osborn

While Crabtree’s catalyst ultimately did not prove as fruitful a catalyst for dDNP
as the Shrock-Osborn variants, it does however allow for the demonstration of
the kinetic variation in two otherwise equivalent experiments in the conversion of
M3B to methyl butyrate (MB):

Hydrogenation of M3B

H2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 orCrabtrees

1.4 mg of BDPA and 2.3 mg standard Gadobop solution was dissolved in
80 µL M3B. A 40 µL sample (38.1 mg for [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4, 37.8
mg for Crabtree’s catalyst) was extracted, hyperpolarized for 2 hours and
dissolved with 4 mL of acetone pressurized to 12 bar.
750 µL of acetone containing 60 mM catalyst was transferred to the NMR
tube. 3 µL of cyclohexene was added to the Crabtree’s catalyst.
The catalyst was pretreated with H2 for 90 seconds in the NMR tube before
dissolution.
The sample was dissolved and added to the NMR tube, followed by H2
bubbling. Acquisition was initiated, with 20 degree pulses every 2 seconds.

For M3B catalysed by [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4: k(DMAD) = 0.00086s−1

For M3B catalysed by Crabtree’s catalyst: k(DMAD) = 0.00026s−1

The low rate of reaction of the terminal alkene for both catalysts was of some
surprise, but would be illuminated later in the competition studies in Section 6.10.
T1 values are measured separately to facilitate the modelling of the system. Details
on the equivalent modelling of the hydrogenation of DMAD, DMM and nBA can
be found in the article in Appendix B.
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Hydrogenation of M3B with [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4

Figure 6.12: Hydrogenation of M3B using [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. Full lines are
fit to the data using equations 6.5 and 6.6.
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Hydrogenation of M3B with Crabtree’s catalyst
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Figure 6.13: Hydrogenation of M3B with Crabtree’s catalyst. Full lines are fit to
the data using Equations 6.5 and 6.6.
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6.10 Competition studies

Investigating the reaction of substrate mixtures pose a number of significant chal-
lenges to most methods of analysis. Especially when these substrates have largely
similar chemical structures and functional groups, as is the case with the esters
chosen as hydrogenation substrates for this project. While using the same methods
and analysis as presented in this chapter, the signal enhancement of dDNP allows
the simultaneous kinetic investigation of several substrates at once, by following
their signal changes in real time. This is demonstrated by the hydrogenation of a
1:1:1 volumetric mixture of nBA, DMM and M3B. The experiment is reported in
full in the article in Appendix B.
The first order rate constants of the hydrogenation of DMAD, DMM, nBA and
M3B using [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 are reported in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: First order rate constants obtained by fitting data from 4 different sub-
strates with [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4.

DMAD DMM nBA M3B

k(s−1) 0.0050(8) 0.00040 0.0039 0.00083

The main information lies in the ratios between the rates, as the absolute value
of each rate constant reported here can be disputed; despite all our preparation
and considerations, we are ultimately describing the catalyst and reaction under
unfamiliar conditions, ie. injected into an NMR tube using hot solvent, etc.
The reaction rate of DMAD is 14 times that of DMM, demonstrating the high
affinity of the catalyst towards the alkyne.
The raction rate of nBA is significantly higher than of the other two alkenes, being
10 times higher than of DMM and 5 times higher than of M3B. While the higher
reactivity of the terminal alkene nBA compared to the internal alkene DMM is ex-
pected, the significant difference between the two terminal alkenes nBA and M3B
is more surprising. This could be correlated to the adjacency of the carbonyl moi-
ety, as it has been suggested that the carbonyl oxygen coordinates to the Rh during
substrate binding. The extra bond between the alkene and carbonyl in M3B would
feasibly allow the bidentate coordination of both the alkene and the carbonyl, sta-
bilizing the intermediate and slowing the reaction. [83]

6.11 Conclusions

In this chapter a number of catalytic hydrogenation reactions of alkenes and alkynes
were investigated in real-time using dDNP. Four catalysts were investigated:
Wilkinson’s catalyst, Crabtree’s catalyst and two Shrock-Osborn type catalysts,
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4.
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[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 was ultimately found to be the most suitable of these cat-
alysts, and was therefore the target of the majority of the investigations.

Thermal 1H NMR studies show that rhodium-hydride complexes can remain stable
in closed vessels for extended periods of time, with some species lasting 1-2 hours
before their signals disappear. Preloading the catalyst is not initially successful for
dDNP experiments, but is later used in the selective inversion experiments.
To allow hydrogen bubbling through the NMR tube during spectral acquisition,
a custom hydrogenation set-up was designed. With an inserted frit and inlet tub-
ing, the set-up allowed the direct injection of sample and bubbling of hydrogen
with minimal interference in the coil volume of the NMR tube. This allowed the
tracking of the hydrogenation processes in real-time with the least possible loss of
signal, facilitating the rest of the experiments.
The gradual activation of the catalyst was observed in real time. A model was sug-
gested for estimating the activation time of the catalysts by calculating the deriva-
tive of the product formation rate of each spectrum. It was subsequently observed
that the time before the maximum signal evolution rate for [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4
and [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 where 73(1) and 12 s respectively, making the activa-
tion of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 around 6 times faster.
During the hydrogenation of DMAD using [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4, three small,
temporary peaks appear in the spectrum. While DMAD, DMM and DMS have car-
bonyl peaks at 152.0, 165.5 ppm and 172.5 ppm respectively, the new peaks appear
at 157.8, 162.6, 176.6 ppm. These are not initially observable in the stacked spec-
tra, but can be detected in contour plots or by summing a series of several spectra.
They are detectable in a specific time interval, which hints heavily at them being
intermediates in the conversion of DMAD to DMM. An experiment was subse-
quently set up to investigate the effect of stopping the hydrogen flow, effectively
stopping parts of the catalytic cycle. This caused the peak at 157.8 ppm to increase
in strength, while the two others could no longer be detected. It was therefore sug-
gested that the peak at 157.8 ppm corresponded to the DMAD coordinated to the
activated rhodium catalyst, the step in the catalytic cycle preceding the oxidative
addition of H2 to the catalyst. The nature of the two other peaks was not investi-
gated further, but it would seem plausible that these where later intermediates in
the catalytic cycle.
A selective inversion experiment, a method unique to dDNP, was set up. It was
demonstrated that applying a 500 Hz 180 degree pulse at the frequency corre-
sponding to the carbonyl peak from DMAD also caused the peak at 157.8 ppm
to be inverted in subsequent spectra, demonstrating that it is directly formed from
DMAD. These findings corroborate the currently accepted reaction mechanism.
During the increased homogeneity and signal strength achieved during parts of
the invertion experiment, it was discovered that [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 did not
exclusively form the cis-isomer DMM. A small peak was detected at 165.2 ppm,
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compared to the 165.6 ppm of DMM. This was confirmed to be the trans-isomer
DMF. Through GSD it was estimated that the selectivity for [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4
of DMM:DMF was 112 (11):1. Comparative experiments revealed that the selec-
tivity for [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was 0.30(6) : 1. Both substrates ultimately are
hydrogenated to the alkane, making the real-time observation of the effect of the
selectivity necessary to perform this investigation.

Approproate kinetic models were presented for pretreated catalysts, accounting
for the natural signal decay and signal lost due to pulsing. This allowed the com-
parison of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and Crabtree’s catalyst, as well as competition
studies of nBA, DMM and M3B, and kinetic analysis of the DMAD through DMM
to DMS hydrogenation.
The reactivity of Crabtree’s catalyst was found to be lower than expected, which
most likely is due to the less stable catalyst having partially deactivated.
The terminal alkene nBA was found to react 5 times as fast as M3B and 10 times
as fast as DMM. The low reaction speed of M3B despite being a terminal alkene
was explained by the potential of the carbonyl oxygen and alkene coordinating as
a bidentate to the metal center, forming a more stable intermediate. The reactivity
of the alkyne DMAD was found to be about 14 times that of the corresponding
alkene, DMM.
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Chapter 7

Olefin metathesis

The field of olefin metathesis (OM) continue to have great interest, owing to the
great versatiliy of the reaction. [84–86] This has facilitated a continued search for
greater mechanistic insight, prompting increasingly sophisticated investigations of
the catalyst systems. [87] The new approaches include the various in-situ meth-
ods, such as dDNP. The modification of Hoveyda-Grubbs type catalysts is an
area of continued interest, focusing on initiation speed, stereoselectivity and speci-
ficity. [88,89] In-situ observation of changes in structure during the reaction provides
a way to directly observe the effect of the structural changes on the mechanism
of the reaction. While other in-situ studies largely depend on the detection and
measurement of the changes in substrates and products over time, we instead pro-
pose using the increased signal intensity of dDNP to directly detect changes in
the catalyst structure during the reaction. This is of particular interest, as the ex-
act relationship between catalyst structure and catalytic activity remain an area of
continued research. [89–92]

Using the catalyst itself rather than the substrate of the reaction as a spectroscopic
handle provides a potential basis for comparing several otherwise distinct phenom-
ena; substrate coordination, structural rearrangement, catalyst inhibition and deac-
tivation across different reactants. All of these processes should confer measurable
changes on the catalyst structure, allowing the resulting NMR signal changes to
serve as direct points of comparison.
The wide spectral range and non-specificity of NMR is of great benefit to studies
of this nature, as the structure of the intermediate or active catalyst might not be
known at the beginning of the investigation. The low concentrations of the cat-
alyst further necessitate the signal enhancement of dDNP to allow the real-time
detection of the catalyst.
In this chapter the initiation mechanism, inhibition and kinetics of the Hoveyda-
Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst (HGII) dichloro[1,3 – bis(2,4,6 – trimethylphenyl)-
2-imidazolidinylidene](2-isopropoxyphenylmethylene)ruthenium(II), the structure
of which can be seen in Scheme 7.3 on page 84, is investigated using dDNP, and
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the considerations on catalyst and solvent choices preceding the experiments are
presented.

7.1 Types of olefin metathesis

Olefin metathesis refers to a number of similar chemical reactions. These all per-
form the same type of transformation, rearranging alkenes through the cleaving
and formation of carbon-carbon double bonds. Like the hydrogenation substrates,
all OM substrates therefore contain one or more double bonds. Depending on
the structure of the substrates and their respective concentrations, several types of
reactions can occur. Some of these are outlined in Scheme 7.1.

Olefin metathesis types

Scheme 7.1

7.2 Metathesis substrates

The same substrate can participate in several of these reaction types. The con-
centration plays a significant part in the selectivity. A substrate like diethyl di-
allylmalenoate (DEDAM) shown in Figure 7.2 would primarily react in a ring
closing metathesis (RCM) or ring opening metathesis (ROM) reaction at low con-
centration, and would mainly react in a cross metathesis (CM) reaction when at a
sufficiently high concentration. [86,93]

1-hexene can only react in a cross metathesis reaction, no matter the concentra-
tion. For dDNP experiments the concentrations are less easy to adjust than under
standard laboratory conditions, but the considerations are worth making when in-
vestigating the results of the reaction.
Terminal alkenes have a distinct advantage in cross metathesis reactions, through
the formation of the biproduct of ethene. As the gas dissipates over time the re-
action is shifted to the right. This is true for both of the products used in these
experiments, shown in Figure 7.2.
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Olefin methathesis substrates and catalyst inhibitors

Scheme 7.2: The two substrates (left) and inhibitors (right) used for OM and cata-
lyst inhibition investigations. DEDAM and 1-hexene both have a terminal alkene,
making them ideal CM catalysts. CHA and PTA are small nucleophiles that inhibit
or deactivate the catalyst.

DEDAM is a classic RCM substrate, while 1-hexene is a common CM substrate.
CHA and PTA are both small nucleophiles, known for coordinating to the ruthe-
nium and inhibiting the catalyst. The mechanisms are shown in Figure 7.1 on
page 87. All 4 reactants are shown in Scheme 7.2. The investigations here focus
on the hyperpolarization of the catalyst instead of the substrate. This allows us the
investigation of the separate phenomena of catalyst reaction and inhibition using
the same sample preparation and setup.

7.3 Choice of target catalyst

While the terminology used in Section 3.1.1 on page 21 referred to the suitability
of substrates, the exact same considerations are relevant when seeking to hyper-
polarize a catalyst. In polarizing the catalyst we seek to observe the 13C nuclei
of the catalyst ligands, and we are therefore interested in these T1 values rather
than those of the substrates. Several of these are located close to the Ru while not
coordinated to protons, making them potentially suitable handles for tracking the
changes in the catalyst structure. 4 different commonly used OM catalysts were
available. These are presented in Scheme 7.3.
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Olefin methathesis catalysts

Scheme 7.3

All of these catalysts are in use and of interest. GIII has a vastly increased initiation
rate compared to any other ruthenium-based metathesis catalysts, but at the cost of
low stability and high sensitivity to oxygen. [94]

The bidentate ligands of HGI and HGII increase their stability, easing their han-
dling at the cost of initiation rate. [95–97]

It was assumed that one of the most challenging aspects of the investigation would
be the preparation of a suitable sample. Initial experiments therefore focussed on
achieving the highest possible catalyst concentration in a suitable glassy matrix,
thus achieving a significant signal enhancement.

7.4 Catalyst solubility and solvent glassability

The catalyst is a solid, and it is necessary to dissolve it in an appropriate solvent
forming a glassy matrix before hyperpolarization. The solubility of GII, GIII, HGI
and HGII were all investigated and compared, in an effort to determine whether
any catalyst would allow a significantly higher concentration in the sample. All
the catalysts were dissolved in toluene, as this is a common solvent for OM and
the likely dissolution solvent. The results are shown in Table 7.1.
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Catalyst solubility

The solubility was investigated by first weighing a few mg of catalyst in an
eppendorf tube. 2 µL of the solvent or solvent mixture of interest was added to
the eppendorf tube at a time. The mixture was shaken and sonicated for 5 seconds
after each addition, followed by centrifugation. If undissolved catalyst remained,
1-2 µL of the solvent or solvent mixture was added and the process was repeated.
Once the catalyst appeared fully dissolved, the sample was left under observation
for 5 minutes to ensure no precipitate formed over time. The experiment was
repeated twice per sample.

Table 7.1: The solubility of olefin metathesis catalysts in toluene.

GII GIII HGI HGII

Experiment 1

Catalyst (mg) 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2
Solvent (µL) 64 115 48 45

Experiment 2

Catalyst (mg) 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.2
Solvent (µL) 58 112 57 44

Solubility

(mmol/L) 22.2 10.45 36.3 43.0
± 0.13 ± 0.36 ± 1.64 ± 0.48

It was assumed that the solubility of the four catalysts would be similarly in dif-
ferent solvents, i.e. that we could reasonably extrapolate these results, and that
we therefore would not need to investigate the solubility of each catalyst in each
solvent. Due to the high solubility of HGII, it was chosen as the target catalyst.
We proceeded to investigate which solvent or solvent mixture could give us the
highest concentration of HGII.
Where it is possible, it is preferable to use the same solvent for sample preparation
and dissolution liquid as the one used during reaction. Conventional solvents for
Hoveyda-Grubbs style catalysts are toluene and dichloromethane (DCM). DCM
is unfortunately assumed too volatile to use for the dDNP setup. Compared to
DCM, dichloroethane (DCE) has slightly reduced volatility but otherwise similar
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properties. Both are polar aprotic solvents. DCE is therefore used as an alternative
to DCM in these experiments. The solubility of the catalyst in various solvents
was investigated in the same way as above. The results are shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: The solubility of HGII in various solvents.

solvent solubility (mmol/L)

toluene 43.0 ± 0.48
2-methyltetrahydrofurane 63.8 ± 0.65

isooctane 87.8 ± 0.51
1:1 isooctane:2-2ethyltetrahydrofurane 76.2 ± 0.62

octafluorotoluene 56.0 ± 0.74
cyclooctadiene 41.5 ± 0.43

1:1 DCE:2-methyltetrahydrofurane 363.5 ± 5.1
1:1 DCE:trifluorotoluene 448.3 ± 6.5

DCE 836.7 ± 8.2
All ratios are volumetric.

During the investigation of various solvents, a number of minor adjustments were
made to the procedure and the acquisition. The mixing time, was changed as
described in Section 4.4.2 on page 36. The changes to the acquisition were the
adjustment of the pulse angle, wait time between spectra and decoupling.

Beyond the solubility of the catalyst, the ability of the mixture to form a good
glassing matrix is paramount to the effectiveness of the polarization. Some expe-
rience can be drawn here from the literature. [61] Alternatively, freezing the sample
in liquid N2 can be an useful indicator, as glasses mostly remain clear when frozen.
This method is however not perfect, and ultimately, whether the mixture made a
good glassing agent for polarization was not certain prior to the actual experiment.
For this reason a number of simple 1H NMR experiments were performed to evalu-
ate the polarizability of the mixtures. This, unfortunately, never really worked very
well, most likely due to the short T1s. Ultimately, only the 13C experiments allowed
detetable polarization. Compared to thermal NMR, the signals of detectable HGII
nuclei are enhanced by a factor of between 400 and 1200.

The mechanism of the reaction and inhibition of HGII, as well as the nuclei nomen-
clature used through these experiments, are outlined in Figure 7.1. The four num-
bered nuclei are the N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) carbon in the 1,3-bis-(2,4,6-
trimethylphenyl)-2-imidazolidinylidene fragment and the methylene and two aro-
matic carbon in the o-isopropoxyphenylmethylene fragment. These serve as useful
indicators, as they are all within 2-3 bonds of the ruthenium, and exhibit detectable
changes in their chemical shift during activation or inhibition.
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Figure 7.1: The inhibition (top left), initiation (right) and catalytic cycle (bottom
left) of the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation metathesis catalyst. The reaction is
an example of a cross metathesis reaction. Inhibition of the catalyst is exemplified
by a primary amine. Four carbon used as indicators throughout the experiments
are marked as HGII(1) through HGII(4) in the top of the figure. The mesitylene
groups are abbreviated to Mes. [98,99]
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dDNP of Hoveyda-Grubbs II catalyst
16.5 mg of HGII was dissolved in 40 µL of a 19:1 DCE:C6F6 mixture containing
15 mM BDPA and hyperpolarized for 4.5 hours. The catalyst was dissolved and
transferred to the NMR tube using 4 mL of dried toluene pressurized to 8 bar.
After dissolution and transfer the concentrations of the catalyst was measured to
be 7 mM.
The injection from the polarizer to the spectrometer is accomplished using a fast
transfer system. This is described in detail in Section 4.4.2 on page 34. The
NMR is preloaded and pressurized prior to injection, containing 50 µL of either a
solution of a relevant substrate or inhibitor, or a blank sample of dried toluene. PTA
and CHA is dissolved in dried toluene to attain specific concentrations. Injection
is accomplished using argon with a pressure of 220 psi against a back-pressure of
150 psi. The sample is allowed a stabilization time of 650 ms after injection, prior
to acquisition.
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7.5 Results and discussion

The same sample preparation presented above was used for all dDNP experiments,
with the difference being the acquisitions and NMR tube contents.

7.5.1 Identification

Initial experiments focussed on identifying the HGII(1) through (4) peaks in both
the catalyst and the catalyst inhibited by cyclohexylamine (CHA). Experiments
were set up using the above sample preparation with 90 degree pulses. The goal
was to extract as much information as possible from a single spectrum, despite
consuming most, if not all, of the polarization. These experiments allowed the
observation of signals from the catalyst and inhibited catalyst, seen in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: 13C NMR spectra of the normal catalyst (upper spectrum) and the
inhibited catalyst (lower spectrum). The scheme shows the structural changes
resulting from the inhibition of the catalyst. The NMR peak shifts during cata-
lyst inhibition: HGII(1) (blue) shifts from 213.1 to 219.3 ppm; HGII(2) (green)
shifts from 292.1 to 307.2 ppm; HGII(3) (orange) shifts from 146.0 to 145.8 ppm;
HGII(4) (red) shifts from 152.6 to 148.8 ppm. Both spectra are taken as single 90
degree pulses 0.65 s after injection into the NMR spectrometer. Significant line
broadening is observed in the inhibited catalyst.

Peaks corresponding to HGII(1) through (4) were detected at 213.1, 292.1, 146.0
and 152.6 ppm respectively. The experiment was repeated with 50 µL CHA in the
NMR tube, resulting in the observation of the 4 peaks shifting. Peaks correspond-
ing to the catalyst inhibited by CHA HGII(1) through (4) were detected at 219.3,
307.2, 145.8 and 148.8 ppm respectively. HGII(1) and (2) have shifted downfield,
while (3) and (4) have shifted upfield.
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7.5.2 Time-resolved spectra

The initial dDNP results of injected polarized HGII into pure toluene reveals that
HGII(1) and HGII(4) have sufficient T1s to allow detection over time, and that the
inhibited catalyst can be observed. A number of time-resolved experiments were
performed, with spectra were acquired 0.655 s apart with 19.5 degree pulses.
The dissociation of the ether from the Ru center is common to both the inhibition
and activation of the catalyst, allowing some of our observations on the inhibited
catalyst to have relevance in the catalyzed reaction as well.
However, despite many attempt using various substrates, the signals from the ac-
tivated catalyst were never observed. An alternative approach was needed. When
observing the catalyst with no substrate, HGII(1) and HGII(4) appear to have al-
most identical signal decay, as shown in Figure 7.3. With neither substrate nor

Intensity of HGII(1) and HGII(4) without substrate

Figure 7.3: The change in intensity over time of the HGII(1) and HGII(4) 13C
NMR peaks. After dissolution approximately 66 mM of catalyst is present in the
NMR tube. No substrate or inhibitor has been added. The spectra are acquired
with 19.5 degree pulses at 0.655 second intervals.

inhibitor present, the only sources of signal decay are the T1s, the pulsing and any
catalyst undergoing the dissociative activation mechanism (see Figure 7.1).
Plotting the relative intensities of the signals as I(t)/I0, the HGII(4) signal appears
to be identical across all substrates and inhibitor concentrations. This can be seen
in Figure 7.4. The same is not true for HGII(1), where there is a significant change
upon the addition of a substrate or an inhibitor, as can be seen in the lower spectrum
of the figure.
In an effort to discern the kinetics of the inhibition and activation of the catalyst,
we investigate how the addition of each reactant affects the rate of decay of the
peak corresponding to HGII(1). The effect of pulsing is known and the T1 of both
HGII(1), (3) and (4) can be calculated from experiments with no added reactant.
T1 of HGII(1), HGII(3) and HGII(4) are found to be 5.46, 1.87 and 5.48 s respec-
tively. Only the first spectrum had a detectable HGII(2) peak, and the T1 could thus
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Change in relative peak intensity of HGII(1) and HGII(4)

Figure 7.4: The relative change in peak intensity over time, plotted as I(t)/I0 for
HGII(4) (upper) and HGII(1) (lower) for a number of experiments.
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not reasonably be estimated. It is however fair to say it was quite a bit shorter than
for HGII(3), leaving it in the range of <1.5 s. The effect of the addition of sub-
strate can be seen in Figure 7.5, where the intensity of the peaks corresponding to
HGII(1) and HGII(4) are plotted for two separate experiments, with no substrate
and the with 1-hexene respectively. The addition of the substrate has a clearly

HGII(1) and HGII(4) signal decay without and with substrate

Figure 7.5: The upper spectrum shows the decay in signal of hyperpolarized HGII
with no substrate or inhibitor added. The solid lines represent exponential fits.
The lower spectrum shows an equivalent experiment, where 50 µL of 1-hexene
substrate was added to the NMR tube prior to the injection. The dotted lines here
are exponential functions, using the T1 values measured without the presence of a
substrate.

detectable impact on the decay rate of the HGII(1) signal. The dotted lines in the
spectrum are exponential functions modelled using the T1 values of the catalyst
with no substrate. Besides the natural signal decay and effect of pulsing, the inhi-
bition and activation of the catalyst will cause the NMR signals to disappear. This
is presented in Scheme 7.4.
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Scheme 7.4

This system is modelled with Equation (7.1):

dC
dt

= kui ∗C(t)− ki ∗C(t)− ka ∗C(t)− 1
T1C
∗C(t)− p∗C(t) (7.1)

Where C(t) is the concentration of the catalyst precursor, T1C is the T1 of the mea-
sured nuclei, p is the exponential decay constant of the pulsing, and ka, ki and kui

being the rates of activation, inhibition and uninhibition respectively. There is no
way of separating the effect of the activation, inhibition and uninhibition. We only
observe k = ka + ki− kui. The inhibition rate can be assumed to be 0 when no
inhibitors are present, with k = ka. The integrals of the intensities of HGII(1) for
each substrate, as shown in the lower image of Figure 7.4 are fitted to Equation
7.1. The T1 of the catalyst with no reactant is used.
The results are shown in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Rate contants fitted from the data for HGII(1) for 1-hexene, DEDAM
and PTA, shown in the lower imagine of Figure 7.4 on page 91.

no substrate 1-Hexene DEDAM

ka
(
s−1

)
n/a 0.2828 0.2762

100 mM PTA 450 mM PTA 3 M PTA

ka + ki− kui
(
s−1

)
0.3681 0.3834 0.5149

As PTA concentration is increased, so is k = ka+ki−kui. The inhibitors in general
appear to have higher k values than the substrates. The quite different substrates
nonetheless cause very comparable rates of signal decay. The specific rates of
inhibition could potentially be estimated by subtracting the rate of the dissociative
mechanism, but this would be rather speculative. The highest concentration of PTA
does further just allow the observation of the formation of the inhibited catalyst
over time. This is shown in Figure 7.6.
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Observation of PTA-coordinated HGII

Figure 7.6: Upon reaction with 50 µL 3 M PTA, the formation of PTA coordinated
catalyst over time is detected. The small peak is detected at 148 ppm. It is barely
detectable in the contour plot and the stacked plot, and has insufficient SNR to
extract kinetic data.

The peaks observed in the contour plot in Figure 7.6 are the only observation
of the inhibited catalyst in time-resolved spectra. It is barely visible, and any
reduction in concentration would most likely cause the signal to be lost in the noise.
Observing the data in Table 7.3, it thus become evident why we do not detect the
catalyst coordinated to DEDAM or 1-hexene under these conditions. The rate of
HGII(1) signal decay - and ipso facto the highest potential rate of formation of any
coordinated or inhibited catalyst - is twice as high for 3 M PTA as it is for either
substrate. Since the catalyst-coordinated substrate would proceed to react, it can
also fairly be assumed to have a lower concentration than the inhibited catalyst.
The most likely explanation for why we do not detect the substrate coordinated to
the catalyst appear simply to be a too low concentration of the intermediate. The
near identical k values for both substrates could hint that they both react by the
dissociative mechanism, which could help explain the low concentration.
Our investigations into the inhibition by the small amine CHA had a quite different
complication: The reaction was proceeding much too fast.

7.5.3 Investigating catalyst inhibition

In the injection of HGII into 50 µL as described in Section 7.5.1, significant line
broadening was observed in the spectrum of the inhibited catalyst. Upon lowering
the concentration of CHA in the NMR tube to less than 1 molar equivalent of the
catalyst, some of the peaks from both catalyst and inhibited catalyst are visible
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in the same spectrum. Here it is observed that the active catalyst also is affected
by line broadening under these circumstances, demonstrating that the inhibition
occurs on the NMR time scale, a process of rapid chemical exchange. The line
broadening was not detected in PTA experiments, indicating the rate difference
between the two inhibitors. Even at quite low concentrations, the equilibrium sets
in faster than the relaxation time of the NMR. Once again, an alternative method
of investigations is needed.
For the simple exchange between two chemical states, the change of the signal
strength over time can be modelled as being dependent on the transverse relax-
ation constant (T2), which determines line broadening, and the concentration of
the inhibitor and the rate constant.
To investigate this, a series of experiments with different CHA concentrations were
performed, resulting in different peak intensities and linewidths of HGII(1), (3) and
(4). These are subsequently used to model the evolution of the transverse relax-
ation rate and fitted to yield the inhibition and uninhibition constants. This work
is done in collaboration with Pierce Pham and Professor Hilty. The manuscript
describing this work can be found in Appendix C.
The second order inhibition rate constant was found to be 10500 M−1 s−1, the first
order uninhibition rate constant of 181 s−1, and thus the equilibrium constant of
58.0 M−1. These values correspond well result found in the literature. [15]

7.6 Conclusion

With dDNP, direct observation of the the changes in catalyst structure of a catalyst
during inhibition and activation were demonstrated. These results necessitated
the FTS and extensive tuning of the dissolution process and sample preparation.
Without the FTS, the T1 values of HGII(1) through (4) of 5.46, < 1.5, 1.87 and
5.48 s would not have allowed any meaningful analysis. Especially the HGII(2)
and (3) carbon could not feasible have been detected with a manual transfer.
The analysis of the catalyst here thus pushes at the boundaries of what is readily
achieved with dDNP, being just detectable under optimal conditions.
A series of solvents was initially investigated, demonstrating the preliminary work
necessary to set up a successful dDNP experiment.
Analysis found that the carbon nuclei of ligands coordinated to Ru in the catalyst
had very short T1 values. We assume that the size of the molecule causes rapid
relaxation of the nuclei through tumbling, and that this contribution has a dominant
impact on the T1. [15]

The downfield shift of the 13C NMR signals of the carbon nuclei denoted HGII(1)
and (2) when the catalyst is inhibited with CHA, can be explained by the higher
nucleophilicity of the amine compared to the ether. The increased σ electron dona-
tion to the ruthenium would lengthen Ru-C bonds and result in a more deshielded
carbon atoms in the deactivated form of the catalyst. Conversely, the dissociation
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of the other ligand leads to an increased electron density on the electron, shield-
ing the carbon atoms HGII(3) and (4). These results corresponds well with results
reported in the literature. [98–100]

There is currently no way of discerning between the effect of the interchange and
dissociative mechanism of activation, except potentially the speed of the activation
of the catalyst. It would seem feasible that the speed of the chemical exchange
with CHA indicated a mechanism equivalent to the interchange mechanism of the
catalyst initiation. Kinetic analysis of the catalyst reaction with the a substrate or
inhibitor was successfully modelled.
Kinetic investigations proved more elusive, necessitating the modelling of the sys-
tem. The work in the manuscript explores this in detail. The inhibition and un-
inhibiton constants are calculated based on the equilibrium between the catalyst
and the inhibitor CHA at different concentrations. The differential equations used
in the manuscript are well-known and solved in the literature, while comparable
inhibition rates have been reported elsewhere, demonstrating the robustness of the
analysis and method reported here. The mechanistic differences between the cho-
sen inhibitors is also described in further detail.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and outlook

dDNP was applied as a tool for following several catalytic reactions. A set of guid-
ing principles and considerations were put forward, inviting a more systematic ap-
proach to the application of dDNP to a broader scope of chemical transformations.
Building on already well established dDNP methodologies, a series of considera-
tion and constraints were presented on the target substrate and the target reaction.
The target substrate
To set up a successful dDNP experiment, it was necessary to procure a target sub-
strate with one or more carbon nuclei with sufficiently high T1s to retain polariza-
tion for long enough to allow successful NMR experiments after dissolution. Slow
signal decay is usually found when carbon atoms are not directly coordinated to
nuclei with nonzero spin, such as 1H. Because of this carbonyl groups located on
internal carbon proved excellent dDNP targets. Less information could be detailed
from CH2 or CH3 carbon atoms, and it would not be advisable to rely on these as
solitary markers for dDNP experiments. Some CH carbon provided measurable
results, but are not optimal substrates. A set-up utilizing a fast transfer system
might have some success with polarization of CH2 or CH3 nuclei.
If carbon nuclei of the substrate have low T1, such as was the case for most alkene
carbons, an alternative strategy was to instead observe the change in chemical shift
of an adjacent, more suitable nucleus.
The target reaction
Despite the enormous potential of the dDNP signal enhancement, the NMR tube
makes for a less than ideal model environment. To allow comparability of a reac-
tion and investigate the applicability of dDNP as a method, it is therefore worth-
while to attempt comparable thermal NMR experiments.
Since certain aspect of the setup are difficult to adjust, some limitations are placed
on the type of reaction that can be reasonable investigated using dDNP. This in
particular is true of the temperature and the reaction time.
The experiment temperature is entirely determined by the dissolution process, with
the temperature of the dissolution solvent and sample combined with the transfer
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time resulting in the sample in the NMR tube being 25 to 30 ◦C for the solvents
used here. While the high signal enhancement of the method could potentially
allow the detection of very low conversion, reactions with too low conversion at
the temperatures are naturally poor choices for dDNP investigation.
Also somewhat beyond control was the duration of the signal enhancement. To
investigate a reaction, it needs to occur in the time frame where sufficient hyper-
polarized signal remains for detection. Target substrates can be chosen to retain
signals for longer periods of time, but even the best candidates identified in this
project only allowed experiments a few minutes long. The longest possible exper-
iments performed were those utilizing dimethyl maleate with a T1 of 60 s, which
retained polarization for up to 5 minutes despite pulsing every 2 s. For dDNP to be
a suitable tool for investigating a specific reaction, the reaction must be fast enough
to occur while polarization is available, and slow enough to not occur before the
sample has stabilized after injection. Catalytic reactions have a specific advantage
in this setting, as the speed of the reaction could be affected by the adjustment of
the catalyst concentration.
Polarizing catalyst instead of substrate
The preparation of a sample of a dissolved catalyst for polarization was a signifi-
cant challenge compared to a more conventional dDNP sample. While ultimately
successful, it took a many iterations and adjustments to achieve. The overlap of a
suitable glassing solvent having sufficent solubility of the catalyst, while still be-
ing a close analogue of the conventional reaction solvent was fortuitous, and an
example of why it is necessary to attempt to mimic the normal reaction conditions
in the dDNP experiments.
The literature on low temperature spectroscopy proved an invaluable starting point
for determination of suitable glassing solvents.
Ultimately nothing short of 400 mM catalyst yielded presentable results, and 600
mM proved to be sufficient for a number of interesting experiments. This high
concentration was necessary due to the high relaxation rate of the nuclei. While
several factors may contribute to the low T1 values, the most likely culprits are
decreased tumbling due to the size of the catalyst and the relaxation caused by
coordination of the nuclei to the metal center. With the T1s for the ligands on HGII
all being at less than 6 seconds, the experiments performed with polarized catalyst
could not have been completed without the FTS.

On the hydrogenation of olefins

A number olefin esters were investigated during hydrogenation: methyl but-3-
enoate, butyl acrylate, dimethyl maleate and dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate. These
all have carbonyl groups in close proximity to their alkene groups, allowing them
to serve as suitable hydrogenation substrates while retaining polarization for sev-
eral minutes. T1 values of the carbonyl atoms were 44.2, 52.1, 60 and 36.0 s
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respectively. The approach was chosen after investigating 8 different olefins and
finding an inverse relationship between reactivity and T1. The olefins investigated
had T1 values ranging from 8.8 to 54 s. Despite some of these T1sshould be suf-
ficient for dDNP, no conversion was ever observed during hydrogenation. The
alternative olefin esters avoided these problems by having higher reactivity and
slower relaxation rate.

Crabtree’s, Wilkinson’s and two Shrock-Osborn catalyst variants were investigated
here. Prior to dDNP experiments, thermal NMR experiments were conducted on
the stability of hydride complexes of Wilkinson’s catalyst after hydrogenation and
storage in a sealed NMR tube. While not all species detected were reported in
the relevant literature, those detected remained stable over extended periods of
time. The H2Rh(PPh3)(µ-Cl)2RhCl(PPh3)-peak found at -19.3 ppm remained sta-
ble for 1 hour. The peak at -15.8 ppm belonging to an unknown species actually
increased in intensity for the first 2 hours, before dissipating over the next 13 hours.
This prompted attempts at pre-loading the catalyst with hydrogen for dDNP exper-
iments. Early experiments were not successful, but the method was later revisited
for the selective inversion experiments.
Due to the limited success of initial dDNP experiments with hydrogen pre-loading,
a setup was devised allowing the hydrogenation of the sample during NMR ac-
quisition. This was done by fitting a thin glass tube ending in a frit inside the
NMR tube, making sure that the frit and a plastic tube added for sample injection
remained outside the coil volume during acquisition. This setup allowed the real-
time observation of the hydrogenation of the substrate, and facilitated a number of
experiments.

The activation of the Shrock-Osborn catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 in the pres-
ence of butyl acrylate and dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate was investigated. The
sample was activated after the injection of the polarized substrate, allowing the
real-time observation of the increase in catalyst activity. These experiments allow
the informed decision on the pretreatment procedure used prior to dissolution in
other experiments. [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 was found to activate 6 times faster
than [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4.

Comparable investigations of butyl acrylate with the one of the Shrock-Osborn
catalysts [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and Crabtree’s catalyst [Ir(cod)(PCy3)(py)]PF6
illustrated the different propensity for deactivation. The Shrock-Osborn catalyst
had a higher reaction rate, despite the opposite being reported in literature. This
is not too surpring: Crabtree’s catalyst is very active, but notoriously unstable
once activated, and the lower reaction rate measured here is most likely a result
of deactivation. The activation process of Crabtree’s might therefore by of further
interest, and warrant a thorough investigation in the future.

A competition study was undertaken, hydrogenating a 1:1:1 volumetric mixture
of alkenes with catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. The resulting data allowed the
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detection of the hydrogenation of all 3 substrates at the same time, demonstrating
the applicability of the method to investigate competition experiments or mixtures
of substrates. This could have potential significance for the investigation of real-
world samples, where the separation of substrates is not always feasible.

During the hydrogenation of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate, the selectivity of
the catalyst [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 was observed to heavily favour the cis-isomer,
forming almost exclusively dimethyl maleate. It was suggested that the catalyst
[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4, lacking the bidentate ligand of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4,
would instead favor the trans-isomer dimethyl fumerate. Synthesis of catalyst
[Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 and subsequent comparative experiments proved this to
be true. The ratios were found to be SDMM:DMF = 112± 11.5 : 1 for the catalyst
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 and SDMM:DMF = 0.30±0.06 : 1 for [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4.
The ability to observe this particular feature of the reaction in real-time is partic-
ularly interesting, as both isomers are hydrogenated to dimethyl succinate. The
information would therefore potentially be lost using other methods of analysis.
This, especially combined with the competitive aspect mentioned above, could be
of particular interest to attempts at monitoring asymmetric hydrogenation.

Mechanistic insight / detection of intermediates

During the activation studies of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate, 3 unknown peaks
were observed in the spectrum at 157.8, 162.6 and 176.6 ppm. The peaks were
assumed likely to belong to intermediates since they could specifically only be
detected in the time frame corresponding to the highest observable conversion of
dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate to dimethyl maleate. In an effort to investigate
this claim, a series of successive experiments were undertaken.
Experiments with pulsed hydrogen flow revealed that the intensity of the peak
at 157.8 ppm increased when the flow of hydrogen was stopped, signifying an
accumulation of the species. This corresponds well to the mechanism of the re-
action found in the literature, where the rate-determining step is suggested to be
the oxidative addition of H2 to the catalyst. By stopping the flow, the intermediate
preceding the addition accumulates over time.
Selective signal inversion were subsequently applied to demonstrate that the peak
originates from dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate. This technique is unique to dDNP.
A selective inversion pulse is applied to the dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate car-
bonyl peak, resulting in the inversion of the signal, but nothing else. On the first
spectrum, the peak at 157.8 ppm is not inverted, unlike dimethyl acetylenedicar-
boxylate. In the second spectrum, this peak has been inverted, proving the validity
of the suggested mechanism while simultaneously demonstrating the the inversion
was indeed selective.
The two other peaks at 162.6 and 176.6 ppm could be not be assigned specifically,
but their equivalent peak shape and duration makes it very likely that these are
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intermediates as well. As they could not be observed during the stop of hydrogen
flow, they are likely to be the intermediates occuring after the oxidative addition
of H2. A collaborative study with DFT based modelling would be ideal to further
this part of the project.

Olefin Methathesis

The solubility of 2 generations of Grubbs and 2 generations of Hoveyda-Grubbs
catalysts were investigated. The second generations Hoveyda-Grubbs (HGII) was
chosen as the target catalyst. Extensive investigations and polarizations revealed
the optimal sample preparation was >600 mM HGII in dichloroethane with 15
mM radical.
Four nuclei in the catalyst ligands located 1-3 bonds away from the metal center
served as primary markers for mechanistic and structural changes in the catalyst.
These 4 nuclei were observed in both hyperpolarized spectra of the catalyst with
no substrate or inhibitors, and in spectra recorded as the catalyst was inhibited
by cyclohexylamine. Upon the inhibition of the catalyst with cyclohexylamine,
the N-heterocyclic carbene ligand carbon moves downfield from 213.1 to 219.3
ppm, while the carbon double coordinated to the metal center moves downfield
from 292.1 to 307.2 ppm. Both carbon atoms in the o-isopropoxyphenylmethylene
fragment move upfield, from ppm to 145.8 ppm and from 152.6 to 148.8 ppm.
These values correspond well with findings in the literature, and with our current
understanding of the mechanism of inhibition.
A number of time resolved experiments were performed, investigating the inter-
action of the catalyst with the classic cross metathesis substrate 1-hexene, the
ring closing metathesis substrate diethyl diallylmalenoate and the strongly coor-
dinating inhibitor 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane. Of these, only 1,3,5-triaza-
7-phosphaadamantane show some detectable formation of a complex with the cat-
alyst. This is assumed to be a result of the concentration of the catalyst-substrate
complex being too low. For all experiments, the collective rate of activation or
inhibition of the catalyst was estimated by fitting the time-resolved spectra.
Rate constants for inhibition and uninhibition could be determined from modelling
of the line broadening of HGII-cyclohexylamine complex.
Since the external stay was limited in time, the experiments presented here do
not do full justice to the potential of this line of research. The forte using the
catalyst itself rather than the substrate of the reaction as a spectroscopic handle lie
in the subsequent, wide applicability of the sample preparation to a large number
of substrates and inhibitors. With more time and development, a larger series of
comparable experiments could be acquired, facilitating a deeper understanding of
the measurements, kinetics and mechanism.
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Chapter 9

Final remarks

The experiments presented in this thesis have produced valuable information, and
the results aligned with the initial ambitions of the project: The unique toolbox
provided by dDNP allowed for a number of interesting and decisive conclusions,
with the achieved hyperpolarization facilitating the observation of catalytic trans-
formations happening in real-time, the detection of otherwise unobserved signals
and the identification of reaction intermediates.
The path to get to this point has not been has not been easy; For each new reaction,
catalyst or other variation, several iterations would often be necessary before we
achieved good enhancement and observations.
Kinetic measurements suffered somewhat from the slight variations between ex-
periments and the particularities of a NMR tube as a model environment. This was
resolved by having experiments be inherently comparative, such as the competition
experiments, calculations of equilibrium constants or comparing activation times.
I personally find the results with pulsed hydrogen flow during hydrogenation to be
an incredibly satisfying demonstration of the best case for the method: The reac-
tion occurs, the signal enhancement allows the observation of both hydrogenation
steps, and the formation of intermediate species. Stopping the hydrogen flow, we
can detect the resulting mechanistic impact and interruption of the catalytic cycle
in real-time. While it took a while to get there, this is exactly what I was hoping for
this project to achieve. Further studies of this type could prove very fruitful, and
be supported by other investigations, such as catalyst comparisons or DFT calcula-
tions, to elucidate the nature of the intermediate species. We have begun to explore
this in the comparison of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4 and [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4,
where the effect of ligand structure on the catalyst mechanism is investigated.
At the end of the day and the thesis, I feel that the new vista of utilizing dDNP for
studying inorganic chemistry appears a challenging but worthwhile pursuit.
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Appendix A

Catalyst purity by 31P NMR

31P NMR of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4]

Figure A.1: 31P NMR spectrum of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4] in CDCl3. Only part
of the spectrum is shown; the remaining spectrum (-250 to 150) show no other
peaks. Only the catalyst has a detectable peak at 24.1 ppm with a doublet with
1J(103Rh,31P) coupling of 143.4 Hz.
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APPENDIX A. CATALYST PURITY BY 31P NMR

31P NMR of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4]

Figure A.2: 31P 31P NMR spectrum of [Rh(NBD)(TPP)2]ClO4] in CDCl3. Only
part of the spectrum is shown; the remaining spectrum (-250 to 150 ppm) show
no other peaks. The catalyst peak at 26.0 ppm is a doublet with a 1J(103Rh,31P)
coupling of 145.2 Hz and accounts for 81 % of the spectrum. Other doublets
found at 30.4 ppm with a coupling condant of 129.4, at 29.1 ppm with a split of
129.4 and at 24.3 with a split of 143.7 correspond to unknown species. Judging
by their ppm and coupling constants, these are most likely other Rh-P species with
1J(103Rh,31P) coupling. Some un-coordinated TPP is detected at 3 ppm.
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ABSTRACT: The hydrogenation of alkynes and alkenes using
Shrock−Osborn catalysts was followed in situ with dissolution
dynamic nuclear polarization (dDNP) NMR. Natural abundance
and 13C-labeled dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate was hyperpolarized
prior to hydrogenation using (1,4-bis{diphenylphosphino}butane)-
(2,5-norbornadiene) rhodium(I) perchlorate, [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]-
ClO4. The increased signal-to-noise ratio of dDNP compared to
conventional 13C NMR allowed real-time detection of substrates
and products as well as the modeling of the hydrogenation kinetics.
The build-up of an intermediate was observed during interruption in
hydrogen flow, substantiating the current view of the reaction
mechanism. Selective inversion of the carbonyl NMR signal of the
substrate was applied to demonstrate unequivocally that the new
peak appearing in the spectrum originates from a reaction
intermediate. The scope of the dDNP method for following reaction dynamics in real time was further demonstrated by
substrate competition experiments.

■ INTRODUCTION

The need for more energy efficient and chemically specific
reactions drives a continuous interest in the improved
measurement of chemical kinetics and mechanistic under-
standing. While simple mechanisms satisfying chemical
intuition and knowledge are the norm in homogeneous
catalysis, the full, detailed picture is rarely achieved outside
of the combined effort of advanced mechanistic elucidation
and kinetic investigation.1

For reactions catalyzed by molecular compounds, mod-
ifications to the active site of the catalyst are an important
means to improve specificity and efficiency. Successful
modifications are dependent on the understanding of the
steric and electronic properties of the catalyst’s active sites.
Insights here can come from spectroscopic identification of
transient intermediate species in the reaction but also from
details of the reaction kinetics. Conventional techniques for
investigating the kinetics and mechanism of chemical reactions
include infrared spectroscopy, ultraviolet−visible spectroscopy,
mass spectrometry, and conventional (thermal) nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. NMR is a valuable
tool because of the high spectral resolution, but the inherently
low sensitivity makes it a poor choice for investigating kinetics
or mechanism of fast reactions or in diluted systems.
The sensitivity of NMR is enhanced significantly using

various hyperpolarization (HP) techniques. These techniques
include dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (dDNP2)

NMR and parahydrogen-induced polarization (PHIP).3−5 The
HP techniques rely on overcoming the unfavorable Boltzmann
distribution of traditional NMR, where only a small fraction of
the nuclei (some 10 ppm for 13C) contributes to the signal.
Applying dDNP, this fraction can be enhanced by several
orders of magnitude (104 to 105).2 The signal is, however,
decaying exponentially back to thermal equilibrium with the
NMR T1 time constant, limiting the achievable duration of HP
experiments. Depending on the magnetic environment of the
nucleus in the molecule, T1 of

1H is in the range of seconds,
whereas T1 of

13C can reach up to a few minutes.6 The largest
T1 values are found for carbon atoms not directly bound to
other nuclei with nonzero nuclear spins. For this reason,
carbonyl carbon atoms are especially useful.
The dDNP technique relies on producing a sample where

the target molecule and an electron polarizing agent (EPA, a
free radical) is dissolved in a glassing matrix and subjected to
low temperatures (1−1.5 K) and high magnetic field (3−7 T)
in a dedicated instrument called a polarizer. The thermal spin
polarization of the EPA electron, which is close to unity at
these conditions, is then transferred to all the magnetically
active nuclei in the target molecule by means of microwave
irradiation.7 After reaching equilibrium in the polarization
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transfer, the sample is dissolved in a hot solvent and ejected
from the polarizer for use in the experiments.2 Because of the
polarization transfer mechanism, the dDNP technique can be
applied to a wide range of target molecules, making it more
versatile than the techniques involving parahydrogen which
requires the presence of an unsaturated bond (PHIP) or
coordinating moiety (SABRE). However, depending on the
type of the experiment performed, the need for molecules with
nuclei in long T1 positions may limit the number of suitable
target molecules. The dDNP technique has mostly been used
for biochemical and biomedical investigations. The number of
reports in the literature dealing with purely chemical systems is
fewer but includes investigations of the Diels−Alder reaction
and the mechanistic features of catalytic polymerization
reactions.8−10

In this work, we use dDNP for the investigation of catalytic
hydrogenation, see Scheme 1 for the reactions under
investigation. The aim of the study was to use the superior
signal strength to search for reaction intermediates, investigate
the reaction kinetics, and assess the mechanism of the
catalyzed hydrogenation reaction. For this, we chose a model
system consisting of a Schrock−Osborn-type catalyst11 and
alkyne and alkene substrates in a polar solvent, acetone. The
hydrogenation of alkenes and alkynes using cationic rhodium
catalysts is a classical organometallic reaction. The mechanism
has been investigated with a range of methods, and the
consensus is that for cationic rhodium catalysts, the reaction
proceeds by (1) coordination of the substrate and then (2)
oxidative addition of hydrogen in the rate-determining
step.1,12−14 Migration of hydrides to the alkyne is followed
by elimination of the alkene product. This suggestion has been
corroborated in the literature by the observation of a strong
kinetic isotope effect.15 Despite attempts using 1H NMR and
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry,14 to our knowledge,
a transient intermediate during catalytic hydrogenation by a
Schrock−Osborn catalyst has never been observed. Here, we
present evidence of such an intermediate.
In order to follow the reaction and extract kinetic parameters

using dDNP-enhanced 13C NMR spectroscopy, the substrate
should contain at least one carbon atom with T1 long enough
to allow collecting NMR spectra with signals from both the

substrate and the product. Furthermore, the chemical shift of
the carbon atom with long T1 should change enough during
the reaction to allow discrimination between the substrate and
product. This is true for carbonyl carbons in the substrates
dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD), dimethyl maleate
(DMM), n-butylacrylate (nBA), and methyl-3-butenoate
(M3B), see Scheme 1 with measured T1 in the range 35−60
s. The carbonyl groups serve as a spectroscopic handle for
following the kinetics of the reaction by 13C NMR spectros-
copy. They are close to the reaction site on the molecule and
are likely to participate in the coordination of the substrate to
the Rh center. 13C NMR has sufficient resolution to allow
peaks of the substrate and product to be well separated in the
spectrum. Enrichment with 13C greatly enhances the signal
intensity but is not necessary in order to follow the reaction
with dDNP and determine kinetic parameters. Nevertheless, in
this work, the substrate was isotopically labeled in selected
experiments in order to have the maximum intensity available.
The catalyst used is the cationic rhodium(I) complex of

diphenylphosphinobutane (DPPB) obtained from hydro-
genation of the norbornadiene-coordinated species (the
precatalyst). The active catalyst is formulated as the 16-
electron square planar complex of rhodium(I) coordinated to
DPPB and two solvent molecules (or one solvent molecule and
the still-coordinated norbornene). The catalyst is selective for
reaction with alkynes compared to alkenes but will proceed to
alkanes given enough time, see Scheme 1. Hydrogenation of
DMAD proceeds to the alkene, which can be either the cis
conformer, DMM, or the trans conformer, dimethyl fumarate
(DMF). Rhodium-catalyzed hydrogenation proceeds through
synaddition giving the cis-conformer, DMM in large excess (k1
≫ k2). Both DMM and DMF are hydrogenated to the same
alkane, dimethyl succinate (DMS).

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
DMAD, DMM, nBA, M3B, rhodium(III) chloride hydrate,
RhCl3·xH2O, 2,5-norbornadiene, 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)-
butane (DPPB), acetone, and the radical α,γ-bisdiphenylene-β-
phenylallyl (BDPA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1-13C
DMAD was obtained from Albeda Research ApS. 2,2′,2″-(10-
{Carboxymethyl}-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)-

Scheme 1. Substrates and Reactions under Investigationa

akn is the first-order rate constant for the reactions given.
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tris(3-{benzyloxy}propanoate)gadolinium(III) (Gadobop)
was obtained from Bracco Imaging. Hydrogen gas (5.0) was
purchased from AGA, Denmark.
The synthesis of the catalyst precursor complexes was

inspired by the work of Abel et al.16 and Schrock et al.17

Synthesis of [Rh2(NBD)2Cl2] (Bis(2,5-norbornadiene)-
dichlorodirhodium). RhCl3·H2O (1.05 g) was dissolved in 4
mL of ethanol. 2,5-Norbornadiene (4 mL) was added and the
flask was sealed, heated, and kept at 60 °C for 12 h with
stirring. The flask was subsequently cooled to room temper-
ature and the precipitate was washed repeatedly with water and
acetone and dried, resulting in a red, crystalline product. Yield:
2.20 g (95%).
Synthesis of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 (1,4-Bis-

{diphenylphosphino}butane)(2,5-norbornadiene)-
rhodium(I) Perchlorate. Sodium perchlorate (1.40 g) was
dissolved in 15 mL acetone, followed by the addition of 2.31 g
[Rh2(NBD)2Cl2]. DPPB (4.32 g) was slowly added with
stirring. Stirring was continued for 30 min. The suspension was
filtered and the precipitate was washed with dichloromethane.
The volume of the filtrate was reduced to about 12 mL and
ethanol was added in equal volume. Excess diethyl ether was
slowly added, resulting in the precipitation of yellow crystals.
The crystals were filtered off and washed with diethyl ether and
air-dried. Yield: 3.11 g (96%). Purity > 99% based upon 31P
NMR: 24.1 ppm (doublet) with a 1J (103Rh, 31P) coupling of
143.4 Hz.18

Instrumentation. HP was achieved using an Oxford
Instruments HyperSense polarizer working at 3.35 T and 1.3
K. 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova 400
MHz spectrometer equipped with a 10 mm broadband probe.
Selected experiments were performed on the same spectrom-
eter in a Shigemi tube using a 5 mm broadband probe. All
time-resolved series of NMR spectra were recorded with a
repetition time of 2 s between 20° pulses. Most spectra were
measured while hydrogen bubbled through the active volume
of the NMR tube resulting in relative large width of the 13C
NMR peaks. Before extracting the integrals of the substrates
and products, the FID’s were apodized with a 1 Hz exponential
function and the spectra were baseline-corrected with a
“Whittaker smoother” polynomial fit.
Method. For the experiments performed in this work, 40

μL of a substrate sample (S) was hyperpolarized for 2 h (time
constant of polarization build-up approx. 35 min) and
subsequently dissolved in 4 mL of acetone. This solution
(PS) (0.7 mL) was then injected into a solution of the catalyst
(C) waiting in a 10 mm NMR tube. The catalyst solution had

been prepared no more than 5 min before injection. To allow
gas bubbling through the solution, the NMR tube was fitted
with a thin glass tube ending in a low-porosity (fine) glass frit
below the active volume in the NMR tube. A hydrogen gas
flow of 11.5 ± 0.4 mL/min (0.5 mmol/min) was applied as
described below, resulting in the gas being dispersed well in the
solution as minuscule bubbles. The rapid convection caused by
the gas was assumed to completely mix the samples between
every pulse during time-resolved measurements.

Detailed Description of Experiments Performed.
Preparation of the Substrate Samples (S). For the experi-
ments described in Figures 1−3, 250 μL (approx. 289 mg) of

DMAD was placed in an Eppendorf tube. BDPA radical (3.7
mg) and 6.2 mg of a solution containing the gadolinium
complex (100 μmol Gadobop/g dimethyl sulfoxide) was
added, yielding radical and gadolinium concentrations of 30
and 2.5 Mm, respectively. For the experiment in Figures 1 and
3, the DMAD was 100% isotopically labeled at one carbonyl
position. For the experiment in Figure 2, the natural
abundance substrate was used. For the experiment described
in Figure 4, three alkene esters (natural abundance), DMM
(32 mg), nBA (28 mg), and M3B (22 mg) were mixed in an
Eppendorf tube. This corresponds to equimolar amounts of

Figure 1. Time-resolved hyperpolarized 13C NMR of the hydrogenation of DMAD with [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. The signal decay is the
combined result of the loss of polarization over time and the loss of signal because of the chemical reaction and pulsing. Left: The change in
integrated intensity of the carbonyl peaks of DMAD (152.0 ppm), DMM (165.5 ppm), and DMS (172.5 ppm) over time. An initiation period of 37
s corresponds to the activation of the catalyst. Right: The individual NMR spectra. The carbonyl peak of DMAD is cut off.

Figure 2. Change in 13C NMR integrated signal intensity with time
for two different carbon atoms during the conversion of DMAD to
DMM with [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. DMM signals are scaled ×10
for easier comparison. The solid lines are simulated using the
parameters obtained by modeling the time-resolved development of
intensity of two substrate peaks and two product peaks to first-order
reaction kinetics.
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each ester. BDPA and Gadobop were added to obtain the same
concentrations as for the DMAD sample. The samples were
polarized with microwave radiation at 93.99 GHz at 100 mW.
The frequency was optimized, and the optimum was found to
be the same as for the standard trityl radical Ox063. After
polarization of S, the dissolution process takes place in 4 mL of
acetone to obtain polarized solution PS. HyperSense works
well with acetone as a solvent. The acetone is pressurized in an
external vessel (4 bar He) and heated until reaching 12 bars of
pressure, which is set to trigger release. This happens at a lower
temperature than for water because of the lower boiling point
of acetone. Upon release, the pressure of the solvent facilitates
dissolution and extraction of the sample from the vessel in the
polarizer. The substrates are very soluble in acetone. The
temperature after dissolution and after transfer through a
nonheated transfer line was measured to be 30 °C for selected
experiments and assumed the same for remaining experiments.
The temperature in the NMR spectrometer was set to the
same temperature to minimize temperature gradients, and
thus, all experiments reported here are performed at 30 °C.
Blank experiments without the catalyst consisting of injection
of PS into 0.75 mL acetone and subsequent NMR measure-
ment were performed several times in order to determine T1
for DMAD, DMM, nBA, and M3B independently.
Preparation of the Catalyst Solution C. A 10 mM solution

of [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4 in acetone was prepared. 0.75 mL
of this solution was transferred to a 10 mm NMR tube. The
tube was then fitted with the inset for hydrogen bubbling and
prepared for injection. The concentration of the catalyst and
(combined) substrate after dissolution and injection is 3 and
65 mM, respectively. There is at least 2% uncertainty on the
concentrations because of the volatility of acetone combined
with bubbling of hydrogen gas.
For the experiment, in Figure 1, the tube is mounted on the

NMR instrument, and hydrogen bubbling was started at the
moment of injection of PS into the catalyst solution.
Acquisition of NMR spectra was initiated just after injection.
The experiments in Figures 2 and 4 were performed with the

purpose of obtaining kinetic data; 30 s of hydrogen bubbling
and 10 s of purging with nitrogen had taken place just before
injection. Upon injection, the hydrogen bubbling was restarted
and acquisition of NMR spectra was initiated.
The experiment in Figure 3a proceeded as for 2. Hydrogen

bubbling was stopped about 12 s into the experiment to obtain
the single spectrum shown.
For the experiment in Figure 3b,c, solution C was pretreated

with hydrogen as in the experiment described for Figure 2 but
with hydrogen bubbling for 5 min and no flushing with
nitrogen. The solution was then transferred to a 5 mm Shigemi
tube. Solution PS was injected and the solution was left to
react for approximately 30 s. A 180° pulse was applied at the
frequency of the substrate peak with a width of 500 Hz (5
ppm) and then normal acquisition of NMR spectra every 2 s
commenced.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Catalyst Activation. For the first experimental series in

this work, we studied the hydrogenation reaction without
activating the catalyst first. This allowed us to monitor the
activation of the catalyst (the hydrogenation of norborna-
diene) followed by the hydrogenation of the alkyne substrate,
DMAD. We used isotopically labeled DMAD in order to have
the maximum signal intensity in 13C NMR. The time-resolved

evolution in the integrated intensities of the individual peaks in
the carbonyl region is given in Figure 1, left. The individual
spectra are shown in Figure 1, right. We observe clearly the
time-resolved development in the carbonyl peak of both
substrate DMAD (152.0 ppm) and product DMM (165.6
ppm) and even the formation of DMS (172.5 ppm) from
further reaction of DMM. An initiation period of around 37 s
before DMM is formed corresponding to activation of the
catalyst. The formation of the alkane, DMS, is observed prior
to the full consumption of the alkyne, DMAD. In addition, it is
clear that the product selectivity for the cis product, DMM, is
high. The formation of the trans product, DMF (164.9 ppm) is
obscured in the experiment shown in Figure 1 because of the
increased line width but can be seen when hydrogen bubbling
is terminated, see Figure 3a. The ratio of the areas under the
NMR peaks estimated from the experiment shown in Figure 3a
is above 100:1 for DMM compared to DMF.

Hydrogenation Kinetics. The kinetic modeling of the
data given in Figure 1 was complicated by the in situ activation
of the catalyst. Simple models for the activation such as linear
or exponential growth of active-catalyst concentration did not
lead to meaningful fits of the data. Actually, the activation of
the catalyst may proceed in two steps because the protection
group (norbornadiene) has two alkene groups coordinated to
rhodium in the precatalyst; see Scheme 2 below. The partially
hydrogenated protection group (norbornene) may still be
coordinated to the rhodium center and this complex may also
be an active catalyst, however, with a different rate constant.
We realized that we did not have sufficient information to
select a reasonable model for the activation of the catalyst from

Figure 3. Zoomed-in image of the carbonyl region of the 13C NMR
spectrum measured during the hydrogenation of DMAD with
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. The position of the carbonyl signal of
DMAD, DMM, and DMS is marked with blue, red, and purple,
respectively. The signal position of DMF is marked with an asterisk.
Peaks belonging to transient species are marked with green and
yellow. (a) Blue line: Sum spectrum in the time interval 54−86 s of
the spectra in Figure 1 obtained during hydrogen bubbling (the
spectrum has been displaced along the y axis and rescaled for easy
comparison). (a) Black line: Single spectrum collected shortly after
stopping hydrogen bubbling in an analogous experiment. (b,c): In a
third experiment, a prehydrogenated catalyst was transferred to a
Shigemi tube and a 180° pulse is applied at the frequency of the
substrate peak. (b) Spectra right after the flip pulse and (c) after
additional 2 s.
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these data and took a different approach toward reliable and
reproducible kinetic data for the hydrogenation reaction. A
new experiment was therefore designed:
The catalyst was activated in the NMR tube by hydrogen

bubbling prior to addition of the substrate. The hydrogen
bubbling was stopped during injection at t = 0 and initiated
again immediately after. In this experiment, natural abundance
DMAD was used because the signal-to-noise ratio was
sufficient to follow the reaction from the natural abundance
substrate. In fact, both the carbonyl carbon atom and the
alkyne carbon atom in the substrate and the carbonyl carbon
atom and the alkene carbon atom in the product have
sufficiently long T1 to follow the reaction for the purpose of
obtaining rate constants, Figure 2. The methyl NMR 13C signal
from both the substrate and product can also be clearly seen in
the spectra and follows the same trend as the two other signals
but artefacts from the decoupling of 1H and the short T1 of the
order of 10 s precluded the use of the methyl signals for
reliable fitting of the reaction kinetics.
The data of four replicates of the experiment was each fitted

to a kinetic model implemented in SciPy19 assuming first-order
kinetics with respect to the substrate and zero order with
respect to the hydrogen gas. The model consists of a first-order
rate law combined with loss of signal because of T1 decay and
pulsing. The reaction was monitored with 13C NMR
employing a nominal 20° pulse angle. The pulse affects only
the active volume of the sample (approximately 1/3 of the
total volume), but because of convection in the tube
introduced by the bubbling of hydrogen, the observed signal
loss corresponds to the application of a lower pulse angle.
Hence, in the model, the pulse angle is a fitted parameter for
each individual experiment, see the Supporting Information.
The fitted pulse angles are between 10 and 13° for all
experiments. The results of the fits are collected in Table 1 and
simulations of the data using the fitted parameters are given as
solid lines in Figure 2. The further conversion to DMS was not
taken into account in the model because the signal from DMS
was too modest using the natural abundance substrate. T1 of
individual atom positions was investigated independently in
three replicates by hyperpolarizing substrate and injecting into
an NMR tube without catalyst present but with otherwise

identical conditions. The T1 decay was fitted using a simple
exponential model. During fit of kinetic data, T1 for the
carbonyl position of DMM was fixed to the separately
measured value of 60 s. The other three measured T1 values
were used to set guess values and boundary conditions (±5 s)
for the parameters during fit of kinetic data. The results are
given in Table 1. More details about the kinetic modeling are
given in the Supporting Information.

Observation of Reaction Intermediates. During the
experiment with labeled DMAD, we actively searched for
reaction intermediates formed during the reaction because the
superior peak intensity using dDNP on a labeled substrate
should potentially allow such an observation. Three individual
peaks in the carbonyl region were identified at 158.0, 162.4,
and 176.7 ppm, see Figure S1. All three peaks were observable
in the time interval 54−86 s but were completely absent both
before and after. None of the three minor peaks are observable
in the final thermal NMR spectrum. Consequently, the 17
individual spectra from Figure 1 obtained in this time interval
were summed to give the spectrum shown as a blue line in

Scheme 2. Activation of the Catalyst [Rh(DPPB)(NBD)]+ and the Suggested Catalytic Cycle of Hydrogenation of DMAD to
DMMa

aX is a solvent molecule. Phenyl groups on phosphorous atoms of DPPB and the charge of +1 on all species are omitted for clarity.

Table 1. Model Parameters and T1 of
13C Nucleia

T1/s T1/s k/s−1

substrate
fitted from experiment

without catalystb
fitted during
catalysis

fitted during
catalysis

DMAD 36(2) 39(1)c k1 = 0.0050(8)c

33(1)c

(alkyne)
DMM 60(2) 60 (fixed)

8(1)c (alkene)
DMM 60(2) 60 (fixed) k3 = 0.00040d

DMS 53d

nBA 52.1(2) 54d k5 = 0.0039d

nBP 50d

M3B 44.2(2) 42d k6 = 0.00083d

MB 47d

aT1 values are given for the carbonyl C atoms unless another position
is given. bT1 values are fitted from three replicates. cValues obtained
from fit of four replicates. One experiment is shown in Figure 2, the
rest in Figure S2. dValue obtained from fit of data from the
experiment in Figure 4.
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Figure 3a. For the next experiment, isotopically labeled DMAD
was hyperpolarized as before, but this time, the hydrogen
bubbling was terminated after 12 s. The single-scan spectrum
obtained just after interrupting the flow is shown as a black line
in Figure 3a. Interestingly, the signal at 158.0 ppm can now be
clearly observed in a single spectrum. The 158.0 signal was
repeatedly observed every time the H2 flow was turned off. The
signals at 162.4 and 176.7 ppm were not observed. An
inversion experiment was performed in order to unequivocally
determine which peaks belong to species generated directly
from DMAD. This experiment was originally devised by Zeng
et al.10 The catalyst was preactivated in the normal NMR tube
with the bubbling inset for 5 min and then transferred to a
Shigemi NMR tube to minimize the volume of the sample not
being affected by pulsing. The hyperpolarized DMAD
substrate (100% labeled at one carbonyl position) was injected
into the catalyst solution and once the turbulence had settled, a
selective 180° pulse was applied at the frequency correspond-
ing to the DMAD carbonyl peak. Hence, the DMAD signal was
inverted when measured just after the pulse, see Figure 3b.
DMM and the intermediate (marked with green) are observed,
whereas DMS and the species giving signals at 162.4 and 176.7
ppm (marked with yellow) are absent. The spectrum obtained
2 s later is given in Figure 3c. Here, the signal corresponding to
the 158.0 ppm intermediate is also inverted. This is a strong
evidence that this intermediate originates directly from DMAD
and is being formed continuously during the experiment.
The currently accepted mechanism for the hydrogenation of

alkenes by cationic rhodium catalysts with bidentate phosphine
ligands is described by Jardine.20 It is assumed to also be
relevant for alkynes such as DMAD and is outlined in Scheme
2. The coordination of the substrate to Rh is suggested to be
symmetric with the CC axis perpendicular to the plane
defined by rhodium and the two phosphorus atoms of the
DPPB ligand. The final position in the plane is occupied by a
solvent molecule indicated as X. The reaction is suggested to
proceed by oxidative addition of hydrogen to the 16-electron
Rh(I) 2 to form 6-coordinated 18-electron Rh(III) 3. This is
suggested to be the rate-determining step. The migration of
one hydride to the coordinated alkyne is suggested to result in
alkenyl asymmetrically coordinated to Rh(III) 4. The
migration of the second hydride results in a symmetrically
coordinated alkene 5. Rhodium is thus formally reduced to 16-
electron Rh(I). The alkene can either react further to give the
alkane or be substituted with a solvent molecule or with a new
alkyne for further reaction.
Our results corroborate the suggestion above: upon

interruption of the hydrogen flow in a continuous experiment
using DMAD, 2 is expected to accumulate and is the suggested
assignment of the signal at 158 ppm. It is observable under
reaction conditions, Figure 3a, blue line and Figure S1
although with a concentration so low that it is necessary to
sum a number of spectra in order to observe it. The interaction
with rhodium is expected to weaken the triple bond of DMAD
because of π-backbonding from the electron-rich rhodium(I)
to the antibonding π*orbital of the triple bond. We find the
chemical shift of the carbonyl carbon of the observed
intermediate to be close to the average of the chemical shifts
of the carbonyl of the substrate alkyne and of the product
alkene. The fact that only one signal can be assigned to the
intermediate corroborates the symmetrical coordination. The
substrate is only labeled with 13C at one of the carbonyl
positions, and two signals are expected for any asymmetric

species. Only a square planar Rh(I) coordinating the alkyne
perpendicular to the plane would be completely symmetric. A
later intermediate such as the alkenyl intermediate 4 in Scheme
2 can be ruled out because it is not symmetric with respect to
the carbonyl carbon atoms. The observation of this
intermediate corroborates that coordination of the alkyne
before oxidative addition of hydrogen is a viable reaction path.
For the other two observed transient peaks (at 162.4 and

176.7 ppm, marked yellow in Figure 3), there is less evidence
to help the assignment. They are not observable in the
experiment given in Figure 3b,c despite the lower noise level.
They are, therefore, likely to be later intermediates formed
after the first hydrogenation step. Given that DMAD
coordinated to the activated catalyst is observable, it is
reasonable to search for a species corresponding to DMM
coordinated to the activated catalyst (5 in Scheme 2). The
carbonyl peak of this species would be expected to be found at
a chemical shift intermediate between the carbonyl of DMM
and DMS in analogy to the peak of coordinated DMAD
suggested to be found at a chemical shift intermediate between
DMAD and DMM. Nothing is observed here, so either the
weaker association between rhodium and alkene or the low
concentration of DMM compared to DMAD has precluded
observation of this species. Other suggested intermediates are
the alkyne coordinated to the dihydrogen rhodium(III) species
(3 in Scheme 2) and the alkenyl intermediate (4 in Scheme 2).
The alkyne coordinated to the dihydride Rh(III) should be
almost symmetric and give only one carbonyl peak (or two
closely positioned carbonyl peaks), whereas the alkenyl
intermediate (4 in Scheme 2) is not symmetric and should
result in two well-separated carbonyl peaks, although one may
be obscured if it is too close to the strong DMM peak. Exactly
which effect the coordination to Rh would have on the
chemical shifts of the carbonyl peaks of these intermediates is
not straightforward to predict, and at the present time,
information is lacking in order to assign the observed peaks. A
future assignment should be supported by, for example, a
computational study or collection of other evidence not within
the scope of this study.

Competition Experiments. In order to demonstrate the
potential of the dDNP method for substrate competition
experiments, equal molar amounts of three different alkene
ester substrates (all natural abundance) were mixed, and then
hyperpolarized and hydrogenated simultaneously. The sub-
strates were DMM, nBA, and M3B, see Scheme 1. The alkenes
were converted to the corresponding alkanes: DMS, n-
butylpropionate, nBP, and methylbutanoate, MB, respectively.
The relative signal intensities of the 13C NMR of the carbonyl
are given as a function of time in Figure 4. As previously
reported, the decay in signal intensity was modeled using a
simple model with one rate constant for each competing
reaction, allowing for T1 decay for all species and decay due to
pulsing. All constants determined for the conversion of all
three substrates are given in Table 1. The simulated intensities
using the fitted rate constants are given in Figure 4 as solid
lines. Figure S3 shows the simulated concentrations of the
substrate and product. The T1 parameters of the carbonyl
carbon are comparable for all three substrates in the range 44−
60 s. Figures 4 and S3 show that the conversion of nBA to nBP
outcompetes the other two and indeed the fitted rate constant,
k5, for conversion of nBA to nBP is larger than k3 with a factor
of 10 and larger than k6 with a factor of 5. It is intuitive that the
primary alkenes (nBA and M3B) are better substrates than the
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secondary alkene DMM but perhaps surprising that nBA is
significantly better than M3B. The difference between these
two substrates is the number of connecting carbon atoms
between the alkene and the ester group. The carbonyl oxygens
in the ester group have been suggested to be able to coordinate
to the rhodium center during the initial substrate binding.21

This clusters the coordination around rhodium that needs two
open positions for oxidative addition of hydrogen in the rate-
determining step. In addition, a more stable intermediate
before the rate-determining step will slow the reaction down.
For nBA, the carbonyl oxygen is only connected through two
carbon atoms to the alkene and cannot comfortably reach the
second coordination site. For M3B, three connecting carbons
allow better reach.
Alkynes are more reactive than alkenes toward hydro-

genation, and therefore, it is not surprising that the first-order
rate constant k1, for conversion of DMAD to DMM, is
significantly larger than k3 for conversion of DMM to DMS.
Comparing the results from the two kinetic experiments given
above the ratio k1/k3 is found to be around 14.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have demonstrated the application of dDNP
to follow the hydrogenation of alkynes and alkenes by a
cationic rhodium catalyst in solution. For kinetic studies,
natural abundance substrates can be used because the NMR
relaxation parameters for all carbon atoms are adequate to
follow the initial stages of the reaction. By using substrates with
an isotopically labeled carbonyl carbon atom, the resolution
and signal intensity are vastly enhanced, and it is possible to
observe transient intermediates during the hydrogenation in
real-time. Stopping the hydrogen flow during the reaction
resulted in the accumulation of a species which is identical to
an observed intermediate in the hydrogenation reaction. This
is suggested to be the substrate molecule coordinated to the
activated rhodium catalyst. This corroborates the currently
accepted mechanism where substrate binding is suggested to
occur before oxidative addition of hydrogen to the rhodium
complex. Inversion of the substrate NMR peak demonstrated

unequivocally that the transient peak originates in a species
formed directly from DMAD.
The dDNP protocol presented is also suitable for

investigating competition between different substrates. This
was demonstrated by following simultaneous hydrogenation of
the alkene esters, DMM, nBA, and M3B with the same catalyst.
It was shown that the catalyst had higher affinity for the less
sterically hindered alkenes, nBA and M3B, than for the more
hindered alkene, DMM. It was also proven that nBA reacts
faster than M3B by a factor of almost 5. It was suggested to be
due to the ester group in M3B being positioned for bidentate
coordination. This allows stabilization of the reaction
intermediate before oxidative addition of hydrogen (the rate-
determining step) and thus leads to a slower reaction rate.
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Modeling the reaction kinetics 
The NMR Data was extracted from the time series of NMR spectra by integration of the signals from the 
substrate and products using the Mnova software [1]. Modeling of the reaction kinetics was performed using 
the ODE solver implemented in SciPy [2] and employing least square fitting to the integral values from the 
Mnova data analysis 

Model description 
The basic implemented model is shown in equation 1 below. In the model S and P denotes substrate and 
product signals respectively, T1S and T1P denotes the respective signal relaxation time constants, k denotes the 
reaction rate constant and p denotes the effect of the pulse on the signals.  

 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=  −𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) − 1
𝑇𝑇1𝑆𝑆

∗ 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) − 1
𝑇𝑇1𝑃𝑃

∗ 𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡)
(1)

Equation 1. Basic model of the observed NMR signal intensity of substrate, S(t) and product, P(t). T1S and 
T1P are the NMR relaxation constants for substrate and product, respectively. p is the loss of signal due to 
pulsing. 

The arbitrary signal units can be converted to concentration of each species by acknowledging that at the 
start of the experiment the substrate signal corresponds to the substrate concentration. 

The reaction rate constant is well defined through appearing in both differential equations.  

In the model the discontinuous pulse was treated as a continuous function. This creates an error that is fully 
negligible for the pulse angles and pulse time interspaces applied in the experiments. The signal consuming 
effect of the pulse (p) can be related to the pulse angle in the following way:  

It is assumed that a full mixing of the sample occurs between the pulses. If 1/3 of the volume is targeted with 
a 20° pulse (as used in all experiments reported here) then the signal loss corresponds to exciting the whole 
sample with a pulse of 11.5o  

The pulse is applied every 2 s and the time dependence of the signal intensity can therefore be approximated 
as the continuous function: 

𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐼𝐼(0) (cos 𝑥𝑥)
𝑑𝑑
2𝑠𝑠 (2) 

 

where I is the intensity of the signal at t = 0. In exponential form: 

𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐼𝐼(0) 𝑒𝑒−𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 (3) 
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analogously to the expressions for decay due to reaction and T1 decay. For x = 11.5° the corresponding value 
is p = 0.0101 s-1. The exact volume used may deviate slightly between experiments and mixing may be 
incomplete. Therefore in the fitting performed p is treated as a parameter (see main text) and is fitted to the 
experimental values. The fitted value of p can be transformed back into an analogous pulse angle, x since 
cosx = e-2p. The fitted values of p in each experiment are given in Table S1. 

The NMR spectra obtained during the hydrogenation of DMAD allows following the reaction from the point 
of view of each of two different carbon atoms in the substrate molecule, see Figure 2 in the main text. This 
was utilized to further constrain the value of the rate constant by simultaneous fitting to data from the two 
different positions in the substrate molecule, forcing the value of the rate constant to be identical for all fits. 

In the substrate competition experiment (Figure 4 of the main text) the basic model was applied to each 
substrate-product pair. 

 

Table S1: Fitted parameters for each experiment. Parameters are here reported in a form that eases 
comparison between the importance of the rate constants and the 13C NMR decay constants, T1S, T1P and p.  

Experiment number k / s-1 1/T1S / s-1 nuclei 1/T1P / s-1 nuclei p / s-1 pulse 
angle / ° 

1 
(See Figure 2) k1 = 0.00584 0.0260 

0.0313 
DMAD carbonyl 
DMAD alkyne 

0.0167* 
0.109 

DMM carbonyl 
DMM alkene 0.0077 10.0 

2 
(See Figure S2) k1 = 0.00433 0.0244 

0.0299 
DMAD carbonyl 
DMAD alkyne 

0.0167* 
0.114 

DMM carbonyl 
DMM alkene 0.0105 11.7 

3 
(See Figure S2) k1 = 0.00594 0.0253 

0.0294 
DMAD carbonyl 
DMAD alkyne 

0.0167* 
0.145 

DMM carbonyl 
DMM alkene 0.0078 10.1 

4 
(See Figure S2) k1 = 0.00408 0.0252 

0.0304 
DMAD carbonyl 
DMAD alkyne  

0.0167* 
0.121 

DMM carbonyl 
DMM alkene 0.0094 11.1 

Average 1-4 k1 = 0.0050(8) 0.0252(6) 
0.0303(7) 

DMAD carbonyl 
DMAD alkyne 

0.0167* 
0.12(1) 

DMM carbonyl 
DMM alkene n.a. n.a. 

5 
(See Figure 4) 

k3 = 0.00040 0.0167 DMM carbonyl 0.0189 DMS carbonyl 

0.0126 12.8 k5 = 0.0039 0.0185 nBA carbonyl 0.0200 nBP carbonyl 

k6 = 0.00083 0.0238 M3B carbonyl 0.0213 MB carbonyl 

*Value is fixed during the fitting. 
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Figure S1: Time-resolved hyperpolarized 13C NMR of the hydrogenation of DMAD with 
[Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. Individual NMR spectra from Figure 1 in the main text is here plotted as a heat 
map with careful setting of the color thresholds in order to enhance the observation of weak peaks. The 
species giving the peaks marked 1 (158.0 ppm), 2 (162.4 ppm), and 3 (176.9 ppm) are recognized as 
intermediates by being formed and consumed during the reaction. 
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Figure S2: The change in 13C NMR integrated signal intensity with time for 2 different carbon atoms during 
the conversion of DMAD to DMM with [Rh(NBD)(DPPB)]ClO4. DMM signals are scaled x10 for easier 
comparison. The experiment was performed a total of 4 times, see Table S1. Experiment 2-4 are shown here, 
Experiment 1 is given as Figure 2 in the main text..  
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Figure S3: Simulated development in the concentrations of substrates and products of the experiment in 
Figure 4. Values are calculated using the kinetic model described in the text. It is plotted here in order to 
illustrate the differences in the rate constants:  
k3 (DMM → DMS) = 0.00040 s-1, k5 (nBA → nBP) = 0.0039 s-1, k6 (M3B → MB) = 0.00083 s-1.  
The experiment in Figure 4 of the main text corresponds to the first 250 s.  
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Hyperpolarization of the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst during initiation and 

inhibition of the catalytic reaction
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Abstract

The ligands of the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation metathesis catalyst were hyperpolarized and 

studied using dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (D-DNP) NMR. The polarized catalyst was 

inhibited using cyclohexylamine (CHA) and 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane (PTA) and 

investigated using NMR.The formation of an amine-ruthenium complex, known from the literature as 

the first step of the inhibition mechanism, was demonstrated by measuring the changes in chemical 

shifts of the nitrogen-heterocyclic carbene in the 1,3-bis-(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-2-

imidazolidinylidene) fragment and the methylene and two aromatic carbon in the o-

isopropoxyphenylmethylene fragment. The signals from these 4 ligand carbon experienced 

enhancements of between 400 and 1200, allowing observation of 13C NMR without isotopic 

enrichment. 

Upon reaction with CHA, an inhibited catalyst complex forms. Line broadening of both the inhibited 

and uninhibited catalyst indicated chemical exchange between the two forms. The time evolution of 

transverse relaxation with chemical exchange was fitted to yield the inhibition and uninhibition rate 

constants of 10500 M-1s-1 and 181 s-1, respectively, and thus the equilibrium constant of 58.0 M-1. In 

another experiment, the addition PTA did not show line broadening, indicating the stronger 

coordination and slow uninhibition of the phosphine-ruthenium complex. 

Introduction

The field of olefin metathesis (OM) continues to experience extensive growth, owing to the many 

diverse applications of the familiar, yet versatile reactions. The search for improved catalysts with 

higher reactivity and selectivity has prompted increasingly sophisticated investigations of the 
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metathesis reactions and catalysts.1–4 As chemical analysis has improved, many methods have worked 

toward in-situ characterization, providing time-resolved results during reaction. Allowing direct 

insight into the kinetics and mechanics of a chemical system, these methods depend on continuous 

detection and measurement of reactants and products, preferably in non-destructive manners and 

under reaction conditions. These predominantly include the familiar, non-destructive spectroscopies 

of UV/vis, IR, Raman, ESR and NMR.5–7 The applicability of NMR for in-situ studies can be further 

enhanced through hyperpolarization by dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (D-DNP). D-DNP 

NMR achieves hyperpolarization by embedding a mixture of substrates and free radicals in a glassy 

matrix and exposing them to specifically tuned microwave radiation at a temperature near 1.5 K. This 

causes a large increase in nuclear spin polarization of the sample, resulting in a subsequent increase in

NMR signals during measurements. Therefore, this overcomes the inherent, low sensitivity of thermal

NMR, allowing observations that would otherwise be unfeasible. Hilty's group has done extensive 

work on the applicability of D-DNP to organic reactions, demonstrating the possibility of quantitative 

kinetic measurement of the Diels-Alder reaction8 and the zirconium-catalyzed polymerization of 1-

hexene,9 as well as the direct observation of intermediates in anionic polymerization10 and catalyzed 

ring-closing metathesis.11 These studies benefit from the wide chemical shift dispersion and high 

sensitivity of 13C DNP-NMR, allowing products to be detected and compared in single, real-time 

experiments.12,13

Here, we propose using the increased signal intensity provided by D-DNP NMR to directly detect 

changes in the catalyst structure and ligand coordination during the reaction. In-situ observation of 

specific changes in the ligand structure during the reaction could further provide a basis for 

elucidating the relationship between chemical structures and the reaction mechanisms.

Utilizing this method, we investigate the inhibition of the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst 

(HGII) with typical bases (Figure 1).14,15 Four carbon atoms, numerated as C1 through 4 in the inset in 

Figure 1, serve as markers for structural changes in the NMR experiments. These atoms serve as 

useful mechanistic indicators, as they are in close proximity to the ruthenium, and exhibit significant 

changes in chemical shift during activation or inhibition.
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Fogg’s group has studied the inhibition mechanism of Grubbs and Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation 

catalysts when reacting with multiple primary, secondary, and tertiary amines. The coordination of 

primary amines trans to the n-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand to form mono-amine-ruthenium 

complexes was demonstrated to be the first step of the inhibition mechanism.15 In our study, we chose 

cyclohexylamine (CHA) as a representative for primary amines and 1,3,5-triaza-7-

phosphaadamantane (PTA) as a representative for phosphines to study the first step in the inhibition 

mechanism of HGII.  

Figure 1: The inhibition and initiation of the Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst. Four carbon of

this catalyst, numerated C1 through 4, server as markers for structural changes in the catalyst

(details in discussion section).

Experimental Methods

D-DNP: Sample Preparation, Hyperpolarization, Injection

A sample of 600 mM Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst (HGII, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

was prepared by weighing the necessary amount of catalyst and dissolving it in 50 μL of 1,2-

dichloroethane (DCE, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) doped with 15 mM of α,γ-bisdiphenylene-β-

phenylallyl (BDPA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The entire 50 μL sample was then 

hyperpolarized on 13C in a HyperSense system (Oxford Instruments), by cooling to 1.4 K and 

irradiating for 4 hours with  a microwave wavelength of 93.965 GHz and power of 60 mW.
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Prior to injection, 4 mL of dried toluene (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was heated in a 

closed vessel until a pressure of 8 bar was reached. The hyperpolarized sample was then dissolved 

using this hot solvent and rapidly injected into a 400 MHz NMR spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, 

MA). Injection was achieved using a gas driven injection system utilizing argon gas at a pressure of 

220 psi against a back-pressure of 150 psi.16,17 In the NMR spectrometer, this dissolved catalyst 

sample was injected into 50 μL of various solutions that had been preloaded into the 5 mm NMR tube.

For the chemical exchange study, the NMR tube was preloaded with neat toluene for control or 

various concentrations of cyclohexylamine (CHA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in neat toluene. 

The concentrations of free cyclohexylamine were calculated by comparing 1H NMR spectra of 

solutions after injection with a known concentration of CHA in neat toluene.

For the observation of time-resolved catalyst inhibition, 50 μL of neat toluene for control or 100 mM 

1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane (PTA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in dichloromethane was 

preloaded in the 5 mm NMR tube. The concentration of PTA in the loaded solution right after 

injection were determined from the pre-loaded volume, initially calculated concentrations, and the 

final volumes manually measured after completing experiments.
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NMR Spectroscopy

Hyperpolarized 13C NMR spectra were acquired on a 400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 

broadband observe (BBO) probe containing triple axis pulsed field gradients (Bruker, Billerica, MA). 

The temperature of the probe was set to 298 K, corresponding to the sample temperature after 

injection. The 1H NMR spectra were acquired with a field strength γB1 = 10 kHz, a duration of 11 μs 

for 90o flip angle, and a center frequency at 10 ppm. Each FID acquisition was collected in 0.511 s for

65536 complex points. The {1H}13C NMR spectra were acquired with a field strength γB1 = 50 kHz, a

duration of  2.6 or 12 μs for 19.5o or 90o flip angle respectively, and a center frequency at 200 ppm. 

The 1H decoupling during acquisition was conducted using the WALTZ-16 composite pulse with field

strength of γB1 = 3.2 kHz centered at 12 ppm. Each FID acquisition was collected in 0.655 s for 

65536 complex points. For the chemical exchange study with CHA, single {1H}13C NMR spectra 

were collected with a 90o flip angle after a stabilization time of 650 ms following the trigger by the 

injector.

For the time-resolved catalyst inhibition study by PTA, a set of serial {1H}13C NMR spectra was 

collected using a [Gz-αx-acq{1H}]x16 pulse sequence being triggered after a stabilization time of 650 

ms. The pulsed field gradient Gz was applied with an amplitude of 35.5 G·cm-1 for a duration of 1000 

ms, αx was a flip angle of 19.5o, and acq{1H} was an acquisition with proton decoupling. The total 

experimental time was 10.5 s for 16 scans. After hyperpolarization experiments, 1H NMR spectra 

were measured by averaging 25 scans separated by 15 s delay.

Data Analysis

The time evolution of transverse relaxation for chemical exchange between two chemical shifts was 

summarized in the first order differential equation below and analytically solved in literature.18

dM (t)
dt

=(iΩ−R+K )M (t)

where  

M (t )=(M1 (t )
M 2 (t )), Ω=(Ω1 0

0 Ω2), R=(ρ1 0
0 ρ2), and K=(−k f [CHA ] kb

k f [CHA ] −kb)
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and Mi is time-evolved magnetization, Ωi is offset frequency, ρi is transverse relaxation constant, kf 

and kb are the forward and backward (inhibition and uninhibition) rate constants, and [CHA] is the 

concentration of free CHA, see the reaction in figure 2 for details. To solve for the forward and 

backward rate constants for this reversible reaction, we used the following fitting procedure: Three 

regions of 13C NMR resonances corresponding to C1 (210.0 to 223.0 ppm), C3 (145.3 to 146.3 ppm) 

and C4 (147.8 to 154.2 ppm) were extracted from the corresponding spectra after being calibrated 

with the 13C chemical shift of toluene para carbon at 125.63 ppm and processed with line broadening 

of 1 Hz by Topspin software, version 3.5.7 (Bruker, Billerica, MA). We used offset frequencies and 

transverse relaxation constants, derived from peak widths, from these three resonances of uninhibited 

catalyst, HGII, as fixed parameters. The concentrations of free CHA were determined by 1H NMR 

spectra and also used as fixed parameters. The transverse relaxation constants of the inhibited catalyst,

HGII•CHA, were assumed to be equivalent to the uninhibited catalyst. The fitting variables included 

amplitudes and offset frequencies of the C1’, C3’, and C4’ of the inhibited catalyst and two reaction 

rate constants; these variables were constrained in reasonable upper and lower bounds during fitting to

reduce fitting time. The offset frequencies were enclosed in the ranges of 400, 400, and 200 Hz for 

C1’, C2’, and C4’ respectively centered at the expected frequencies. The amplitudes were capped at 

1000 arbitrary units; expected values below 100 arbitrary units. The rate constants were set above 1 s -1

without upper limits.  The simulation of free induction decay using these parameters, variables, and 

the time array corresponding to the real time acquisition parameters was conducted; the simulated 

time-dependent data was fast-Fourier transformed to frequency spectra, which were used as fitting 

data. The observed and fitting data were compared to optimize the variables using the least-square 

method with the Trust Region Reflective algorithm and the five starting point strategy using a Multi-

start algorithm programmed in Matlab software, version 9.4, by MathWorks (Natick, MA).

Results and Discussion

The dissolution step of D-DNP NMR necessitated an initially high concentration of catalyst in the 

sample. Dichloroethane was a close analogue of dichloromethane, a common, polar solvent for 
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metathesis reactions, and afforded concentrations above 600 mM of HGII with 15 mM of BDPA 

while forming a glassy matrix. This catalyst mixture demonstrated good signal enhancements of 400 

for C1, 1000 for C2, and 1200 for C3 and C4 of HGII, that were sufficient to carry out NMR 

experiments for 13C without isotopic enrichment.

As shown in bottom trance of Figure 2, the chemical shifts of C1 through 4 of uninhibited HGII were 

assigned to 213.1, 292.1, 145.8, and 152.6 ppm respectively. The final concentration after dissolution 

was measured to be 7 mM of HGII. Upon reacting with various concentrations of CHA, we observed 

both line broadening of the HGII chemical shifts, as well as the appearance of new signals 

corresponding to HGII•CHA. As shown in top trace in Figure 2, the C1’ and C2’ peaks of HGII•CHA

were found at 219.3 and 307.2 ppm respectively, downfield to C1 and C2 of HGII, while the C3’ and 

C4’ peaks of HGII•CHA were seen at 145.8 and 148.8 ppm respectively, upfield to C3 and C4. This 

observation agreed with literature; 19–23 particularly, Fogg’s group found the methylene proton, bonded

to C2 of HGII catalysts, shifted downfield from 16.7 ppm to ~20 ppm when reacting with different 

amines, and ruthenium-sec-butylamine complex, a close analog to our study, showed a broad peak at 

20.0 ppm for methylene proton at room temperature 15 

Figure 2: The observation of 13C NMR chemical shifts during catalyst inhibition by

cyclohexylamine. The spectra were acquired with single 90o pulses 650 ms after injection and

magnified on the chemical shifts of the four carbons of interest. The lower spectrum of

uninhibited HGII (with carbon labeled C1 through 4) and the upper spectrum of inhibited

HGII with ~95 equivalent cyclohexylamine (with labeled C1’ through 4’) showed the shifting

of C1 from 213.1 to 219.3 ppm, C2 from 292.1 to 307.2 ppm, C3 from 145.8 to 145.6 ppm,

and C4 from 152.6 to 148.8 ppm. Dashed red lines mark some of the weaker signals.
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The observation of line broadening for the C1, C3, and C4 peaks of HGII, and the appearance of the 

C1’, C3’, and C4’ peaks of HGII•CHA, as shown in figure 2, indicated a fast established equilibrium 

of HGII and HGII•CHA, 650 ms after injection. Two experiments with different concentrations of 

CHA at 5 and 13 mole equivalents to HGII showed higher intensity of HGII•CHA signals, and the 

depletion of HGII signals with increased concentrations of CHA. Therefore, we concluded the 

intermediate chemical exchange in this inhibition reaction and proceeded to determine the inhibition 

rate constants using the concentrations of free CHA, 31 and 84 mM, as second order reaction and the 

rate constant of HGII•CHA uninhibition as a first order reaction. FIDs were processed with the line 

broadening value of 1 Hz to avoid fitting errors produced by larger line-widths caused by higher 

values. On the other hand, lower values caused the truncated FIDs, leading to artifacts in NMR 

spectra and significantly longer fitting time, while no significant impact was found on fitting results. 

Fitting to the spectrum HGII, the chemical shifts of 213.1, 145.8, and 152.6 ppm and line-widths of 

7.14, 4.56, and 4.73 Hz were found for C1, C3, and C4 respectively; observed and fitting spectra are 

shown as top plots in figure 3. Using the procedure described in the data analysis section, the 

chemical shifts of 219.4, 145.5, and 148.7 ppm were obtained for C1’, C3’, and C4’ of HGII•CHA 

respectively. The fitting yielded the inhibition rate constant of 10500 M-1 s-1, the uninhibition rate 

constant of 181 s-1, and thus the equilibrium constant of 58.0 M-1. Considering the equilibrium 

constant of 92 M-1 at 303 K for inhibition of HGII with tricylcohexylphosphine using peak integration

from proton spectra by Plenio’s group,14 our estimated equilibrium constant for inhibition with CHA 

was appropriately in the same order of magnitude.  The observed and fitted results were shown in the 

middle and bottom plots in figure 3. As the offset frequency differences of C1 vs C1’ and C4 vs C4’ 

were in the range of a few hundred Hz, and the exchange rates were in the same order of magnitude 

when concentrations of CHA were used in low excess, as in this experiment, the significant line 

broadening caused by intermediate chemical exchange dominated our NMR spectra in these regions. 

Conversely, the offset frequency difference of C3 vs C3’ was 27 Hz, which is about one order of 

magnitude lower than the exchange rates. Therefore, only the merged signal of C3 and C3’ was 

observed as a result of fast chemical exchange. Using direct observation of enhanced 13C signals by 
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DNP with the chemical exchange model, we demonstrated a simple but efficient method in estimating

the rate constants of inhibition HGII with CHA. This approach showed a great advantage against the 

complicated spectral interpretation in other spectral techniques such as multivariate analysis in other 

spectroscopies or coupling network in 1H NMR.   

Figure 3: The observed 13C NMR spectra and fitting results of HGII inhibition by CHA. The observed

data, processed with a line broadening of 1 Hz, is shown as discrete black dots. The simulated NMR

spectra, produced from fitting results of  chemical shifts and exchange rate constants, are shown as a

red curve. The sharp, narrow peaks were observed for 7 mM HGII catalyst in the top plots. The C1

and C4 peaks were broadened with 5 equivalent CHA (middle plots), which was caused by

intermediate chemical exchange, and mostly disappeared with 13 equivalent CHA (bottom plots). The

C3 and C3’ peaks merged CHA due to the fast chemical exchange.

Acknowledging the fast established equilibrium in inhibition with CHA, we also conducted inhibition 

of HGII catalyst with PTA as a representative of phosphine ligands, typically known for slow 

dissociation for Grubbs type catalysts,24,25 through a serial 16-scan acquisition of NMR spectra with a 

smaller flip angle of 19.5o and 0.655 s per transient. The first scan, 0.65 s after injection, was shown 
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as the top trace in figure 4; line broadening was not observed for neither C4 nor C3 of HGII at 152.6 

and 145.8 ppm, nor for C4* and C3* of HGII•PTA at 145.5 and 149.1 ppm. 

Figure 4: The observed 13C NMR spectra of HGII inhibition by PTA 0.65 s after injection.

The chemical shifts of HGII were found at 152.6 and 145.8 ppm for C4 and C3, and the

chemical shifts of HGII•PTA  were found at 149.1 and 145.5 ppm for C4* and C3*. Line

broadening was not observed for these four peaks, indicating the slow stability of the

HGII•PTA complex.

Conclusion

We demonstrated the possibility for hyperpolarization of the HGII catalyst and direct observation of 

structural changes through 13C NMR signals. The primary amine CHA and phosphine PTA were 

chosen for investigation of catalyst inhibition. Our method showed the applicability to the fast 

equilibrium between HGII and HGII•CHA and the robustness of of HGII•PTA. D-DNP provided 

sufficient enhancements that single-scan NMR experiments could obtain 13C signals of both HGII and 

HGII•CHA. Using the model of transverse relaxation with chemical exchange, simulation were 
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conducted for fitting and yielded the inhibition and uninhibition rate constants of CHA.  Furthermore, 

due to the slow dissociation of PTA ligand, line broadening was not observed for NMR signals. The 

catalyst was hyperpolarized instead of the more conventional substrates, with certain compromises 

including the need for high concentrations and appropriate glassing solvents,  but still the method can 

provide deeper insight into catalytic reactions such as activation, substrate coordination, structural 

rearrangement, and deactivation. In future studies, the direct comparison of these otherwise distinct 

phenomena could prove to be beneficial to both catalyst design and the elucidation of reaction 

mechanism.
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